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The ¡rroblem of the reletion betrr'een ou¡ bodies a¡d our rcinds, a;nd.

espeer'a11y of the Ii.nk betwêen brain st¡uctures .and procèsses on the
one ha¡d. e¡d- mental dispositìons on the othêr ig an exceedingly diifi-
cult one, without pretending to be able to foresee future deveJ-opments,
both authors of this book think it iuprobabre that the prôblen wilr_ ever
be sol.ved., in the sense that ¡¿e shaJ-l reatþ understand this retation.
l^Ie thlnk that no mô?e can be expected than to make a little progress
here ol. -bhëre.

Popper and. nccles (t9J1),
The sel-f end its brain.
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CHAPTER 1

TNTRODUCTTON

In i96)+ Grey l,Ialter enct his colleagues (Walter, I96)+a; I'IeIte¡ et aÌ.,
196\) d.iscovered that slow negative potential-s develop i.n the hurmn brain
in the interval betveen tl¡o stinul-i if the fiïst stimul-us (S.,) serves as

a warning and the second. stimul,r" (Se) requires a motor response. Fig. 1

shoïs a typical- exempl-e of the d.evel-opment of this potentiaf in the inter-
stimul-us interval (ISI)¡ After the evoked. potential to S., a Sradual- negative

shift is seen which reaches its maximr:n just before Sr. This negative shift
ïas cal-l-ed contingent negative variation (CNV) because it was thought that
the occurrence of the CNV vas d.ependent on the association (contingency) of

tuo successive stinuli.

N = 160

Cz

1 sec

!'ie. l, The vertex (cr) crfv fron a typical subject, averaged across
l60 tria].s.

The discovery of the CNV l-ed to numerous experi.ments which attenpted' to

specif! the psychol_og:ical significence of this negative shift by investigating
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it in elf sorts of experiment€J- situations. The results of these earJ-y stuclies

vere swarized by Cohen (lg6g) ar¿ Tecce (1972). Later studies were moïe con-

cerned vith the improvement of technology (e.g., electrode resi-stance, eye mo-

vement artifacts, cephalic skin potentials), the investigation of the CNV r:nd.er

exbreme conùitions (drugs, steep d.eprivation, o4¡gen failure, etc.) or the re-

Iationship of the CNV vith other physioJ-ogieal measures (heart rate, skin re-

sistmce, pupil diameter, backgromd EEG, evoked potentials) (see for example

the proceeôings of the 2nd a¡ld 3rd "otgru"sus 
on the event related. slow poten-

tiets of the brain; McCaItm End. Knott, 1973, 1976).

It is evident from the above mentioned revievs erd also from more recent

ones (cohen, 19?)+; Hil-lyard, 1971+ md McAdan, 1971+) that there is consid.erable

òisagreenent vith regard to the fmctionat meaning of the CNV. -Al-though it has

been shown that it can be obtained in nany task situations and is affected by

rnany task variables, it renains mclear vhich psychologicat processes are as-

sociated vith the d.evelopment of this brain potentiaÌ.

AJ-though the CNV has been most pronor:¡ced in reaction-tine (nt) tasks

vhere S, requires a fast motor response (e.g., Walter, 196\a; Lov et a,l-. , þ66;
Peters et il., 1970). it has al-so been for:nd. in si-gnal-detection tasks vhich
only involve the perception of stirnul-i at threshold. leve1 (e.g., Cohen, 19?3;

HitJ-yard, 1969b; Hil-Iyard et aI., 1971t Järvil-ehto arÌd Fruhstorfer, 1970).

Moreover, CNVs ere for¡nd. to preced.e complex or novel stinuli, even vhen there
i.s no specified task et eJ-l- (W€Iter, 196Jarb).

Slnce the CNV is al-so present in sensory tasks vhich do not require a

fast úotor response, Grey Walter thought that the e:çectency of the subject
for the arriva,f of S2 ïas sufficient to produce the CNV; therefore the CNV

was also ca1led. rrexpectmcy wave" (e.g. Cohen, 1969; Walter et at., 1p6l+,

1967),

Other investigators (Lov et al., 1!66; Hill-yard., 1969a) preferued. response

reaôiness, motor preperation or conation (i.e., intention to act) as the mecha-

nism mderJ-ying the CNV. The CNV has aLso þeen re].ated to more generaf proces-
ses, Ìike motivation (Irwin et a.T.r 1966) or attention (Tecce, 1pJ2).

Thus, the CNV has been associated l,¡ith nany psychological constructs, se-
veral of vhich are rather broaaLly d.efined.. As long as the fr:¡lctionel rote of
the CNV is unclear, its theoreticel- and. applied vå1ue vil-l- be l-ínitett since
possibte effects (for example, in&ividueJ- òifferenees or cereb"al dysfirnctions)
ca,nnot be interpreted. in tems of psychological- constflrcts. It is somewhat su¡-
prising th¿t after 10 years of investigation the fu¡ctionaL meaning of the CNV
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is still- unclear. 0f course, it is possible that the CNV is a general phenon-

enoÈ, which accompanies naJìy types of behavior. Another possibil-ity, however,

is that the CNV consists of more than one slov potential shift (SpS). If
these shifts differ in their fu¡ctional meaning, they might confound each

other, since they wì.11 be affected differentially by experimental manipu-
1ati.ons,

To shed rrore light on these issues a series of experiments r¡as carried
out; these experiments are d.escribeô in d.etaif in a separate seetion (Appen-

dixl Experinents 1-6). Although the resul-ts of each experiment are preceded

by en introduction and a description of the method, the next ehapter vil1
present the general methods vhich vere used, then the behavioral background.

wj.Il- be outlined. æd in Chapter \ the research issues will be fomul-ated
vhich guided these stud.ies. FolJ-oving that the topographicat results I'i1l-
be sr:¡:¡larized., Iinally, on the basis of the present experiments, a,nd. stud.ies

of other i.nvestigators, the psychol-ogical meaning of the SPSs oecurring
d.uring the ISI r-il1 be discussed in separate sections.



CHAPTER 2

GMÍEB.AI METTIODS

Although the nethod is described separatel-y for each study, a generaJ-

outl-ine vi.Il- be given here.

2. 1. SUBJECTS

The subjects vere students from the University of Utrecht who were paid
for their participation, Only nale subjects were used becaìjse too few feme.les

coul-d be for¡d r¡ho vouJ-d allov the attachment of eleet¡odes vith coll_odion.

2.2. ELECTRODES

The EEG vas recorded. from the scalp vith Ag-ÀgCI d.isk-e1ectrod.es. To keep

the el-ectrode resi.sta.nce as lor¡ as possible electrod.es lrere chlorid.ed. each

time before their use. Before applying the etectrodes the skin vas thoroughly
cleæsed of oil- a¡d. dead epidemis vith aJ-cohol. After filling the cup of the
el-ectrod.e rn¡ith a conductive paste the electrode r¡as attached to the scal-p

r¡ith cofl-odion¡ ca"e'was ta^lien that the contact between electrod.e end the
scsJ-p vas very tight. The intereleetrod.e irrpedance r,ras measured using a 10

c/sec sinevave. An electrod.e was removed. if the imped.æce vas more than 5 ke

or when it shoved. Iarge baseline d¡ifbs or 50 c/sec rrhmrr. If this happenëtl

during the experinental session, the subject vas asked. to retum to the lebo-
ratory on a ðif,ferent occasion. The electrodes were pl_aced along the nidline
of the scalp (Fz, Cz, Pz a:rd sometimes O"; see Fie. 2), accord.ing to the in-
ternational- 10-20 systen (Jasper, 1958). fUese efectrodes .were referred. to
finked. ears, because here the arbifacts of electroderneJ origin (cephal_ic

skin potentials, see Picton and Hil1yard, 1912) æe üinins-l. In ad.ôition,
Becknan niniatr:¡e electrod.es vere taped on the forehead 2 cn above the
nose-bridge (ground) and to the supra- and infra-orbita,l rì.d.ge to record. the
vertrcâ.L -EioG.
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I'ig. 2. The placements of the el-ctrodes accoròing to the 10-20 system
(Jasper, 1958). Letters refer to the general area of the cortex: F =
frontel, C = centralr p = parietal¡ 0 = occipita.l and T = temporal.
Od.d. numbers indicate the left side (e.g, Cj), even nmbers indicate the
right (e.g. C[) and. z inòicates the nid]-inã position. The òistance be-
tween the electrode locations is alvays 1O/" ot 2O/, of the òistance be-
tveen nasion (nose bridge) md. inion (occipitaa bone) and the distance
betveen the tvo egr lobes.

2.3. EYE MOVEMENT ARTIFACTS

The most serious and. vel-l--ôocmented. conta¡nination of slow potential shifts

resuJ-ts from sl-ov eye movements, vhich often synchronize vith the behavioral
task. It has been strown (Hil-Iya¡d and Galanbos, 1970; tr{eerts md Lane, 197)+)

that the CNV i.s especiafl-y vulnerable to vertical eye novements and to eye

blinks.
To prevent the intrusion of eye novement artifacts in the EEG several pre-

cauti.ons vere taken;

1) Subjects vere trained to suppress their eye movements and blinks; during

the training session the EOG vas monitored and large eye movements were re-

ported. to the subject.
2) tne subject was alvays given a fixation point (a light or a cross). In one

experiment (Experinent l+) a fixation stimul-us was given 3 sec before S.,. In

this vay very few eye movements occurred, those triggered by the presenta-

tion of S., especielly 'were suppressed..

3) The computer skipped. a tria,l when the EOG a:nplitude exceeded + 200 uV rela-
tive to a pre-S1-baseline. In general, a subject vas èisearded if more thm
2O/" of lJne tria.ls had to be rejected.
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4) EEG averages per subject per condition a/ere rejected a.lso when the EOG

anplitude, neasrred in the same vay as the EEG arnplitude, exceeded + 50

pV relative to the pre-S1-baseline. À subject vas discarded if more than
one of the conòitions had to be rejected.

5) In genera-I, it vas attempted to design the stimul-us configuration such
that the task requirements did not incluce eye movements. For example, in
Experiment 3 the subject vas asked to judge vhether a circle was concen-
tric or eccentric positioned around the fixation point; in this way the
fixation point vas an integral part of the stimulus configuration.

Procedures 3 and l+ for the rejection of eye movements vere evaluated as

to whether they influenced. the experimentaJ- data. fn general, it vas fomd
that arthough cNV âñllitud.es vere red.uced with stricter criteria, the effects
of the e:çerimenta.l conòitions renained proportioneJly the sane. Thus when
a lax (+ 5OO uV) and a strict (+ lOO uV) criterion were compared, no interac-
tions ',¡ere fou¡d between the criterion level- and task variabl-es (see afso Ex-
periment )+). rn ¡xperinent 1 the effects of the other rejection criterion ()+)

vere evaluated. Fig. 3 shovs that vith a }ess strict criterion the SNW mpli_
tude increases, especiarly in the frontal- derivation. However, the rrodality
effect (visual- vs. auditorf sr) renai.ns proportionally the same. The largest
reduction in EOG artifact vas obtained r¡hen a rejection criterion of 2t UV was
cornpared l¡ith no rejection at a1f. with an auditory sl this e,mplitude r¡as re-
duced by 37%, vhiie onlry 11/" of 1)+l+ averages vere rejected.

The above resu-Lts suggest that a nod.erate anóunt of eye-novement artifacts
does not confou.nd the data as rong as no systemati.c ùifferences in vertical EOG

are found between experimental conùitions. îherefore it i.s reconmended that EOG

arnplitudes measured in the same vay as the EEG afiptitud.es shoul-d be reported..

2. I+. APPA.RATUS

The ex¡:eriment was conducted. in a sourrdproof and. electrica^1ly-shielded cu-
bicle (AnBlifon). the subject was seated in a eomfortabfe ehair vhich includecl
neck- and arm-rests; response buttons r¡ere mourìted on the right and r_eft arî of
the ehair. Auditory stirnuri were usuarly der-ivered via earphones (sennheiser).
visuar stinuJ-i were usuarry presented on srides, which were projected (KodaJr-

carousel-s) through the vindor,¡ of the cubicre onto a screen at a distarce of ce.
1 ¡n from subjectrs eyes. The stimuri'ere reasonably intense (funinance of 35
ca/mz), vhile the cubicte vas only òim]y ilfuninated. (backgror¡nd. of 3,5 cd/n2
The tinr-ing of the stinuli (incruùing the trigger) a¡rd the measurement of RT (r
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Iie, 3, The vertex (sol-id line), frontal (broken line) and EOG mplitu-
des (the average activity 600-800 msec after Sl, referred to a pre-S1-
baseline), for different criteria and. when trno" criterion is used. The
val-ues u:td.erneath give the percentage of averages rejected. The d.ata are
given separately for an auditory (crosses) or visual- S1 (circles). Tne
data were derived. from Experiment 1 (see Appendix).

msec) was done by the PSARP equipment (van Doorne md Sanders, 1968). This

equipnent also produced a BCD code, which indicated. the experimentaf condition:
the triat number, the type of stimufus and response (e.g., l-eft or right button)
and. the corresponcling RT. This cod.e vas also record.ed. on tape and aeconpenied.

the EEG signals,

2.5. AMPLIÎIERS

Except for the last tvo stud.ies (E>çerinents 5 md 6), EEG signals were

a,nplifìed u-ith Ahrend vsn Gogh equipment, using a time constsnt of 6 sec. It
coul-d. be argued that this is not long enough for the intervals of l+ sec which

vere used in Experiments 2 a¡d. 5, Hovever, it can be shor¿n that a DC shift
measured at the end. of a I+ sec ISI is attenuated. by 1\ft, stafi,ing from a rmp

vaven vhich is most si¡ril-ar to the gradu€I devel-opment of the CNV. Moreover,

this attenuation r¡oul-d. be generall-y the s€,tne for all experinentaÌ conùitions.
In acld.itioir the experinental resu-Its woul-d not have been ch€Jìged. essentially
if a baseline nidway in the ISI (e.e. 2 sec before sr) naa been taken instead.
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of before S. (see for exmple, Fig, 1 of Experiment 6), Finetl-y, the resultsI
obtained in Experiments 3 md 6, vhich clid use J-onger time conste¡ts (eO en¿

10 sec, respectively) d.id not d.eviate substantially from the other results,
nor did the resul-ts of the Ex¡:eriments .1 and \, vhich used. a shorter ISI
(3 sec).

2,6. DATA .ANALTSIS

The EEG md EoG signal-s were recorded on magnetic tape (Philips, Anal-og

7 to 14), so that various off-line analyses could be perf,orued. At least tvo
programs were used for these analyses, vhich vere done on a LAB 8 systen (llC).

A, The CNV-progrer

In this progran a maximu of B che¡rnels ca,rr be s€mpled at a certain ra-
te (nostl-y 25 sanllles/sec). ttre analysis period started I sec before S,

md. ended at the onset of Sr. Per cha¡nel and. per t¡iel data reduction vas

accomplished by averaging successive groups of senples. Fig. )+ gives the

resufts of such an analysis carrj.ed out on recordings obtained in the speetl

.--. Fz
x-x cz
_pz
......... E0G

12
time {sec}

-12
t
a-B
oÐl
2t
è
E

3o
I.JJ

LIJ

+L

+8
s2s1

¡ie. l+. The s]-ov potential changes, separately for the frontel- (F-),
vertex (C-) srid parietal (P-) derivation and for the EOG. Each cuÍve
consists 6r l3 aata pòintsr'i.e. the averege of ! successive semples
(sa.npIe interval l+O nsec). The d.ata veïe obta.ined in ex¡rerinent !
und.er speed. instruction varied- within a bloek of trieJ-s.
The figure also shovs the three slow potential shifbs occurring in
the Sr-Sô interval: the slov negative weve (SuW), the slow positive
wave (sPfr) antl the tevninal CNV.
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(within blocks) condition of Experiment 5. The figure shows curves of 13

data póints for ¡he frontal (I"), vercex (Cz) and parietal (Pr) derivation

md the EOG. Each data point consists of 5 successive smples (smple in-

terval of )+O msec), yielding an average data point every 200 msec. Due to

space timitations onJ-y every second data point vas retained for further

analysis, i,e, the periods 2OO-\00 rnsec after Sj,600-800 msec, 1000-1200

msec, etc. after S.,, except that in the 1 sec before St' only the first and

the last data point (IOOO-BOO nsec snd 2OO-O nsec before S1) vere reserved

and in the early phase of the interval one data point more was taken ()+OO-

600 msec after S, ),

On the basis of these data points the following slow potential measwes

are generally obtained (see also Fig. 6):

- Slol¡ .Positive. l,I.ave. (SPW): the average EEG activity during the 200-\OO msec

period after S1. This vave coul-d be regarded as a measure for the P,OOr

which is comonly observed.' for exmple, in selective listening tasks.

- S]gw Neeative. J^Iave (Slrf.!i): the average EEG activity during the 600-800 msec

period after 51. This vave has a.Iso been called. 'rorientation wave" (O-vave)

or 'rearly CNV" (Loveless and. Sanford' 19.|)+b).

- len4ina] .Ç'[V: the average EEG activity during the 2OO msec period preceding

Sr. This rrave has alternatively been calledtterpectancy-vavettorttlate CNVtt.

- The above measures vere with reference to a baseline, viz. the average EEG

activity during the 2OO msec period before S1i

Note on nomencfature: The above mentioned teminólogy vas preferred. to orjen-

tation or ex¡:ectmcy wave, because the }atter refers to a fmctional signifi-

cance which is yet mproven and therefore shoufd be avoided. The tenns ttearlytt

and. rrlatett CNV are al-so misleading because they suggest that there are two

components of a connon process¡ In fact, the available data indicate that the

SNW is dependent upon the characteristics of S., (Iar8ely in the same vay as

the SPll), arìd that the terninal CNV is dependent upon the task requirements

at Sr.

Successi.ve averaging has the foflowing advantages:

l) tr'or slov potential charrges, the average EEG over a certain period witl

provide a better measure than vhen one sampfe is taken.

2) Tnis on-line d.ata reduction saves much space in computer memory' so that

the data of single trials of several channel-s and erçerinental- conditions

can be stoïed on disk. This enables the rejection of eye-movement s¡d'
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other artifacts on singJ-e-trial basis, Moreover, it is then also possible
to correlate single CNV amplitudes with behavioral- measures end to average

the CNV amplitudes selectivel-y for þehavioral or other measures (e,g. hits,
quick RTs),

Since the EOG is also averaged ttsuccessiveJ-yrr, eye blinks are attenuated
refative to the eye movements. Consequently, the detection of eye-movement

artifacts is favored as compared to eye blinks. This is in line with the
observation (e,g., I{eerts and Lang, 1973) that the ratio betr¡een EOG an-
plitude and,EEG artifact is larger for eye movements than for eye blinks.

Advanced averager

To obtain the evoked potentials to either S] or S, the rrAdvanced aver-
agerrr of DEC was used, The progrm rras mod.ified so that for triggeri.ng
and sel-eetion of the trj.al-s the BCD code of the PSARP-equipment could be

used, In this way it vas possibfe to obtain not onfy averages tine-locked
to the Sr-S, parad.i.gm (S-related), but al-so to the response to S, (R-re-

lated.). In the latter case a rrnegative delay't was used to obtain the acti-
vity preceding the response. This malysis lras d.one in Experiments 5 and

6 (see for example. Fig. 3 and l+ of Experiment 5).



CHAPTER 3

TASK VARIABLES AND PBEPARATORY PROCESSES

some of the psychological processes which have been proposed to uderÌie
the CNV are thought to be associated with perceiving S, (e,e,, expectancy,
perceptual sensitivity) and others with the execution of a motor response
(notor preparation or readiness to respond). The CNV has also been reÌated
to task difficulty (see Tecce, 1970); however, this concept has two meanings

r.¡hich shoufd be crearly distinguished: in some studies it refers to the diffi-
culty of discriminating s, and in others to the comprexity of the rerationship
between stinulus and response. This relationship may be manipulated by vaïying
the information processing d.emmds. For example, poon et al. (1976) compared

a simple RT task vith a "same-different" task. In the l_atter taskr S2 consisted
of two letters md the subject had to press one of two keys when the fetters
'!{ere both consonants or both vowels (sa,ne) and the other key when the fetter
pair contained. a vowel- and a consonant (d.ifferent).

The development of the CNV in advance of S, suggests that the CNV is a

cortical correlate of a preparatory process, which is triggered by a warning
(S.,). fo discover the functional rneaning of the CNV we should pose a question
as to the nature of the preparation d.uring the rsr. At the nomen'u this question
is far from settled (see Posner et at., 1973; Näätänen and Merisalo, 19TT),
fn the Sr-S, paradigrn preparation could be defined as perfo.nning in ad.vance

L¡hat can be perforûed befole the arrivaf of S:. One can. for exa:lple, assume
trthe appropriate posture and make the necessary peripheral sensoïy adjustments,
such as the fixation of the gaze on the display on which the stimulus will
appear, But preparation is nore ths,n that; it appears to incl-ude the facifi-
tation of refevant sensory, motor, and centrar, integrative functionsrr (Näätänen

and Merisalo, 1977, p, 133).

In the present context it is assumed that the presentation of a warning
(S.,) enables the subject to prepare foï 1) the perception of 5", Z) the execu-
tion of a motor response, or, 3) ttre decision linking S2,to ân overt or covert
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response. These three preparatory processes could be labelled. stimulus mti-

cipationn d.ecision anticipation, or motor preparation.

To exmine the functional role of the CNV, the experimental parad.igms

used should be classified into general eategories (c,f, Hitlyard, 1973)' One

possible classification is in terms of the type of task variables used in

these paradigns, In the present stu y three types of task variables wj.fl be

d.istinguished, stimutus and response variables, and variables which affect

the rel-ationship betveen stinulus and response (SR-variables); these variables

are assumed to affect stimulus anticipation, motor preparation and. decision

mticipation, respectively, Thus, if a physiotogical cha¡.ge occurring d.uring

the ISf is affected by stinulus variabfes, such as the physical character-
istics (intensity, duration, etc,) or the discrininability of Sr, this change

is assmed. to be rel-ated to stimulus mticipation. If the charige is instead

seleetively affected by the amount of infomation processing required to tTans-

late a stimulus into a response, it shall- be said. to refe" to d.ecision anti-

cipation, Sinilarly, if physiological phenornena are affected by variables

which are related to the execution of a motor response to Sr, it is assmed

that they reflect motor preparation,

A sinilar nethodology is used. in RT-research in m attempt to id.entify

the psychological nechanisms involved in the processing of inforuration. This

so-called. rradditive factor" method assumes that stinufus information is pro-

cessed in successive stages. Since processing in a particular stage is as-

sumed not to starb mtil proeessing in m earlier stages is finished, the

mean RT is regarded as the sum of the prÐcessing tines in the individua-l sta-

ee" (Rl = tr1 + tz * t3 ...), wh.r the processing ti.ne of a stage increases,
(for exampte, because stinul-us discrinination is mad.e more difficul-t) mea¡r RT

viII increase to the sane exbent. The additive factor method. assmes that tvo

task variables refer to the seiûIe processing stage if their effects on me€n RT

are found. to interact, and that they refer to òifferent stages if their effects

are additive (Sternberg, 1969).

On the basis of a nmber of consistent resu.Its obtained in choice RT tasks,

Sand.ers (197?) conctuded. that there are at least three successive stages, na.mely

ttencodingtt, ttchoicet'a¡dtrmotor adjustrnenttt. Iig. 5 gives these stages and the

task variables by vhieh they are id.entifi.ed. Thus, the "encoùing" stage is

mainly affected by signal degradation, which involves the "degradingrr of the

stimulus configuration by making it Ìess discriminable (for exasrpte, by put-

ting visual noise aeross letters). The typicel variabfe of the choice stage is



SR-conpatibitity, which refers to the relationship between stimulus and res-

ponse; for instance, if tvo lights are besi.de one another, and. the right hand

end left hand. are used to respond to the right and left lights, respectivelyt

then the relationship is said to be conpatible. Hovever, if these relation-

ships are reversed, so that the right hmd is used to respond to the left

fj.ght, end vice versa, the relationship is said to be incompatible. The third

stage, trmotor ad.justmentrr, is affected by time uncertainty, which refers to

the duration of the fSI or the irregularity of the ISI,

SR
compo ti bi lr ty

tiñe Fis. 5, The three processing
stages in the reaction process,
with corresponding preparatory
Processes,

The above stages have been postulated on the basis of the following evi-

d.ence (see afso Sand.ers, lgTT): SR-compatibility shovs ad.ditive effects vith
stimulus degrad.ation (Frovein and Sanders, 1978; Steïnberg, 1969) and with
time uncertainty (Iror,rein and Sanders , 19'(B; Posner et aL., 1973; Sud.ers '
l9?7). Mo"eover, time uncertainty has additive effects, not only with stinulus
degrad.ation (Irowein, 1978), but also vith other stimulus variables, such as

st:.murus d.uratron (.rosner anú llores, t9!t) a¡d visual stimulus intensity (Raab

et al,, 196l; Sanders, 1977),

Afthough the relationship between these processing stages e¡d. the pre-

lare.tory processes u¡der d.iscussion is stilÌ unclear, it appears that they

have similar characteristics in the sense that they relate either to stimu-

lus-inputr response-output or to more central- processing. As is illustrated
in tr'ig, 5 it is assumed that the three processing stages are preceded by cor-

respond.ing preparatory processes; of course, this is only possible vhen the

tesk situation enabfes the subject to predict to some extent the moment when

the imperative stimulus wil-l arrive (for exampl-e, by introducing a varning

signal ) .

tr'or the monent it is assmed. that the three preparatoty proeesses are

affected by the sme task variables as the processing stages. This has the

number olternot I rêl sijnol freq
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advantage that the task va¡iables which hsve been shom to affect a certain

stage can now be used to investigate uhich of the three prepar¿tory processes

are related. to certain phasic chmges in physiological variables. Evidence for

the existence of these preparatory processes cm be obtained either from physio-

logical variables (such as slow cortical shifts, phasic changes in background.

EEG and heart rate) or from behavioral experinents (for exanple, by investigating

the effects of time uncertainty in RT-tasks, or by using S., to provide adva.nce

informa.tion with regard to the task requirements or to the stimul-us configuration

at S^),
In RT-reseaïch it has been generally found that RT increases either l¡ith

J-onger or vith more irregular ISIs. fn the latter situation, the d.ura¡ion of
the fSI varies in a pseudo-rmdom fashion from trial--to-trial (e.g., Klernmer,

1p!6; Trmbo md Gailtard, 1975). These effects have mostly been interpreted
in ter¡Ts of expectmcy ê¡d. motor pïeparation. Generally, the strongeï the ex-
pectmcy for 52, the more intensety the subject prepares for the response,
In this view expectancy is regarded as a higher ordered process, vhieh regu-
Iates motor preparation (see Näätåinen, 1971, for a futther d.iscussion of these
concepts). .A-lthough different d.efinitions are possible (Sanders, 1966), ex-
pectancy may be described in the present context as "the subjective probabili-
ty of the im¡nediate delivery of the imperative stirnul-us" (Näätänen and Me?i-
sa.ro, )g(().

Näåtänen æd Merisalo shoved that, with some exceptions (Op. cit., p,13\),
expectancy reflects rather r¡el-l the objective probability of the imediate ar-
rivaf of 52. ./t-s the intervaJ- between S., æd S, elapses this probability, and

thus the expectæcy for 52, increases. hlith increased tine mcertainty this
process is hindered by increased d.ifficulty in preòicting the exact moment S,
vil]- arrive. Expectacy is affected. not only by time uncertainty but al-so by
event uncertaiity: erçectmcy for a given signal wilt be greateï the targer
the chæee that this particular signal_ will be pïesenteô. Thus, motor prepara-
tion appears to be ùirectly related. to the d.egree of certainty about both the
likilihood of occurrence and the tine of occurrence.

Another souce of variation in motor preparation is the exbent to which
the subject cæ contïol his response system. lläätåinen and Merisaro ( lgTT) rt".r.
pointed out that the organism has no direct vay of "perceivingtt the moment-to-
rnoment ðiste¡ce betÌreen the l-evel of motor preparation at a given moment a¡rd
the revel where an actuar response is initiated. ft âppears that there is no

cl-eer l-init between increasing motor preparation a¡d the initiation of the
motor response r but apparently when the increasing motor preparation reaches
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a certain l-imit it t'flows overtt, as it were, into a motor response (see Meyer,

1953), Accorùing to Näätänen md Merisalo (lgll) the orgatism needs to stay
in the vicinity of this "motor-action'r 1iu-it to maintain a high leve1 of notor
preparation. The d-istance between the level of motor preparation a:rd the mo-

tor-action linit vhere a response is initiated is l-argety detemined by the
momt of training and, the instructions given by the ex¡rerimenter, During
training subjects r,¡ill learn to vhat exlent they em increase their motor pre-
paration without making too mmy errors. Under accuracy i.nstructions subjects
wiIJ- keep a læger safety margin, arhich resu-Lts in a ]ower probability of .

errors but aJ-so in long RTrs. If the importance of speed is stressed. subjects
vill prepare intensiveJ-y and the òistæce between their preparation level and

the l-init !Íhere a response is ini.tiated will- be fow. In this situation almost

any stimulus will trigger a response, md. consequently they ru¡ the risk of
making nany errors.

Posner and his colleagues (Posner and. Boies , 1971., Posner et aL,, 1973)

attempted to separate stinul-us anticipation (encoôing, in his terrns) and mo-

tor preparation by giving adva¡ce infornation to S., in a 'rsame-differentÍ RT

task, where S., either served as a warning on1y, or it aJ-so gave a letter with
which mother letter had to be matched at Sr. He concluded that advmce infor-
mation and ISI duration have ad.ditive effects on the RT, as long as the ISI is
long enough to enabfe the build.-up of a template tri.th which 52 cou1d be matched,

According to Posner (see a.lso Thomas, 19Tl+) tfre mtieipatory processes for
stimu-Lus processing are independent of ISI duration æd also of motor prepara-
tion, æd. the introduction of a vamin! signsJ does not affect the rate at
vhich information builds up in the earl-y stages of processing (in our terms,
the encoòing and choice stages). As weff as the additivity betveen advmce in-
formation a¡¡d ISI duration mentioned above, he gives two further argments,
Shortening of RT as a function of ISI is not accompanied by a decl-ine in er-
rors, and. sometimes there i.s even ar increase in errors. This indicates that
stimuJ-us processing is of no higher quality Ì¡hen the subject is highly pre-
pared. llith short ISI's errors are faster thaJÌ correct RTrsr vbich suggests
th€.t responses vere given before the evaluation of the stirnulus was corrpleted
(see also the Ol-l-mæ-mod.e1 , d.iscussed below).

There are still- other methods for j.nvestigating the processes of stinu-
lus a¡ld decisi.on anticipation, for exernple, by eomparing ttbettteentt and.Itmixed"
cond.itions. In the l-atter situation, two or more types of stiurul-i are presen-
ted rildonl-y froro tria.1-to-trial, ïhereas in the former situation the type of
stímu-lus is vari.ed.betveen bl-ocks of trials. In E:qreriment 2 the level of d.is-
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crimination difficulty rn¡as varied in these two ways. I{hen the subject did not
know in advæce whether S, invotved. a difficuft or m easy discri¡:ination the
RT r¡as enhmced on average by !6 msec, as compared to the between-condition.
Ilowever, if S] indicated. the type of ðiscrimination to be presented at 52 the
RT vas alnost the sme as in the betr,reen-condition. (see a.Lso tr'ig. 1 of Ex-
periment 2). In general, not more than 5OO msec is required to process the
information provided by S, (Leona,rd,, 1958., posner et ù,, 1973; Sanders,
1971). fnus, with longer ISIs the aveïage RT obtained in conditions vhere S.,

provides adva¡ce information vitl not be longer the.n the RT obtained in the
comparable betveen- conditions .

Älthough the issue certainly needs furtheï research, it appears that pre-
paratory processes associated. with perceiving and processing of inforrnation are
of a òifferent characteï to those associated with preparing for a motor res-
ponse. Motor preparation is most probably a gradml process r^¡hich is optimal
(i.e., close to motor-action limit, see above) towards the end of the ISI.
stinu-lus a¡d decision mtieipation seem instead to be more m aJ-1-or-none
phenomenon, in the sense that s, only enabres the build-up or reactivation of
a template or the pre-setting for a partieular d.ecision, which appears to be
independent of rsr duration. This view is suppoïted. by the resutts obtained
in choice RT tasks vhere it r,ras found. that time uncertainty shows adùitive
effects r¡ith stimuJ-us and. decision factors which affect the rencodingrr a:rd
the rrdecision" stages, and consequentry might influence stimul,s md d.ecision
enticipation. That perceptuatr sensitivity is affeeted by tine uncertainty in
signal-detection tasks (Egen et aI.,1Ç6ta, b; Leavitt, 1ÇfO; Loveless,197:-)
Lowe, 1!6J; Klein and. Kerr, 197\) does not necessariry contradict this view.
Even in signal-detection tasks the preparation fo" detecting a signeJ may con-
sist largely of motor adjustments, such as suppression of eye movements and
blinks, and fixation on the stimu-lus location.

Apart from preparatory processes already discussed there nay be adùitionatr
psychological processes associated. with the cNV, such as motivation, attention,
etc., vhich cannot easily be related to them. Motiva',ion md attention have
been defined differentry by different investigators s¡d they aïe comprex con-
cepts" Thus, motivation may or may not intensify selectivery one of the three
preparatory processes. Attention is -sometimes d.efined as the sefection of re-
Ievant stimr:ti to the exclusion of other stinuli and. sometimes it refers to
the task in general (e.g., Tecce, 1972, p. 101), In the forrner definition,
attention refers to almost the same processes as stimufus antici.pation since
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it will be influenced by the sme types of task variables. Teking the second.

meaning the concept not only inctud.es sensory' but also motor md' decisional-

aspects of the task. In this sense attention is very similar to other non-

specific concepts, such as motivation oï effort' Thus, vhen a subject is dis-

tracted he vill- pay less attention to the task, but it cannot be specified.

which preparatory process is affected.
The relationships betveen non-specific task variables, such as distrac-

tion, knowledge of Tesults or incentives, md the structuraf variables which

d.efine the pro"""sing stages have been investigated on a timiteô scale only.

With one exception, the effects of these non-specific variables wifl there-

fore not be investigated here, since the ain of the present studies is to

find out vhether the CNV is specifically related to one of the three pre-

paratory processes.

The only non-specific variable which wifl be studied is the instruction
governing the trade-off betveen speed erd accuracy although its relationship

to the three prepaïatory processes is still mclear. Originally the terms ac-

curacy (sensory set) arrd speed (¡rotor set) referred to the òistinction betr¡een

either concentrating on the perception of Sr, or upon muscular preparation for

the response (e.g., Lange, 1888). Uius, larger CNV mplitudes viII be obtained

mdeï accuracy instructions if the CNV is related to stimufus anticipation'

and mder speed. instructions if ít is related. to motor preparation. However,

it coul-d be aïgued that mder speed. instructions, stimulus and. d.ecision mti-

cipation are enha¡reed a,lso, which might acceJ-erate the processing tines of the

encoding and. the choice stages of information processing.

Recent models for the speed.-accuracy trade-off generally do not specif!
its relationship to the processing stages or to preparatoïy processes (see

Ollman, 1lJJ; Pachella, 1)'l\) Ì,Iickelgren, 1977). În hi.s review, however, Pa-

chel-la shovs that speed.-accuracy instructions may have interactions with
both stinufus factors and decision factors. Moreover, it rn¡es shom in an

item-recognition task that subjects may chmge the strategy by which they per-
form the task. The effect (a reduction in RT of ca, 2OO msec) of stressing
speed appealed to be located in the I'encoding" and/or 'rrnotor adjustmentrl

stage. However, more exbrene speed emphasis seeûs to affect the vay in vhich
memory is scanned (setf-teminating search instead of the usua.f exhaustive

seareh), Thus, speed-accuracy instructions seem to affect all three processing

stages.

According to most recent nodels, discussed by OILnan (1977), the prepa-
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ration for and. the execution of a motor response a?e seen as independent

processes vhlch run parallel to the processing of stirrulus infortation. A¡other

conmon propeïty of these models is the idea that at least a proportion of the

responses are guesses, which are given independ.entl-y of the ongoing eveluation

of the sti.nu.l-us inforuation md vhich are correct only by cha¡.ce. One model-

(dead-line nodeL) supposes that there is a tine limit (aeaatine), vhich is set

by the subject or by the experimenter. A response ís made when processing is

teminated or when the deadJ-ine expires, vhichever comes first. If processing

finishes before the dead-Iine, the ïesponse tine is representative of the tine

needed to pïocess the stimulus information. If the deadl-ine elapses before

processing is complete, the response is a guess and less likely to be accurate.

Aecording to Olfman (lgll), speed instructions do not enhæoe the quality

of information processing or the rate at vhich infomation builds up, (aI-

though subjects nay change their strateg:y as vas shown by Pachella). A sirri-
1æ uiew is taken by Posner et eJ-. ( 1973, 19'(6) in d.iscussing the effect of

a warning signal. Ratheï thm increasing perceptual sensitivity, lor¡ tine m-

certai.nty (short constmt ISI) vas said to increase the level of motor pre-

paration, to invite the subject to react sooner, but l-ess accurately.

I'ig. 6. Schenatic representation of the tine-course of motor pre-
paration when speed is stressed by usi-ng a deaùLine vithin which
the subject has to respond. It is assmed that ¡rotor preparation
is increased to a J-evel. close to the rrmotor-action limitr', vhere a
response is initiated. md that this tinit is reaehed. just before
the d.eadline or earlier. In the latter case a response may be given
either because the stimuJ-us evaluation was terrninated. or because
this l-imit is reached rrspontaneously" (see e.lso text).
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The relationship between speed.-aecuraey instruetions end motor prepara-

tion ca¡r be described. el-egÊntl-y, when the mod.els of Oll-man (ttd.eadLinett) a¡d.,

Näätänen and Merisa.lo (notor-action J-init) are combined.. Thus, vhen speed is
st¡essetl the level of motor preperation r¡ill be increased in such a tta,y that
it vill come cl-oser and- eloser to the notgr-action linit, and. this }init vil]-
be reached. just before the deadl-ine expires. This is i.llustrated in Fig. 6.

This conbi.ned model- is t€ken as a basis for the present stuclies (Erperi.nents

4 a¡d )1.
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CHAPTER ]+

RESEARCH ISSI]ES

In the previous section it vas argued that RT-studies can provide a ba-

sis for investigating the psychÒloâica1 significance of physiologiceJ phenome-

na. In particul-er the postulate of preparatory processes connected to stages

of infomation processing nay prrovide a foothotd. for the evaluation of phasic

changes in physiological vsriables occurring d.uring the ISI. 0f course the

experiments to be reported here were not only promptedby the RT literature,
but a.l-so by the CNV literature.

In this section eJÌ outl-ine viII be given of the ideas and. expectations

which guided the present experiments; in general the foltoving research issues

were investigateô in one or more experiments:

A. Is the CNV a un-itary phenonengg?

ft has been suggested that the CNV is not a unitary potentiaì but con-

sists of seversl slow potentie.t shifts (e.g. Hillyard, 197ì+¡ Tecce, 1972).

This possibility is based both upon the finding that in e:çeriments with
a¡imaJ-s more thari one component was fomd vhich differed. in neurophysiolo-
gical generator (Bord.a, 1970; Cæt end Bickford, 196T; Donchin et e.l-.,
'1!f1; Hab]itz, 1973; Lov, 1969) and upon òifferences in wavefom vhich

seens to depend both on the tJT)e of subject ard on the experimental con-

dition (Cohen, 1969) Donchin et el-., 1972; Tecces , 19'e). The waveform of
the CNV ha,s been investi-gated. by obtaining measurements at different tirres
during the ISI: e.g. the I'early C1IV", the potentiat about nidvalf between

the interval, and the "fate CNV" at the end of the interval-. Tt r¡as found.

that the nodality of S1 (cail-lard and Näätänen, 1976) and the intake of
enphetmine (Tecce and Cole, 197\) have effects on the eaïly ClrlV on1y. The

tvo components of the CNV seern also to differ in ¡ritiline ðistribution: the
early CNV is fronteJ- doninant, arhereas the late CNV is located. more posteri-
orl-y (Iow Ft d., 1!66; Nääteinen and Gaitlard, 197)+b; tfalter, 1961+¡). l¿ore-

over, shifts in nidline d.istribution were observed betveen etçerimenta-l con-
òitions, vhich eJ.so have been interpreted as suggesti.ng that the CNV eonsibts
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of more than one slow PotentiaJ- shift (Donald' 1973; Järvilehto æd Fruh-

storfer, 1!JO; Syntiul-ko and. Lind'sley, 1977).

Early investigations vhich used long ISIs found two negative potentiaJs,

(e.g. Connor and. Lang, 1p6Ç; hreerts and Lang, 19T3). Therefore in Experiment

I (see Appendix) tne issue of the cornponents I'as investigated by using a

short (1 sec) æd a tong rsr (3 s""). rn addition, the nodarity of s, vas

yaried. betveen blocks: S., was either a click oï a flash. on the basis of m

earlier experiment (Gaj-}}ard and Näätänen, 1976), Lf l'ras expected thât the

moôatity of 31 would have a differential effect on the two potentials, and

indeed. two negative potentials were foru:d and only the first was enhmced'

by the auùitory S.,. During the preparation of the manuscript of experiment

1 the publications of Loveress and smford (l9Tl+a, b) appeared which showed'

essentially the sa,me resul-ts: the first potentiel reaches its peak vithin

I sec after S, md thereafter decl-ines; the second- potentiaf graduaJ-l-y

d.evelops during the ISI, and. reaches its maximm towards the end of this

interval-. Because of its occurrence tovard.s the end of the ISI and its

contingency to S, (or to the response to 32) the second' potential seems to

resemble more closely the "classical CNV" obtained with short ISIs; there-

fore, it viII be called teminaJ- CNV. The term CNV wiII be used in its

original meaning, to denote the negative shift preced.ing S" in studies vith

short ISIs, which generally d.id not discriminate betveen the tvo negative

potentials described here. The first potential r¿ilt be called' slov negati.ve

wave (SttW) because of its sinilarity to the "slov wave" observed in selective

tistening tasks (N. Squires et aI., 1975). Consistentty the slov positivity

fol-l-owing S, will be cal-Ied slgw positive waves (Spw). fnis notation is pre-

ferred because often a clear peak cannot be detected in these sl-ov vaves

foÌIoving Sr. It is sti-Il open to question r¡hether the SPLI is the sme as

the P3; in the present contexb P3 vill denote the peek mplitude of the

positivity occuring 2OO-j+OO msec after 31, vhile the SPW refers to the con-

tinued. positiwity after this peak. Siroilarly a ùisti.nction may be made be-'

tween the negative peati (Nr) æd the continued. negativity (i,e., the SNtrrÌ).

It is to be noted that the continued positivity (Iabelted SP['I here) is

often ca.Iled P3 in the fiterature. The present stuðies wil-f concentrate on

the separation of the slow potentia.l shifts (SPSS), i.e. SPW, SMI, and. ter-

ninal CNV, occurring dr:ring the ISI. This separation was attained by using

ISIs of relatively long duration in aat experiments. 0f course there may

be other method.s for the separation of these components ' for exanple Don-

chin et af,. (1977) fou¡rd evidence for these SPSs, using factor analysis
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on data col-fected. vith a 1 sec ISI.
B. ToPograP3Ð'

In e:çerinent 1 it a¡as foì.md that the three SPSs tliffer in their mteri-
or/posterior òistributi.on. Therefore in a.ll experiments the EEG ìras derived
from frcnta.l (I"), ve"t.* (Cr) ana parietal (P") location. Moreover, in two
recent erçerinents (Experinent 6 and Perdok and Gaillard, in preparation)
the l-ateraJ- distribution was aJ-so investigated by conparing the SpSs ob-
tainetl fron the rigirt (C¡) and feft (Cr) tremisptrere. The topographical re-
su-Its are summarized in Chapter !.
C. Sensory versls moto.r requlr.egslt_s

Most theoreticel issues red.uce to the question rrOn vhat is the contingent
negative variation (CNV) contingent?" (see aJ-so Näätänen, 19'13). This ques-
tion may be reformul-ated as 'rIs the CNV related to S, or to the motor res-
ponse to Sr?rr. One vay to sr.sver this question is to compare sensory and

motor tasks. In the latter the subject has to respond as quickly as possible
(Rl-instruction) and in the fonner the subject is instructed to delay his
response (d.etection-instruction). In general smalleï anplitudes have been

for:¡d. under detection instruction (e.g., Näätänen et sl., 1g'lT; Syndul-ko and

Lind.s1ey, 1977). Since all these studies used shorb ISfs (ca. 1 sec), this
reduction in CNV-emplitude coulc1 be accomted for by the absence of the se-
cond. SPS, the terninaf CNV, when no speed.ed motor response is required to
Sr. It was a,l-so hlæothesized. on the basis of the resu-lts of experiment 1

and the stuQr of Iroveless and. Sanford (l9T)+) tfrat there vou_Id be no negati-
vity preceding S, in a sensory task.

In three experinents (S, )+, 5¡ an RT-instruction ças compaïed. r¿ith a de-
tection instruction where the subjeet had. to d.eJ-ay his response by 1 sec.
D. Stimul-us anticipati-on versus motor preparation

The question as to vhetheï the CNV is relatett to stinulus or to response
factors coural be approached also in a di-fferent vay. rn the previous chapter
it was argued that the psychological significance of cNV cou-ld be investiga-
tecl as a fi:¡ction of tesk variabres r¿hieh refer to certain preperato"y pro-
cesses. Thus, it could be asked.whether the spss occurring during the rsr
refl-ect sti-nu-l-us entici.pation or motor preparation. For the ratter hypothesis
there is alreacl¡r some evid.ence, since the CNV was foìl¡tal to be affected by
enticipated muscle effort (Irvin et aI., 1966; lo.w and. McsheÌry, 1968; Re_

bert et aI., 1967) and tine 'ncertaint¡i 
(Bl_overs et eI., 1973; Gail_l_ard anti

Näätänen, 19?3; Lovefess, 1973i McAalar et al,, 1Ç6!; posner an<t WiJJrinson,
1969). rn general' the cNV increased. the rarger the muscre effort and the
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smalfer the time uncertainty. With regard to stimufus anticipation the re-

vievs show considerable disagreenent as to vhether the CNV is related to
perceptual processes or not. For exêmple, Cohen (19?l+) naintains that the

amptitude of the CNV is positively correl-ated. with perceptual efficiency,
while Hillyaïd. (1973) regard.s the evidence as too meagre for this conclu-

ston.

The hypothesis that the SPSs preceding S2 reflect stimulus antieipation
vss tested, by varying the discri¡ninability of 52. Tvo l-evels of difficulty
(easy/¿irticurt) were used foï the foJ-Ìowing task variables: relative l-ine

length (Ex¡:erinent 2), absolute position of circles (Experinent 3) and ex-

posure duation (Experiment 3). One can erçect that if an SPS is related to

stimulus mticipation, then larger anptitudes will- occur when S, is nore

difficuft to ùiscrininate. Moreover, this should be the case not only un-

der RT-instruction, but also mder detection instruction. Therefore in
èxperiment 3 the effects of Sr-d.iscrininability are investigated. mder both

instructions.

CNV research has been mainly concerned vith the issue of ïhether
the CNV is related to stimulus or response varisbles. 0f course,

the controversy between these types of variabl-es holds the most pron-

ise of giving clear resul-ts. While the present experiments were

carried out, several studies appeared, which had decision antici-
pation, mostty called task difficulty or task conplexity, as the

subject of investigation (e,g. Poon et aL,, 1)'l\; Roth et aI., 1975,

197i, 19'(8). Since in all such studies the CNV vas not increased. with
higher task d.ema¡.d.s (see Chapter 8.3), no experiments were done here

on clecision enticipation.
E. ExÞectancy versus motor Breparation

Origina,l-ly the CNV was regard.ed as a correlate of expectancy end. therefore
vas called. "Ex¡rectancy Wave" (Walter et al., 1961+), uost studies vhich in-
vestigated. this issue nanipulated the expectancy of the subject by varying
in a RT-task the probability that 52 'n'ould. occur (e.g. Järvil-ehto and M:in-

tysa.l-o, 1976; Karrer et al., 1973). The resu-lts of these studies ere d.iffi-
cul-t to evaluate since the effects of e:qrectancy s.rrd motor preparation
are confomded: both increase with the probability of Sr. In an earlier stu-
dy (Näät¿inen et a1., 197'l) aL attenpt r¡as made to separate the effects of
these psychological processes blr investigating the effects of S, probabilitv
rurder both RT-instruction e¡ral detection instruction, Under both instructions
S, was an auditory signal vhich was difficu-It to detect, The probability of
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S, had a significæt effect on the 'rlate" CNv but only mder the RT-instruc-
tion, suggesting that the tenninal CNV is related. to motor preparation
rather than to ex¡:ectaney. Since a short ISI (1 sec).hlas used the amplitude
of the terminal- CNV vas possibly contaminated. by the SNW; therefore this
issue r¡as studied again with a fonger ISI (3 sec) in erçeriment )+.

F. Speed-accuracy trade-off
Sincè it has been shom (Love1ess md Sa¡rford, 197)+b) that instructions go-

verning the trade-off betr¿een speed and accüacy have an effect on the terni-
na1 CNV, (lut not on the SNW) this variable is investigated. in tvo e4periments
(Erperiments l-t and.5). As was outli.ned in the previous chapter the relation-
ship betveen these instructions and the three prelaratoïy processes is stifr
mclear. Although tnder speed instructions stimulus and. decision anticipation
may increase also, it seems that this instruction in any event increases the
Ievef of motor preparation (see previous chapter).
G. Characteristics of S-

Early investigations (Gailtard and Näätänen, 'lÇJ6; Experinent t) shoved that
the SNl^l is enhmced after m auditory S.'l as compared. to a visual_ S.r. Thus, the
sNW appears to d.epend on the physical characteristics of s.'¡ (see also chapter
6). Therefore, it is quite possibre that this vave is also affected. by other
psychofogicaJ- properties of this sti.mulus. This r¿as investígated by varying
the infornation content: S., was either non-infornative, i.e. it onJ_y.waïned.

the subject that s2 vou-rd arrive soon, or it vas infornative. rn the latter
case it provided. infor¡ration about the task to be perfolÌed at S2. In ex-
periment 2, s, consisted of two tones of different frequency r¡hich indicated
vhether s, vou-ld involve a difficul-t or ar1 easy d.iscrinination. s, incicated
in Ex¡:eriment \ the probalility that S, vou_J_d occur, and in Expeïinent 5 the
instructions (speed, accuracy or detection) to be fofloved at S2.

One c€¡ expect that the sNlal r^¡ilt be enhânced. when s., is nad.e informative
and that the extent of this enhancement depends on the psychologicar signifi-
cance of the infornation provid.ed..

H. Comparison of CNV and. RP

It has often been noted (e.g. McAdm, 19Tl+) that the readiness potentiel
(Rp) an¿ the cNV have much in co¡n¡ron. The Rp, whieh is arso a negative sps,
preced.es the initiation of any vol-utary movement. According to Deecke et ar.,
(1976) C:I\TV md. Rp differ d.epending on the fol-foving aspects:
(l) trre ex¡rerinental situation, i.e.r sr-s, paradign vs. voluntary movenentsl
(z) trre forn: the RP is J-inear, whereas the cNV has more a¡r inverted u-shape;



(3) topograptry: the CNV is located. more anteriorly than the RP; moreover'

the CNV is bifateralty symmetrieal and the RP aslmetrical;
(l+) in contrast to the RP, the CNV seems to be independent of a motor act;

the CNV nay also be fomd in sensory tasks or even vhen no task is re-

quired at S, (see Chapter 1).

On the basis of Experiment 1 it will be argued that the terminal CNV and

the FP are largely the saÌne phenomenon' md that they only differ in the vay

they aïe averaged, i.e. time locked to the sti-mulus or to the response.

Since the enr:nerated differences vere based on CNV studies vith short ISIs
(".g, I sec), it is further hypothesized that these differences, and in par-

ticular 2, 3 anò. \, are produced by the SNW' Thus, both form a,nd. topography

will chæge when the SNll æd the terminal CNV are mixed, as occurs witir a

1 sec ISI. Moreover, the negativity present in sensory tasks may only con-

sist of the SNW.

This issue is investigated in lxperinents 5 and 6 by conparing stimulus

rel-ated averages with response related. ones md by comparing RT-instruction

vith a s1'nchronization instruction. Under the latter instruction a subject

is asked. to synchronize his response with S, rather than responding to Sr.

This task situation resembles both the S.,-S, paradiS:tt a¡d the volüttary

movement situation. This instruction could be regaïded as a tttine-Iocked.tt

volrnttry movement. Finally, the readiness potentiel (RP) preceding volunta-

ry movements is compared not only vith the negativity time-locked to the

RT under the RT-instruction but also with the negativity preceding the de-

Iayed response mder the detection instruction'
In summary, it is expected that the classical CNV in fact consists of tvo

negative SPSs (the SNW and the ter:minal CNV) which differ in forr and topograpy.

It is hypothesized. that the SNli is affected by the physical md psychological-

properties of S1, whereas the terminal CNV is dependent on the task variables

related to 52. One may expect that the terminaf CNV is response related af}d pro-

duced by the sane neuophysiological generator as the RP. Moreover' its anpli-

tud.e is expected to reffect the levef of motor preparation.



CIÍAPTER 5

TO?OGRAPHICAL RESULTS

In all ex¡reriments presented in the Appendíx 1at'ge differences vere foud

between the waveforms of the nid.tine positions (Tr, cr, Pz). Fic. 7 gives a

typical exa,rople of the tine course of these SPSs dr:ring an ISI of 3 sec: Tlhe

frontaJ- SPS shor"s m initial rise which peaks ca. 700 msec after Sl and d.e-

clines thereafter. This peak is also present at the vertex, although to a les-

ser extent. However, this sPS is clearly biphasic and shovs a further but more

gradual rise tovayds the end of the intervat. AÌthough less prominent this ne-

gativity is also present at Pr. In adùition the parietal derivatíon shows a

positive wave at the begiming of tbe interoal.
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Iie. 7. The slov potentiaf chsn-
ges, separately for the frontal-
(r-), vertex (c-) an¿ parietar
(p") ma for thé EOG. The data
wefå ottaine¿ in ex¡:erinent )+ r:n-
der speecl instruction arrd. in the
high probabiÌity condition. these
data obtained vith a 3 sec ISf
are very sirri.Iar to the curves
shoun in Fig. \, r,'here a l+ sec
ISI vas used..
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These ùifferences in waveform strongty suggest the existence of three SPSs

occr:rri.ng during the ISI: a "sl,.ov positive '.¡ave" (SPW) vhich is most prominent

parietally, a 'rsfov negative wave" (SNW) I'hich has a fronto-centraf distribution
and a 'rterninel cNV" vhich has parieto-centret òistribution.
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Table 1 slnl'marizes the frontal, vertex afld parietar aroplitudes of the sNW

and. the terninal cNV for those experimental eonditions vhich r¡ere run under
RT-instructions. Tabre 2 shovs that in 9 out of lT conditions the sN!/ vas far-
gest at F, and in B conòitions at Cr; in the latter case F" vas aJ-vays larger
than Pz' thus the e¡terior grad.ient was ress steep than the posterior gradient,
For the ternine.r úT{v the ampritudes of 6 conditions .$¡ere largest at p, and. of
15 conditions at Cr; ín the l_atter case, the anplitud.es at F, were larger
than at Pri-''5 conciitions; this vas the reverse in 8 conditions, vhire in 2
conöitions the ¡nl'J-itudes at Fz and p, were equal. rig. B gives the nid_rine
ùistribution of the terninar cr,Iv, sNt^l and spw, when the mpritudes are averaged
across al-l the experímental conditions involvíng a RT_instruction,
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Fig, B. The nid.line d.istribution (Fz, Cz, pz) of terminal CNV (200
nsec before s2), the SNw (600-800 msec after St) md. the Sp!¡ (2OO-
)+OO msec after Sl); enpli.tud.es are averaged acioss subjects and. alf
expérimental conditions involving a RT-instrr:ction (see also Tables
I and. 2).
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Table 1. The a&plitudes of the SNI¡ a¡rd. the terninal- CNV in the conòitions in-
volving a Rf-instruction, separately for the frontal (I_) a¡¿ vertex (C_)
derivation. - z' z'

*-'In experi¡rent 3 no clear SNW was observed..

Experiment
no.

Conðition

sN!{
tenrinal

cNv

z
F

z
c P

z
F

z
P

z z

4

,

3

auòitory S.,-3 sec

visuaJ- S--3 sec
I

sinple
betveen - easy

- drrlcür
within - easy

- d.ifficult
nixed.

òifficul-t - short

- fu0ts

easy - short

l-ong

speed. - high

- meòiu:¡

accunacy - high

- medim

betveen - speed

- accuacy
within - speed

- accuracy

speed (detection)

-6.0 -7.1 -3.2
-3. o -\.2 -0. B

-3 . B -l+. l+ -0.2
-1.2 -3.0 +0.8

-r,O -l+.l+ -0. B

-\.2 -3. l+ +o . I
-\.2 -l+.0 +t.O

-2,'t+ -3.2 +O.l+
*

-5,6 -5,8 -1.2

-6.6 -5 . l+ -0. )+

-5,2 4,6 O.o

-l+.8 -3.)+ +1.0

-2,)+ -3.0 O.O

-2,6 -3.8 -2.2
-7 .)+ -6,2 +1 .2

-6.\ )+.2 +o.B

-9.8 -B.o -2,2

-1.0 -3.3 -1.5
-1.7 -)+.5 -2.6
-7,6 -12.6 -12.8
-5.8 -10.ì+ -1\.0
-6.8 - B,o -12.8
-5.O -1O.2 -1l+.l+

-6,8 - 9,6 -13,6

-6.I+ - B.)+ -11.0
-3.2 - 'l ,2 - o. Lr

-l+.0 -7,2 0.0

-5,2 -10.8 - 5.2

-6,o -9.6 -3.2
-2,)+ -8.8 -6.8
-\.8 -'r.B -\.8
-2.2 -5.0 -3.6
-2,6 -]+.0 -1.8
-)+,2 -12,O - 7,2

-1 .6 -5.6 -)+.0
-2.)+ -9,\ -6,6
-5.2 -7,)+ -l+,6
-)+.0 -10.0 -7,2

average -l*. f4 -\.51+ + ,3'l -)+,23 - B. 18 - 6.58
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Tebl-e 2. Nurbeï of experimental conditions where the amplitudes of the SNW,

tenninal CNV or SPW were lergest at either I-, C- or P-. Moreover, for the
a^ûplitud.es r¿hich vere largest at C-, a distíñctión is fiade as to whelher the
posterior (f- t r-) or the anterioi (¡'-< P-) gradient vas steeper. The sum-
nary involveó the'21 experinenta-l.conditioní of the present ! ex¡rerinents
with l{I-instruction; except that data of experíment 3 are omitted for SNW md
SPW because here these vaves couJ-d. not be clearly observed.. Moreover, ampli-
tud.es of the SPW of experiment 1 vere not avaifable.

Of course, no definite statements cm be made over the exact location of
the generator fiefds of the three slov potentials. Hovever, if it is assumetl

that these fields have s¡'mmetrical distributions the data suggest that the

SN!ü is focated closer to l', tha,n to Cæ while the ternina.f CNV seems to be fo-
cated. over the üotor cortex, í.e,, posterior to C" before the sulcus centrafis
(see also Fie. 2). Finally, the S?W is located in the associetion cortex, i.e.
æterior to Pz and. behind the sulcus central-is.

In general-, these results corroborate those of other topographical stu-
òies vhich used. ISIs of longer duration (Klorman ând Bentsen, 1975; Rohrbaugh

et a1,, 1976); except that, compared- vith the present study, the nidline òis-
tribution of l¡oth the SMI e¡ld the tern-inel CTIV were located more a¡terior]-y
in the Rohrbaugh et a}. study and. more posteriorli in the study of Kloman ancl

Bentsen. An er¡:Imation for these shifts in ¡ridline distribution, çhich el-so

occurred in the present ex¡:erinents (for exerple, Experiment 2), is not read.ily
availeble. A.Iso consiclerable ùifferences in nidline ùistribution r,¡ere fourrd.

among individual subjects. More research is necessary on the relationship
betveen the topography on the one h€nd e.nd. inðivid.ual differences end task re-
quirements on the other ha¡rd.

In the present e:q:eriments the distribution of the terninal CNV tended to
shifb posteri.orly wrder more ttdifficultrr task condítions. For exemple, in Ex-

periment 2 the èifference betveen the sinple-R! task sJrd the condition invol-
vi¡rg the ôifficul-t ðiscrinination vas nUch larger at Cz th€n at ?" (see Table 1).
Sinilarly, the reduction in terninet CNV uder accuracy as comp€,red. to speed

F
z

C,

Fz F-2 D
'z

P Total

SNW

terninal CNV

SPW

9 B

5
1.

10 ) 6

17

21

'1,
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instructions was larger at C" thm at P" in both Experiments I+ snd !. However,

these results suggest that the type of task may influence not onl-y the amplitu-
de of the CNV but al.so its nidl-ine distribution, i.e. the ratio between the

vertex md parietal enFlitudes. A comparable shift posteriorly has been repor-
ted al-so by Cohen (19?3) in a pattern recognition task entl by Poon et eJ.
(1g76) ín a rrsane-different'r task; in both stud.ies these task conditions Ìrere

compared. with a sinple-RT task. Such a shift in a posterior direction r¡as also
observed in æ earlier study by Poon et aI.,(197\)rvhere a "guessing task"
lras compared. to a choice Rl-task. Sinee short fSIs (between 1 arrd l.5 sec)

were used in the fatter studies, no distinction cou-Id be nad.e betveen the tvo
components (SwW an¿ terrrinal- CNV) a¡d their relative contribution to the CNV.

Hovever, the resul-ts cmot þe easily e:çlained by the confüsion of the com-

ponents, If it is assmed that the terrinal CtfV is ruainly affected by motor

preparation (see Chapter B), a chmge from motor to sensoïJ¡ requirements

voul-d increase the relative qrF]-itude of the SNW afld L'oul-d p¡od.uce a shifb
mteriorly, rather then posteriorly.

Since in aIL of the above nentioned stuôies an increase in RT vas accom-

panied. by a shift ín the ratio betr{een vertex end parietal onFlitudes, the re-
sults suggest that the terninal CNV consists of tvo S?Ss: a ttmotor CNVtr, which

is largest over the notor region (C") er¡¿ is connected. v'ith notor preparatioa,
arìd. a "sensoly CtÍVrr, vhich is largest over the association cortex (Pr) and

connected to stimuJ-u- and/or decision-anticipatí.on. In a sinpte RT-task sti-
mulus processing wiJ-J- be nininal md. notor preperation maximal, consequently

the notor C'ltIV vill be larger than the sensory CNV. This vill_ be the reverse in
tasks invofving ùifficult discrininations or complex ínfornatíon processing
(see also Chapter 8.f.1.

Since eJ-l stuùies vhere a chenge vas notetl in the vertex/parietal- ratio
useal s visus.t S, (except Ex¡:erìment )+), it ís quite possible that this sensory
CNV is l-inited to the visuaJ- roodelity only. In line vith this view are the re-
cent resuf,ts by Sinson et EJ-,, (ßfl): fn a detection task (ISI I sec) a l_ate

negative shift r¿ith a parieto-occipitar doninence vas found vhen sa vas riisuar
but not çhen it was aud.itory (Op.cit. p. 872). AJ_so inEx¡:eriment 3 eviclence
'was found for a visuel CT\TV. In this e:çerinent the terInine.I CNV tended. to be
larger when 8a had a sho"t exposure d.uration (BO nsec) es coúpared- to a long one
(500 nsec); as is shom in FiS. 9 this effeet is present in the occipital deri-
vation onry. Al-so syndulko errd Lindstey (l9TT) erd Gaitl-ard. and Näätrinen ('1976)

provide evidenee for an occipitat c:IIv preceding the detection of visual- sti-
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Fie. 9. The nidline d.istribu-
tion (F-, C-, P-, o-) of the
teminaf clÍf as'a fúnction of
exposlrÌe duration (short, BO

nsec; long, 500 :nsec). The am-
plitudes, obtained- from experi-
ment 3, rnrere averaged across
subjects end ex¡rerinental- con-
ðitions (easy/dirticutt, SD vs.
ttl rnstruct]-ons.l .
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mul-i. Moreover, sirnilm SPSs l-ocalized over occipital regions have been recor-,

ded in eflinals (Kö'hfer a,nd. OtConnell , 195'l; Rosen, 1969).

The laterelity of the present SPSs have been investigated' l-ess frequently

then the nidJ-ine èistribution. The clata reported.by Rohrbaugh et a,1. (1976)

suggest that the l-ateraJ- òistribution of the SNll and the SPW is synmetrical-,

whereas the teruinaJ- CNV is as¡mmetricet. These resul-ts vere replicated. in two

recent experirents (Ex¡:erinent 6) Perd.ok md Gaitlerd., in preparation). In Ex-

periment 6 a laterelity effect of 3.5 uV (across ]-eft and right hanti responses)

vas forrrld. in a simple Rl-task: the mplitude of the te:sinal CI[V'was ]-arger at

the contralateral- si.tle (Ca vs; C¡).
This faterality effect has ÊIso been observed. in studies using short ISls

(e.e. 1.5 sec) (Otto and Leifer, l9T3; SynduLko end Lindsley, 19'ft) ' slthough

it vas not found by McOatJ-um (19'fB). In ad.ùition, Syndulko end. Lintlsley shoved.

that the laterelity effect vas concentrated in the moto¡ reeion (Ca-CU); that

is, it rqss rèduced. at frontal- sites (F3-F,*) a¡d absent parietalJ-y (ra-f') ana

occipilally (O_r-Or). Moreover, it vas shown in this study that this effect
r¿as neither present cturing bimenual response preparetion nor rurder a tLetection

instruction, whe¡e the response to S, was d.el-ayed by one sec. Hovever, the

laterality ïs,s foüô in the negative shift which preced.ed this response. The

dominance of the terninal- cNV over the motor regions a.::d its henispheric
laterality suggest that this efectrocortica,l- shift is connectecl l¡ith prelara-
tion for the execution of a motor response,
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lopogrgpgr- lqog)hologr_s¡¡d_Isl_ dgrgtio4
ltrhat is the relationship betveen the SNt^l and the terninal CINV, end the

classical CNV obtaíned. r¡ith a 1 sec ISI? The ro.ost simple ex¡rlanation wou-Ltl be

that the two negative potentials summate with shorter intervals, so that the

classical CNV obtained vith a I sec ISI is the sun of the tez¡rinaJ- CNV e,nd.

1¡g qnFlitude of th.e decreasing J.inb of the SNV, This hypothesis was tested
in Experiment 1, vhere the slow potentials occurring during a 1 sec and a

3 sec ISf veïe compared.. In ad.òition, the nodality of S., vas varieclbetveen
blocks: S., vas either a ctick or a flash. On the basis of an earlier erçe-
rinent (Gai-ttard.6¡.d Näätänen, t9T6)¡ drere a differential effeet of the.Sr-
nodality was found. on the earfy CNV, it vas expected. that €Jì auclitory S,

voufd enhmce the SNW, vhi.l-e the teminal- gNV ïroul-d remain maffected. The

results of this experiment are su¡marized. in I'ig. 10. It ca¡ be seen that
although both potential-s are most prominent al Qz, tlne a,nterior-posterior
grad.ient (inöicated by thin line) of these potentiats is ùifferent. For the

SNW the anterior graùient (Fz-C) is less steep than the posterior graòient

le^-Cr), vhil-e this is the reverse foï the teroinal C:¡IV. Moreover, the figure
shows that an auditory S., enhmces the SNlJ-anplitude, although the miòIine
òistribution is maffected. In contrast, wíth a 1 sec ISI the ôistribution

-oud¡tory 
51

--'- visuol S1

terminol CNV
- l3s.ec)

CNV
{1sec)

SNW,+
terminol CNV

(3sec)

,Q

F2 cz Pz Etz c

Fig. 10. The nidl-ine distríbution (¡-, C-, P_,0_) as a finction of S.-
mod.ality (visuaJ-/auòitory); the SNÌf álrd. tne ÉérnÍno- CNV were obtained.
vith a 3 sec IST s.r:.d the CIITV r¡ith a 1 sec ISI. The fourlh penel gives
the sr.ms of the SNWI "rnFlitude, measr:red 800-1000 nsec after S.r a.nd. the
ternina.l CNV. The data vere obtained from experiment 1.
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of the qNV is affected: the e¡rterior graôient is less steep afber a¡l audj.-

to:Xr S., tha¡ after a visual 51 (see Fie. 1O). This result suggests that the
CNV is indeed the sm of the terminâJ- C$V and the SNll, e¡d that the shift
enteriorly vith an auditory S., is caused by a l-exger contribgtíon of the SNVI

to the a.nplitude of the CNV. This viev cm be supported by sumating the ter-
ninal CNV æd the SNW measured I sec after Sj (SNlIt). ffris result is given in
tne )+th pa¡el- of fig. 10 errd. shol¡s that approximately the sere e¡lplitud.es €nd

the sme nid-line distributíon is obtained, as vhen the C1{V is recorded vith
â 1 õô^ TqT

There has been considerabl-e debate (e.g. Cohen, 1969; Tecce, 1)'12) as Lo

whether the neurophysioJ-ogical generator of the CNV is l-ocateci anteriorly or'
posteri,orly refative to Cr, Although the CNV-anplitude is generalJ-y for:nd to
be maxima.I at the vertex (Cr), soroe studies reported e.n €nterior-posterior gra-
dient vhich is steeper posteriorly (fr> Pr), vhil-e other stuèies fou¡rd. it to
be steeper anteriorly (tr. Pr); (see Cohen, 1969; Tecce, 1Ç12, for review).
AJ-though the proninence of the CNV in frontet regions has been attributed. to
spurior:s enhancement of eye-rnovement potentiaÀs, these shifts cerl be oçlained
more conveniently by chmges in the ratio betareen the mplitud.e of the SNW srìd

the terrninat CNV. Any varíable vhich affects the amplitud.e of the SNI,I (such

as the nodal-ity of S.,) vil-I afso affect the nidJ-ine öistribution of the CNV,

since it wi-Il change the rel-ative contribution of the SNW to the eaptitucle
of the CNV. Although in many instances detailed infornation regaròing the ex-
perinental situation (e.g., intensity and nodality of S.,) is lacking, it seems

that the rel-ative contribution of the SNW to the CNV is not taken into accor:nt

when topographical effects are evaJ-uated., For example, JärVitehto s¡.0 ¡'ruhstor-
fer (1970) and. Syndulko end Lindsley (t977) conpared task situations where

both Sr a^r:.d So were either visuaJ- or auditory, In both stutlies the CNV vas l-o-
l- ¿

cated mo"e anteriorly in the auditory task. In viev of the present ctata this
shifb ca¡r be explained more conveniently as an S.,-nodality effect in tlie SNlf

thafÌ by the interpretation provid.ed. by the authors in terns of fi¡nctj.onal- ôif-
ferences.

The above reasoning al-so accor:nts for the fom of the CNV: ¡n'ith shorter
ISIs the gradual development of the terninal CNV çil-l- change into a quidr rise
to a peak. With a¡ ISI of 1 sec the foru of the CNV vi1I large]-y tlepentl on the
ratio bet'n'een the ÞnFritudes of the sNlI enal the ter¡rinaJ_ cNV: the ¡isetime of
the CNV will be faster the targer the relative size of the SN!f. Since the SNW

is affecterl by the characteristics ot S, (e.S. noclelity) the fom of the CNV
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êIsó l[ilL aiepentlupon these variables. Several- investigators have nade a ùis-
tinction between trr¡o cNV-fonns: a quiek (n-type) and a slov (¡-type) rise ta
peak (Cohen, 1969ì Dôncbin et aJ-., 1g'l7i Tecce, 1972), T:ne figures of the
ClfVs shown by these authors suggest â larger StNlt in the r¿aveform with a quick
risetime. Thus, subjects rrith an A-type tNVmay have a more proninent SNW re1-
ative to their ter¡ina1 CNV.
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cg.qernn 6

sI,ow NEGATTVE ruV¡ (Stw)

It has been demonstrated that the SNI'I is affectett by the physical cha-

racteristics of S.,, such as intensity (Love1ess encl Sa,nford, 1Ç'f!), nodati-

ty (E:çerinent 'l) and. stinul-us dr¡ration (Klornm and' Bentsen, l9T5). Larger

SNlrl anplitudes have been formd v-ith louder tones, rrith auðitory as compared.

to visuaJ- stínuJ-i ancl with tones of longer th:ration.

Yet the SNI,I is not only influenced by the physícaI but also by the psy-

chologícal propertíes of si, In the present stuòies the a.roplitude of the sNl¡l

was enhanced when S., contained. informa.tion about the task requirements at Sr.

Ttrus, in Bx¡reriment ! task instructions were variecl either betr¡een bfocks

of tria.l-s oilwere varied fro¡o trial--to-trial víthin a block of triels. In the

latter situation s,, inèicated the instruction to be folloved. at s2 by using

tço tones of òifferent pi.tch. As cEr be seen in Fig.. 1 1 the frontal sNW is en-

henced vhen 31 contains infonnation in addition to íts r¿arning firnction (be-

t.ween-vs. vithiir-ionòitíon). ttiis enhancement vas most proninent when s, in-
clicated the speed. instruction in those tasks vhere speed e]lô tletection in-
strrrctions vere varietl from trial-to-trial (see also Fig. l1). This fuïther
enhsncement is e:qrtained by assrming that the larger ùiscrepency in task d.e-

mar¡d betveen speed a¡d cletection instruction made the infornation prowicled. by

S., nore significent for the subject.
fn E:çerinent 2 the SNll vas affected vben Sj indicatetl'whether the

ôiscrimination at S, would be easy or difficult (as comperetl to the SNII

afte¡ a non-i.nformative Sr). Ilowever' the effect here ltas not for:¡d in the

enplitutle, but in a prolongatibn of the SNll. This effect was interpreted.

es reflecting prolongetl central processing associated r¡ith the d.iscrimination

to be nade at Sr.
It al-so has been foutl (Kor, 19?8¡ Experi¡nent I+, this thesis) that the

SNIJ is increased. vhen S., inðicates that e quick response has to be given to S'
corpereô with the situation vhere no fÌ¡.Ìther overt or covert response is re-
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quired (co-NoGo situation), Kok also investigated. the a-priori probability of
S.,. His S., consísted of three tones ùiffering in piteh: two of them I'ere in-
frequent (p = 0.1) adone vas frequent (p = O.B). The SNtnIvas larger after
infrequent tones, in particular when it vas rel-eva¡t (i.e., inöicated that a

response had. to be matte).

These resuJ-ts show not onfy that the Sll'V{ is enhanced when Sl is infoma-
tive, but aJ-so that the ar¡rlitude of this vave is affected by the relevance
of this infornation.

Since the SNtnl is affected by both the psychological md ihe physical
characteristics of S, a¡.d. occurs at a fixed latency after S-, (independent of
ISI tturation), this wave has to be consiclered. as a slow potential chatrge

evoked. by S1,

In line vi.th this is the observation that the pairing of S.., and S, is not
necessary for the occu?rence of the SNII. Thus the SNlf follol¡s non-signal sti-
mul-i- al-so even vhen these are not paired.vith an imperative signal (Loveless,
1976; Rohrbaugh et al-.,1976). AJ-so, in selective listening tasks a frontal
'rslov vave" is observed (Uäät¿inen et al., lpJB; McCarthy and Donchin, j9T6;

I
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speed,/detect ion {withinl

05 10 1 1.5 S
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Fig. '11. The frontel (¡z) ancl parietat (p¿) potentials in six ex-
perimental cond.itions of \:eriment 6, The speed and. accuracy instruc-
tions r¿e¡e either vayied Letvee! or within bl_ocks of t¡ials. In aclcli-tion the speed end. detectFon inst¡rr."Elãr=-*""" also varied. vithin
one block of trial.s. For clerity only the first 1.5 sec of )+ sec ISI
is shown (see also Figs. 1 and.2 of Ex¡:erirnent ! for con¡ratison).
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N. Sqr.r-ires et al. , 1975) K. Squires et aI. , 1977). frL this kind' of task the

subject is presented vith series of tones in which r:npredictable shifts oc-

cur either in frequency or in intensity. In general, these ex¡rerinents shov

that a fronta.l rrslovvaverrís present after rare, but relevent, stinufí'
Moreover, in a perceptuel judgement task, Sinons and Lmg (1976) fotrna en-

hmced slov negativity after the presentation of a èifficult ðiscri.nination

as compared to an easy one. In a detail-ed analysis it vas found. that this
enhsr.cesent of,the SNW to d.ifficuft stinul-i was most proninent 'when the sub-

ject lras i-nsecure about the correctness of his jufuenent.

To sm up: the SNll appears to be affected by the folloving properties

of S.: 1) the physica,l characteristics (intensíty, nodality e.nd durå,tion of
I

the stimu-Ire), 2) frequency of occuïrence, 3) i-nfornative vs. non-informa-

tive, l+) the inmeòiate rel-evance of this infornation (speed vs. d-eteetion in-
struction; co vs. No-Go situation). In adclition, the SMI to unpaíred stinuli
is affected. by 1) l-evel of cliscrinination ôifficulty, Z) tfre confid.ence of
this òiscrinination, 3) attended. vs. non-attended stinuli, and. l+) the fre-
quenry cf occlr.rrence.

It shoufd be noted. that the SNi¡l is found to be r:nrelated to the task

d.emends at 52. Therefore, it is conclud.ed. that the SNW is not related to
one of the three prelaratory processes: stinulus and d.ecision enticipation

snd notor preparation (see Chapter 3).
The combinetl results of the lresent stuèíes end. others suppoxt the idea

that the SNW reflects a non-specific arousel response in ttre fronteJ- cortex

vhich is l-argely depend.ent on the psychological signifieance of S.t.

This response couJ-d. be regard.ed as a cortical component of the orienta-

tion ¡eacti.on. fhe òiscovery that the SI\Il^l d.oes not habituate over tria.ls is
not necessa¡ily in conflict r¡ith this notion. It cen be argued that habituation

is ìnhibited as IonS as the stimulus is significe.nt for the subject (Lynn, 196?).

The nonspecific character of the sNw is in line vith its frontaf dorai-

nance. Accorcling to Luria (197¡) t¡e fu:cction of the frontal lobes is to or-
gani,ze behavior €nal to regulate arousel systems in accortla¡rce vith the inme-

ðiate task demæds. Thi.s viev is supported. by the observation that the largest

effects on the SNhr vere for:nd when S., inùicated. task d.emsnds I'hich considera-

bly cliverged. (see aJ-so Experinent 5). On tfie other hentÌ, when task clemands are

ionsta¡t or very siu-il-ar over a block of tríe.Ìs, the preparation for the ex-

ecution of the task is very likely to teke place before the arrival- of Sj.
Evitlence from enima]. experiments suggests that the SNll is produced by
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CHÄPIER 7

SLOW POSITIVE WAVE (SPI''r)

Tn general, the SPtr'I has si:nitar characte¡istics to the Pr' However' the

p^ is nostly obtained fron r:npaired stinul-i in sefective listening tasks
J

(see Näätlinen, 1g7r). In the S]-S" Paraùien the Pa to S, has received nuch

more attention than the slov positivity following s.,. In the present studies

the SPW vas aI\,reys most proninent over the parietsl area' a ?esul-t also fourÌd

by HiJ-J-yard et aI. (1976) and, Rohrbaush "1 "¡. 
(t976). The P, evokedby S2

(e.g. Poon et eI., 197\,1976) or by unpaired. stiuu-li in a selective listening

task (e.g. Näätlinen et e,1., l9T8; N' Squires et eI', 1gT5a K' Sguires et a]',
19T6) is also tocated. in the pari.etal- area.

In ttre present stud.ies the SPW was generau-y affected' in the sme vey

as the SNI¡I, although in some instmces öifferential effects were for:nd. As

is shown in Fig. 11, for exartrple, it was fomd. in Ex¡:erinent 6 that both the

sNI,l 8rÌd. sPw are enhanced vhen s., contains info:=nation (r¿itrLin conôition),

but the sPW vas elso increasetL und.er speed. as compal'ed. to aeeuracy instruc-

tions (both in the betr¡een end within conòitíon). Moreover, in the conòition

where speed a¡rd detecti-on instructions were verietl vithin one block of trials,
the mplitude of the sPW d.id not ôiffer between these instructions while the

enplitud.e of SNW I'as more then three times }arger undeÏ speed thsn under d'e-

tection instruction (see al-so Fig. 11)'

when exemining the d.ifferential- effects of ex¡:erimentaj- conèitions on

the sNW end sPW, it shouJ-d be noted that these l^raves could be instrmenla,Ify

refated, Although the sPw end sNI{ d.iffer with regard. to their spatiel cen-

tres (parì-eta] vs. frontel) e¡rtl to their peak ratency (3oo nsec a¡rd T00 nsec

after S1), ttrey wil] partially csncel each other becs,use of their inverse po-

larity, md. therefore contminate each other (see al-so Exlrerinent )+).

In a,rqr event it is clear that the tvo slow vaves following S-, refaect öif-

ferent but rel-ated.mechenisms; this conclusion was a.fso drawn by K' Squ-ires

et e,I. ( 1977), on the basis of a selective-listening stutly.
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al-though adòitionar research is needed. on the interrerationship bet.h/een
the sPw and the sNlI, the availabre resufts suggest that the splr reflects the
outcome of e¡ evaJ-uatíon of the stimuJ-us material, vhir-e the sNhr ¡effects con-
tinued infornation processing in the fronteJ- cortex, possibJ-y rerated to sub-
sequent output processes. This view fits veqr werl into the moder proposed by
Luria (]973) of the furìction€J- organization of the brain. L'ria òistinguishes
between three systems: a gene¡al erousaf systen (reticutar forrnation), el
input system a¡.d e¡r output systen. I{ithin the two l_atte¡ systems three zones
are distinguished.: prinary, second.ary and tertiarf,¡ zones which ðiffer in spe_
cificity with regard to inconing infornation or the response to be eiecuted.
Both sl-ov waves are fornd. in nonspecific zones: one in the input systen (stw)
arld one in the output systen (suw). rt is assÌEled that in the association cor_
tex, where the parietar spli is found, stimulus information from different sen_
sory channers is integrated e¡rd. evaruated.. The p3 o' spw couJ-d be regerded as
the outcome of this process, \Íhen a decision is mad.e (see also Kutes €nd
Donchin, 1977b). on the other hand, the sNW is fo'nd in the frontar lobes,
which are assì.med to organize behaviour md to reg'rate arousal systems.
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CHAPTEB B

THE TERM]NAL CNV

This chapter su-¡srarizes the available evidence regarding the fu.nctional_

role of the terninaf CNV. This is d.one separately for the three categories of
task variabl-es d.istinguished in Chapter 3, i.e. stimufus a¡d response variables,
md variabl-es which influence the relationship betveen stinulus and response
(SR variables), Foltowing that, the effects of two task variables are review-
ed., vhose reJ-ationship to these categories is uncl-ear (d.istraction, speed-

accuracy), Finally, the fu¡rctional meaning of the terminal- CNV is further il-
lustrated by conparing it to the R?.

B.I. STIMULUS VARIASLES

I'ron the reviews vhich attempt to rel-ate the CNV to hÌ:¡xan behavior (Cohen,

1969, 19'l\; [il]yard, 1973, 197\; Tecce, 1pl2) it is evident that a large rm-
certainty prevails as to whether or not the CNV is related. to perceptual proc-
esses, ¡or exarîple, Cohen (1pl\) naintains that l¡g ¡nflitud.e of the CNV is
positively correl-ated. with perceptual efficiency, while Hillyard (19T3) ¡etieves
that the results are too meagre for this conclusion,

Two rnajor method.s can be used to investigate this issue, The first method

exsflines the SPS preceding 52 in RT-tasks, as a function of tr{o or nore fevefs
of discrimination d.ifficul-ty; a larger negativity is expeeted vhen S, is harder
to detect or when a nore difficuft discrimination has to be matle. fn other
vords, it is assu¡red that stimulus mticipation is more elaborete the harder
the discrimination to be mad.e.

The second method selectively averages the EEG preceding correct a¡ld. in-
correct responses in a detection task; or i.t divides the trials into the four
stimulus-response categories of signal cletection theory; viz. hits, correct
rejections, nisses end false alarns. IIere it is erpected that the negativity
preceding S^ is larger on correct (hits, correct rejections) than on incorrect2"
trials (nisses, false afarrns). In nost stud.ies using this nethod, the subject
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Tabfe 3, ililhoqt defe.yed response. Authors (in chronological order)2 number of subjects, ÌSI d.uration in sec, tash
(de¡ = detection of one stirnu-lus, discr, = discrinrìnation between two or more stinuli, vis, = visual, aud. = auditory),
resuft ald. outcome (O = no outcome because of artifacts, + = support, - = no support for refation vith stinu-lus factor)-

Authors

o. of
Ub- ISI
ects ( sec )

Task Resrl-l-t Outcome

Lov et aL, (1967)

Robert et a1, (1967)

l,lilkinson md Haines

( lglo)
McAd.m and Rubin (1971)

Lov and Swift (1971)

Picton and Lov (1971)

Delse et aL, (1972)

Elxp. 2 (this thesis)

Exp, 3 (trris thesis)

1

1.5

2

t0 1

10 1

12 1.5

10 1

ô

B

L

)+

6

12

B

aud., signal det,

aud. signa,l det,

aud, intensity discr,

position discr,YIS

aud. frequency discr,
aud, frequency discr.
aud, frequency discr,

vis, linelength discr,

vis, position discr.

larger CNV with fess audible tones

Iarger CNV l¡ith faint than vith
moderate tones

correfation betveen Ø detections a¡d

CNV

larger CNV on ttcorrect and confidentrl

vs, "no idea" trials
sma.fler CIW with difficuft discr.
no effect of discr. difficu-lty on CNV

sma}]er CNV r^¡ith difficu-lt discr.
(only lema-LesJ

smaller CNV on correct trials
no effect of discr. d.ifficu-lty on

tenninal- CNV

snal]-er terninal CNV l¡ith difficu-1t
discr,; no effect of exlosure duration

0'

01

O1

2
0-

2

no control of eye nowenents artifact

possible contæination by motor activity



Table )+, Delayed ïesponse, Authoïs
detection of one stimulus, discr, =

result and outcome (+ = support, -

(in chronological order), nmber of subjects, ISf du¡ation in sec, task (det =
discrirnínation betçeen two or nore stirnuli, vis. = visualr a1ld. = auditory),

= no support for relation with stinufus factors).

I

I

No, of fsf Defay

subjects (sec) (sec)
Hillyard (tS6çY)

Järvilehto and.

Fruhstorfer (1970)

Hillyard et at. ( .r 
971

Pauf & Sutton (1972)

Jeness ( l97e)

Cohen ( 1973)

Lovefess (i975)

Ea:p, 3 (this thesis)

1'1 11
6 0,5,1.3 2

a¡d 6

aud, signal det,

aud. intensity d.iscr,

aud. signal d.et.

aud. signal det.

aud, frequency discr.

vis. pattern discr,
aud, signal det.

vis, position discr.

larger CNV on correct triafs

no correfation betveen fr

correct on CNV

larger CNV on correct trial-s
no difference in CNV between

hits antl rnisses or betlreen

correct md incorrect triels
no difference in CNV betveen
correct and incorrect trials
no correlation (across bloeks)
betr,¡een correctness and CNV

farge¡ CNy on correct trial-s
no difference betveen correct
md incorrect tri.aJ-s

sma,fler terryri.nal CNV Ì¡ith di
ficuft discr.; no effect of
exposure drration; no difference
betveen correct e¡d incorrect
trials

lDelay 
between S, md response
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has to report his observations one or more secs after Sr; another dj.fference

between RT tasks md detection tasks is that in the latter S, usualllr is at
threshold level,

Tables 3 and \ sunmarize the studies vhich have investigated the rela-
tionship between SPSs and perceptual sensitivity. A distinction is made betveen

the studies vhich did not use a delayed. response to S2 and those which d.id.,

Tabl-es 3 and L, respectively. Several of the oldeï stud.ies had to be disregarded

because eye-movement artifaets r¡ere not controfled (Lov et af., 1967; Rebe"t

et aL, 1967; Wifkinson md Haines , 19TO). Moreover, the interpretation of the

studies of Wilkinson and. Haines (1970) ana of McAdm and. Rubin (19?1) is dubious

because instead of using traro levels of discrinination, the triafs rn¡ere selected.

for correct and. incorrect detections. fn both stud.ies the observed reJ-ationship

night be spurious in the sense that it may have been a menifestation of a gen-

eral process, It is coneeivable that perfomance (percentage correct) deterio-
rates and. 1¡s qn!Ìitude of the CNV d.ecreases wi.th decreasing alertness o¡ vith
a loss of motivation. The data of Wilkinson and. Haines which were obtained in
a 22 min vigilance task Clearly suggest this relationship; their I'igs, 3 md l+

show that during the test run both the CNV and percentage of detections decrease,

l¡hile the RT was prolonged, The se¡ne resufts were found vhen rrhigh antl lov signal
rate'r were compared. One interpretation is that a poorly notivated subject will
not only discrirninate S, less correetly, but r¡ill also prepare less intensively
for the motor response to Sr. McAd€n and Rubin report neither l¡hether there vas

time-stress on the verbal- responses the subject had to give, nor what the la-
tency of the responses vas, Since slov negativity also precedes the prociuction

of speech, these results can also be expJ-ained. by increased notor preparation
ontrcorrect trie,l-srt, as compared to tri.al-s where the subject hadrrno ideatt.

None of the otheï studies in Table 7.1 fomd. an enhancement i.n CNV pre-
ced.ing the nore difficul-t discrinination. Hovever, several studies reported.

d.ecreased ¡nFli.tudes in this condi.tion (Lov a¡d Swift, 19'J1; Delse el, aI., 1)j2;
Ex¡lerinent 3, this thesis). The l-atter results can be explainect by assr::ni.ng

that the readiness to respond tend.s to be suppressed in the more difficul-t con-

ditions (see al-so discussion in 8.3.). To su¡ up, the results obtained in RT-

tasks involving d.ifferent levels of d.iscri¡rination d,ifficulty do not support
the h¡rothesis that the SPSs preceding 52 are associatêd vith perceptual pro-

Irom the nine detection studies vhere the response to S, was delayed
(fa¡fe l+), onty three studies obtained larger CNV a.rnplitude on correct as
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opposed to incorrect trials (Hillyard., 1969b; I{illyard et al., 1911; Cohen'

i9T3), l¡hile the other studies fourrd negative results. The studies showing pos-

itive results do not differ obviousJ-y from those vhere the results were negative,

with regard. to modality, type of task, detection vs. discrimination, etc'

The method in the study of Paul- and. Sutton (l9Te) repticates many of the in-

portant features of the two studies by Hillyard but, instead of find'ing a

Iargeï CNV in correct trials, no d.ifferences vere found, OtheÏ aspects which

weaken the significance of the results are the use of 1) only fev subjects and.

2) rather short ISIS (l sec or shorter), Since the CNV very possibly consists

of two components (see chapter l+), it is very Ìikely that the positive rela-

tionships observed by Hillyard et aI., (1971) ana cohen (1973) can be explained

by m increased SNll. Thus, it could be argued that an enhanced level- of arousgl

increases both the SNW and. the percentage detections. This argument is less

applicable to the study of Hj.ll-yard (1969), because a longer ISI (2.3 sec) was

us ed.

Ilence the availabfe evj.dence is too neagre to decid.e l,¡hether the cNV l'e-

flects pereeptuaf sensitivity. More studies are necessary, especiatly with

Ionger ISIls. Hoveverr since only a small amor:nt of negativity or none at all

precedes S, in SD tasks (Loveless, l)'16; Experiment 3, this thesis), the chances

of finding cl-ear effects have to be estimated as small. Finally, the co-variation

of SPSs preceding S2 and. perceptuaf efficiency as a function of non-specific

arousaf or motivational- factors should be rul-ed out, as much as possible. Even

in the case of a del-ayed motor response to S, it is quite possible that motor

activity is still- present. tr'or exarnple, in Experiment 3 a terminal CNV of 6.2 UV

was found r:¡d.er detection instruetion, but only in the easy condition, Although

no definitive argments can be mad.e, this cou1d. be explained by assrxaing that

motor activity occurred incidentally during the Sl - SZ interval-' Moreover,

even with a d.elayed response it is possible thet the SPSs are affected. by motor

activity connected vith the control- of eye movements, especiall]¡ vhen S, is

vìsual. In ord.er to show that S?Ss are an index of perceptual sensitivity in-

d.ependent measures' such as EMG and monosynaptic refl-exes (see Brunia, lpl8),

shoufdbe used to control the involvement of motor systems in d.etection tasks'

In Err¡:eriment 6 (tfris thesis) it was sho'n'n that und.er detection instruetion EMG

activity vas present before Sr, but only in the ffexor muscl-es of the arm in-

volved. in the delayed. response.

Another type of experinent investigating the effects of stimufus factors

centres around. the concept of expectency. Atthough expectancy c€r be d'efined
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in seversl ways (Hitlyard., 1973; Sanders, 1966), most authors u-rìd.erstmd it
as the subjective probabitity that S, vill follow Sj; this is usuall-y oper-
ationalized as the a priori probability that S, wilJ- occur. It has been sho'wn

by lIalter et al, (1961+) that the amplitude of the CNV reduces when S, is
randomly onitted in 50 % of the trials; this result was confirmed. in later
studies by llalter (1965) and Lov et al. (lç66), but Hittyard. and. Galambos

(1967) did not find a consistent effect, Moreoveï, çith lower probabilities
(p = O,e) no further ïeduction in CNV was found (Walter, 1965a; Low et al.,
1966), In general, wide individual differences rere found I'hich suggest that
subjects react quite differently to this situation; for example, Hitlyard and

Gal-mbos report thât in some subjects the mpJ-itude of the CNV increased by

,O %, rf S^ is omitted r,¡ithout warning some subjects nay try hard.er, whilez
others might wonder whether the appâTatus had. failed.

Ih some recent experiments, in I'rhich the subject vas totd the a priori
probabitity beforehand, farger CNVS vere obtained- the larger the probability
of S^ (Järvilehto and. Mäntysalo, 1pl6; Näätänen et af., 1973i see also Experi-¿

nent )+); except that with complete certainty (p = l.O) l-oÌrer arplitudes a¡e
found (Karrer et aL, 1973; Järvifehto and MZintysa1o, 1976), However, Loveless
(1977) faile¿ to find any difference betr¡een p = 1.0 and p = O.!, using an

ISI of long d.uration ()+ sec).
These effects of Sr-lrobabiJ-ity have generall-y been interpreted in terms

of expectancy and have been used as an argument for the hypothesis that the
CNV is related to stimulus factors or to perceptual processes. However, in RT

tasks not only expectancy but also motor preparation vj.Il increase the larger
the probability that S2 wifl arrive, i,e. the larger the probability that a

motor response had to be made. Atso the fover Laplitud.es found with compJ_ete

certainty can be explained in terms of motoï preparation. When there are no

catch trials, quick RTs may even be prod.uced without a high degree of motox

preparation (see also Näätänen and Gaillard, l9T\a). An erplanation in terus
of motor preparation is supported. by the l-ack of effect of Sr-probabitity in
sensory tasks: signal-detection task (Näätänen et al.,1975), guessing task
(tr'ried.mm et a1,, 1973) ana md.er detection instruetion (deleyed. response)
(Experirnent \, ttris thesis).

fn srmary, the studies revier"ed above d.o not support the idea that the
CNV, or more specifically the terminal CNV, is rel-ated to stimul-us variabl-es.
Negative results were generally ôbtained in RT-tasks as a function of dis-
crinination difficulty or in d.etection tasks vhere the SPSs on correct and
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incorrect trials rn¡ere eonpared.

The najor problem in investigating vhether the SPSs in the S., - S, inter-
vaf are eonnected. to perceptual processes is the possi.ble contamination by

motor activity. In several experinental paradigns stimufus and. response factors
ver'e confounded (e,g. Sr-probability), and. m al-ternative explenation of the
observed. effects is in terms of motor preparation.

This explanation is supported by stud.ies with long lSI-düation, where

a delayed response is required to Sr: in this situation the terminat CNV is
fargel-y red.uced or virtually absent. This hol-ds not only for sensory tasks
using threshol-d levef stimuli (Loveless,1976; Experiment 3, this thesis), but
also for stinuli wi-thin the normal range (Experinents l+ and 5, thi.s thesis),

8,2. RES?ONSE VARTABLES

In stud.ies using a 1 sec ISI , it has been sho¡,m repeatedl-y that the m-
plitud.e of the CIW is attenuated rhen no response to S, is required (e.g.

Donafd., 1973; Järvil-ehto and Frühstorfer, '1lJO; SynduJ-ko and Lindsfey, 1916t

Peters et aI., lgTO), Irr¡in et al, (1966) frave pointed. out that the enhance-

ment of the CNV amptj.tude by a subsequent motor response is of the sme magni-

tude as the RP, which precedes any volurìtary movement. In Experiments l+, 5 and

6 (t¡lis thesis) it was shown on the one hand that the terminal- CNV is largely
attenuated. or even virtually absent in sensory tasks; and, on the otheï hand, that
the SNW is only marginatly affected vhen RT-instructi.ons are compared with d.e-

tection instruetions in which the response to S, is delayed, This result vas

also found. by Loveless (lçt6) in a signal-detection task which involved audi-
tory signals at threshold leveI. These results suggest that the teminal CNV

is contingent on a motor response and that the negativity which is still present

in sensory tasks vith short ISIs, is prod.uced by the SNW evoked bV S.,,

The invofvenent of rnotor processes in the generatj.on of the terninal- CNV

is also supported by the fact that this SPS is larger the larger the smount

of force or muscul-aï effort required for the response to S, (Low and McSherry,

1!68; Rebert et al., 196?),

Severaf stud.ies have investigated. the effects of time uncertainty on the

CNY, This can be done in tvo vays, either by varying the duration of the ISI

or by comparing s regul-ar condition in which the ISI is constant over a block
of trial-s, vith an irregular cond.ition in which the ISI changes from trial--to-
trial. In the fomer case the negatì.vity preceding S, Beneral-ll decreases

with longer ISIs, except that for very short ISIs (less than 5OO nsec), the
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CNV does not seem to have enough time to devel-op fully (Blowers et al-. , 1973i

Gaillard and. Näätänen, 1973; Lovel-ess, 1973i Loveless and Sanford, 197\a, 1975;

McAda¡n et al,, 1969j Posner md Wifkinson, 1969a Experinent '1, this thesis).
It appears that l-argest mplitud.es are fou.nd wi.th ISIS between B0O md 1OOO

msec, because with these Isf-d.urations the tr¡o components of the CIW are ad.ded.;

thus, the teminal- CNV increases r¡ith snalter ISIs, while the SNW is largest
at about 750 nsec (see also Chapter !).

Loveless and. Sa.nfoïd (:gll+a) compared a regular cond.ition with m irre-
guJ-ar condition and found. that the SNW vas present in both conditions, whiJ-e

the ter:ninal CNV was only observed in the regular cond.ition. In general, the
above results nrn parallel to the behavioral effects, RT is shorter in the
regul-ar condition and increases vith increasing lsI-duration (e.g. Klemer,
:lP!6; Trunbo and caiffaïd., 1975).

As is outl-ined in Chapter 3, it has been d.enonstrated. in choice RT-tasks

that tine uncertainty has additive effects with sti¡rulus factors, such as

stimul-us degrad.ation (¡'rovei.n md. Smders, 1978) , exposure duration (Posner

et al., 1973) and visual stinul-us intensity (Raab et a.I.,1961; Sanders,19'17),
0n the basis of those behavioral- studies using choice RT-tasks, it was

concluded in Chapter 3 that ti¡ne urreertainty prinarity affects motor preparation.
0n these grouds the effects of tine uncertainty on the CNV can be most con-

vincingJ-y described. in terms of motor preparation. The combined. EEG æd be-
havioral- d.ata shol¡ that vith longer ISIs the subject hss increased difficulty
in pred.icting the moment 52 wiJ-l aïrive, which leads to a suppression of the
level of motor preparation at Sr, which is reflected in an attenuated. terminal
CNV and longer RTs.

To summarize, the teminal CNV seems to be contingent on a motor response
a¡d to be affected. by task variables: muscu-lar force, tì.ne ucertainty æd Sr-
probability, This suggests that the teminal CNV refl-ects the tevel of motor
preparation in RT-tasks.

8,3, sR v,qFrABr,ES

In Chapter 3, SR variables vere defined. as those variables îhich manip-
ulate the momt of information processing necessary to relate 52 to a response.
These task vsriable.s are assumed to influence deci.sion anticipation, This cate-
gory of experirnental variabl-es, of vhich the most i.mportant are the compati-
bility between stimulus and response, the number of el-ternatives ajld the memory-

set size, has received little attention in CNV-research. In a study of poon
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et a1, (i976) a sinple RT-task was compared.vith atrsa¡re-different'l RT-task.

In this task the subjects were instructed to press one of tvo keys to indicate
vhether tî/o letters were both vowels or both consonsrts or whether the letter
pair contained a vowel and a consonant. In the sinple RT-task they onty had

to react to the letters, which vere tachistoscopically presented; in both tasks
they were instructed to react ss quickly as possible, while stilJ- maintaining
high accuracy. The CNV was found to be attenuated in the sa¡oe-dj.fferent RT-task

as compared to the simpJ-e RT-task, The authors explain this result as a rrceiJ-ing'l

effect (see afso Knott and lrwin, 196\); they assme thet d.uring the more de-

nending sere-d.ifferent RT-task the ÐC-level of the cortex is closer to the phys-

iological maximm for negativity. Hovever, the authors d.o not provide evidenee

for such an interpretation and it is questionabl-e whether this task carì be re-
garded as so demand.ing that the cortical- DC-l-evel reaches its maximm. A more

simple expJ-mation woul-d be that the enount of motor preparation is lower in
the more demanding task, For exanple, subjects mj.ght prepare less, because

they are afraid of making errors. Although subjects may give anticipatory re-

sponses, errors of choice cannot be made in the sinple RT-task. The i.nter-
pretation in terms of motor preparation is supported by the fact that the re-
d.uction in CNV rn¡as specific to the motor region (Cr), arrd was not found. at
the parietal derivation (Pr),

Sinil-ar reductions in CNV in the more d.emanding condition were obtained

in a memory retrieval task by Roth et af, (1975, 1977), atthough it was not

found in a recent study (Roth et aÌ.n 19TB). rn these stud.ies the processing

demand.s at 52 vere varied by ehanging the size of the memory-set; this set

consisted of I - l+ target stimuli (dieits O - 9), which r^rere presented on

sl-ides before S. (0.5 sec tone). One sec after the tone vent off, a probe d.igit
I

appeared to vhich the subject had. to react as quickfy as possible. He vas

instructed to press one of two keys if the probe stimulus was in the menory-

set, and to pïess the otheï ltey (Rotrr et aI., 1977) or to do nothing (Rcth

et al,, 1975) vhen the probe ras out-of-set. The authors found. that the CNV

was reduced. as the size of the memory-set increased, end explained this by

assming that the subjeet is more distracted when he has to memorize more

items (see also B.)+),

As with the sa.me-different RT-task in the study of Poon et al., it is
quìte possible that this CNV reduction is caused by a suppression in motor

preparation with increasing set-size. Hovever, this interpretation woultl be

in conflict vith the RT-research, which shovs that the two stages "choicert
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and rrmotor adjustmentrr operate independentty and that the task variabfes re-
lated to these stages are additive" on these grounds one would expect motor
preparation to be unaffected by task variables which ¡elate to other pr.oc-

essing stages (i.e,, choice). Nor vould an inverse relationship between proe-
essing demand" (",g. set-size) and terminal CNV be expected, on the grounds

that, as argued in the previous section, this wave is primarily determined
by notor preparation. A possibre ex¡rlanation for this controversy lies in
the æount of training received. by the subjects. rt has been shown that inter-
actions between task variables may be found, which disappear after practice
(Sternberg, 1969), Tn the RT-studies reviewed in Chapter 3 subjects generat-ty
receive at least haff a day of practice, mostly on a separate day, on the other
hand, Roth et af. (1pl!) gave their subjects onty 16 trials practice on each
of the tvo experimentar days, That practically no training was given was al-so

clear from the mean RTs, Ior example, poon et al. obtained an average RT of
1000 msec, whife Posner and. Boies (1!11) report an average of JOO msec in a

sinilar task, Similarfy, the average RT in the study by Roth et aL. (1977)
was 200 msec fonger than thet reported by Sternberg (lS6ç).

ft is conceivable that mpracticed subjects wilt use a safer strategy on

the speed-accuracy dimension, especially in more difficuft conditions, because
they are afraid of making errors, in particular when they are instructed to
nininize errors, During practice, either before or during the experimental ses-
sìon, subjects wirl reach asynptotic perfomance earlier with the easier task
than with the compl-ex task, For exmpfe, in the simple RT-task of poon and

co-workers less practice will be necessary to reach m asynptotic fevel than
in the more complex same-different RT-task.

since it has been demonstrated that the terminal cNV is affeeted by speed.-

accuracy instructions (see 8.5), the inverse relationship between cNV and sR-
factors might be expJ-ained by criterion shifts on the speed-accuracy trad.e-off
between experimental conditions,

In any event the above results do not suggest that the CNV is positively
related. to the sR-variables; therefore the cNV seems to be mrefated to mtici-
patory processes connected vith decisions linking S, to a response.

8, )+. DISTRACTION

It has been shom that the mplitude of the CNV is red.uced by the pre_
sentation of such extraneous stimulation as conversation and reading (Llafter,
1p6l+), irrelevent tones or pictures (Mccalfm and !,rarter, 1!68), md also.when
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a secondary task is given, In exarnples of the last instance subjects had to
memorize four fetters presented during the ISI (Tecce and Scheff, 1969; Tecce
et al., 1976) or to perforrn nental arithmetic (ad.d.ing sevens, Tecce and

Hmirton, 1973)' rn these three experiments the cNV-red.uction was accompanied
by a substantiaf increase in RT, The evid.ent interpretation of these resufts
is that a subject confronted. with a double task situation wilr divid.e his at-
tention betl¡een the tasks, which virt decïease his efficiency on the main task.

0n the basis of the above-mentioned studies, Tecce (19?2) fomulated his
rrdistraction-arousal-rrhypothesis, which says that the cNV is related. to trr¡o

separate, but refated processes: attenti.on æd arousaf. rt was h¡pothesized.
that CNV ampJ-itude bears a positive retationship to attention. Thus, it was

expected that the cNV r,¡oul-d be increased with mod.erate levefs of arousal ènd

decreased with higher l-evefs of arousal, Accord.ing to Tecce and Scheff (1969)
the RT md the CNV are manifestations of a comon process, which appears to
be attention. This co¡nnon process is not motor-preparation (conation, in their
terrninolog') because subjects did not report that their intention to respond.
vas fowered during d.istraction. At this point it should be seriously questioned
r+hether subjective reports are sufficient evidence to concfude that motor-
preparation was not decreased during di.straction. For exæpre, it night be that
intention to react quickly was not affected, but that they in fact prepared
ress intensivel-y, Moreover, it is quite possibre that charges in the revel of
motor-preparation occur without subjects being aware of this (see also Broadbent,
1978).

In the stud.ies of Tecce md co-workerso increases in heart-rate frequency
were found. during d.istraction, vhieh ror¡ers the rikerihood. that d.ecreased

notivatiog cm account foï the reduction in cNV. According to Tecce heightened
automatic arousal- is one of the processes which med.iates the CNV d.isruption
by distraction, Again, it could be seriously questioned. whether this is neces-
sarily true. !'rom the observation that distraction reduces the CNV md increases
automatic activity, it does not follor¿ that the::e is a relatj.onship between cNV

md. autonatic arousar. one cannot exclude the possibility that d.istraction af-
fects several- processes whj.ch are mutually independ.ent. It is possible that
arous&I shows a positive relationship with CNV, as a fuction of task variables
which ue congruent with the demand.s of the task, ud which focus the attention
of the subjeet on the task instead of d.istracting it, This night be the case

vhen the subjectts concentration on the task is increased. lrith feedback, bonuses

or speed instructions, To ill-ustrate, in the present studies both the sntlitude
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r¿ere increased und.er speed instruction as compared to accuracy instruction (see

E:qreriment 5), a¡d u¡d.er RT-instruction as compared to detection-instruction
(see Experinent l+), Of course, it is difficult to disprove a U-curve refation-
ship because it cen accou¡t for both positive and negative correlations. This
is al-so the ìreakness of such a lqrpothesis, in the sense that a post-hoc ex-
pì-anation can be foud for practicalJ-y every experimental find.ing. In general,

it should be noted that a U-curve relationship ca¡ only be tested if the ex-
pected direction is hypothesized beforehand. and ïhen the expected l-evel- of
general arousal (e.g, l-ow, medium, high) is specified, Moreover, since the
studies of Tecce and co-r¡orkers d.id not contain a control condition in r^¡hich

the secondary task (i,e. memorizing letters or adding sevens) was given alone,
the increases in heart Tate coul-d be caused, at least partia[y, by the proc-
essing demands of the second.ary task. The el-evation in automatic activity
therefore cannot be ascribed. to d.istraction al-one,

In general, the resul-ts on d.istraction have not sufficiently teken into
accout that introd.ucing a second.ary tesk or even extraneous stinuJation night
suppress the level of motor preparation, vhich in turn reduces the CNV €-r¡d.

prol-ongs RT, To overcome this problem it is necessary to investigate the effects
of d.istraction in sensory tasks whe"e no quick tesponse is required., However,

given the negative resul-ts on stimul-us variables, ed al-so on SR variables, the
chmce of obtaining any effects of distraction in sensory tasks vitl be l_ot¡,

Historically, the concept of attention has been used to represent "se-
lectiverr or rrsteeringrr processes et several- stages of infomation processing
(see also Mostofsky, 19?O; Tecce and Hanifton, 1973). Thus, attention could.

relate equafly veII to each of the three preparatory processes proposed in
Chapter 3. Attention has al-so been related to the general level- of activation
(Hebb, 1955; Ka.}meman, 1!ll), which means that it rnay also refer to the noti-
vation of the subject, If the CNV is to be regarded as an index of attention,
it is necessary to specify exactly which sort of attention one has in nind. a¡d.

to obtain experimental data vhich give reJ-atively una,nbiguous measures of that
particul-ar construction (see also Hilþard., 1973, p.16l+). Aecoraing to Tecce
(1970, 1972) attention night be defined as a process which facifits.tes the
selection of relevaflt stinul-i to the exclusion of irrelevert stinuli in the
envl¡orune¡:,t, However, to explain the increased CNV preceding high muscul-ar

effort for the response to Sr, Tecce j.ncl_udes in his d.efinition also attenti.on
to motor aspects of the task (Tecce, 1972, p. 101), In such abroad, nonspe-
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cific definition, which ïefers to the attention a subject pays to the task as

a whoIe, it is not possible to specify to vhich t¡pe of preparatory processes

(see also Chapter 3) attention refers. Consequentty, defined in such a mmner

the concept approaches other nonslecific psychologicaÌ constructs' such as

notivation or effort.
If it is not stated beforehand hov attention is d.efined. and how different

l-evels of attention are nanipulated, aLmost all- experinental results can be

explained in terms of attention, For example, Roth and co-workers (197r' 19'(7)

fou¡d. that the CNV decreases with increasing memory-set size (see above uder

SR-variables). According to the authors, the greater menory ]oad. may cause a

distraction of attention which attenuates the CNV. One vonders what the ex-

planation vould have been if }arger arnplitudes had accompani.ed the J-arger set-

size: In that event it might again have been concl-uded' that the CNV is related

to attention, supposing that subjects paid more attention to the more dernmding

task.
In the present studies increased CNV¡ especially terminaÌ CNV, was foud

mder speed instruction as compared. to aceuracy instruction (Experiments )+ md 5),
and BT-instruction as compared. to detection-instruction. On the one hand, these

results can be explained. by assruling that subiects paid nore ettention in the

case of the speed and the RT-instructions. On the other hand, no differences

vere foïnd between tÌ¡o fevels of diserimination d.ifficulty (Experiment 2), or

else even larger terninal CNVs vere founil with the more easy condition (l:çeri-

nent 3), Therefore, these results and.g.lso the effects of distraction can be

explained nore convincingly in terms of motor preparation' Ad.ditional support

for this viel¡ can be d.ed.uced from the topographical results of a recent ex-

perinent of Tecce et at. (1976). Distraction (i.e. memorizing four letters

presented. rluring the ISI) produced a significant cNV reduction at the vertex

and parietal, but not at the frontal- d.erivation' On the other hand, an increase

in frontal and vertex cNV was found in the cond.ition where letters vele Pres-

ented without the requirements to recall- them. Al-though the study does not give

sepêrate measures for an early or a l-ate CNV, the effects on the midline dis-

tribution suggest that d.istraction had a d.ifferential effect on the two com-

ponents of the CNV. Thus, the secondary task (memorizing letters) attenuated.

the terminal CNV, while the presentation of extraneous stimul-i (tetters a¡ithout

recal_l_) increased the SNW. According to the functj.onal role given to these SPSs

(see also Chapter 6 ana B.Z) thi.s voutd irnply that a second'ary task suppresses

motor preparation a¡td that extraneous stimuti increase the general Jevel of
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arousal-. The latter notion is supported. by the fact that the presentation of
fetters (vithout recalJ-) produced a small (one bpn), but significmt, increase
in heart rate,

B, 5, spEED-AccuFAcy TNSTRUCTTONS

In Experinents l+ and. !, it was shown that the terminal- CNV is affected by
instructions governing the trade-off betlreen speed a:rd accuracy, but that the
sNll does not change, und.er speed instructions subjects are instructed. to ¡es-
pond as quickty as possible, even at the cost of some errors; r:lder accuracy
instructions, the subject is also required. to prod.uce quick RTs, but the neces-
sity to avoid errors is emphasized. Both studies (Experinents )+ a.d 5) denonstrate
that the terminaf CNV increases uder speed instruction, r^¡hil_e the SNW renains
unaffected, ln general, these resurts repricate those of Lovel-ess md sanford
(r9T\b).

The results of Waszak and Obrist (1969) coufa also be inteïpïeted as a

speed-accuracy effect. They conpared a sÞeed cond.ition, in vhich subjects were
motivated to react fast by telling then that their perfornanee r.¡ould be cortr-

pared with that of other subjects, with a relax conditi.on, in ¡¡hich the sub-
ject was told that the RTs would. not be measured a¡d that he shourd rel-ax as

much as possible, while continuing to respond. appropriately, Lal'ger CNVs were
fou¡d in the speed eondition than in the rel-ax conditi.on.

AIso d.ifferences between "fastil a¡d "slovrr RTs (e.g. Connor md Lang, 1969;
Lacey and. Lacey, l97O; Tecce md Scheff, .1969) Waszlk and Obrist, 1p6!) could
be interpreted as reflecting shifts in criterion from triar-to-trial. Rohrbaugh
et g,1, (1976) have shown that, when trials are sel-ected on the basis of RT-
performance, the terninar cNV increases vith fast RTs, but the sNW is maffected.

At the monent no studies are availabl-e vhich have systenatically investi-
gated the interaction betn¡een speed-accuracy instructions and task veriabres
referring to these processing stages. AJ_though recent theo¡ies (Ol]Ian, 19TT;

Pachella, 1!l)+) assurne that speed-accuracy instructions infruence nainly the
l-evel of motor preparation, the possibility that oiher preparatory processes
are afso involved is not excluded.. rt coul-d be argued that speed instructions
facilitate "encodingrr or the rrchoicerr stage and therefoïe the increased. te¡minal-
CNV could be caused by ì.ncreased. stimul_us- or decision-anticipation.

rn any event the increase in errors d.oes, on the one hand, make it unlikery
that the perception of s, is facilitated. on the other hsrìd, a ¡rore intensive
moto¡ preparation vi.l-I produce shorter RTs a¡ìd noïe errors. According to o1han,
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errors are resctions which are given before the eval-uation of the stimul-us is
terminated. Thus the subject Teacts while the processes of encoding the stimulus
and of choosing which response befongs to it haze not yet finished, Under ac-
curacy instruetion response executi.on only takes place when these pïocesses have
been compreted. rn an experinent of Kutas et af, ( 19TT) t:he RT was correlated
vith the latency of the P3. Higher eorrelations betr¡een Pr-Iatenclr and RT were

found. mder accuracy the¡ under speed instructions. According to the authors

the P. can be ïegarded as the outcome of the decision as to which response has
J

to be mad.e, Moreover, it Lras found that Pr-latency was uaaffected by instruc-
tions, vhich suggests that the evaluation process (i.e. encoding and choice
processes) were not shoïtened (see also Discussion of Experiment !).

8,6. TFFMTNAL cNv Alrp FE,qpJIESS porENTrAL (Rp)

Tt has often been noted that there is a remarkable sinilarity in form and

topographicat d.istribution betveen the terminal- CNV and the RP, Both consist
of a slov negative shift which develops in the one sec or so before the exe-

cution of a motor response.

Al-though some enterior-posterior shifts were found, which might be task
refated, the resufts presented in Chapter ) generally shov that the terminal
CNV is maxinm over centro-parietal areas. In sinple RT-tasks, terninal CNV

is largest over notor regions, rrhere the RP is also foud to be naxinum, Only
a fer¿ studies have investigated the RP and teminal CNV r¡ithin the same experi-
nentaÌ study, I'or exmple, Syndulko and Lindsley (l9TT) usine a¡ ISI of 1.5 sec

compared. e¡ RT instruction with a detection instruction. In the latter case the
subject had to make a d.iscrinination at S, and to delay his response by one sec.

It was fou¡d that the negativity preceding S, under RT instruction, and the
negative shift preceding the delayed motor response, both had the same nidline
distribution, Both were centralJ-y dominant. Similar results vere obtained. mder
speed. and d.etection-instruction in Experinent l,

Moreover, it was shor,m in the Synd.ufko-Lindsley study that the SPS over

the motor region contralateral to the intended response was more negative thm
the SPS at the ipsilateral area. This aspr,netryi^ras not fou:rd in frontal, parie-
tal and occipital regions, In ad.dition, asynmetry was agai.n not evident during

bj.manual response preoarationn nor preceding S, r:nder the detection-instruction.
The si¡rilarity between terminaf CNV md RP in both midline erìd lateraf dis-
tribution was also obseïved by Rohïþaugh et al-. (1976), Tney compared terrninal-

CNV in a sinple RT-task (ISI of )+ sec) vith the RP preceding volmtary finger
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movenents. In this study the difference between the contral-ateral-ipsilateral
hemisphere in the BP correlated significantly (r = ,56; p< 0.05, across 1\

subjects) with this difference in the ter:minal CNV in the sinple RT task.
In Experi.ment 6 it r,¡as found. that the size of laterality effect of the

SPS preceding the response in averages time-locked to the motor response vas

of the sme nagnitude in different task situations, i.e. under RT-, detection-
and synchronization-instruction, and t¡ith volu¡tary movements.

Al-though it is d.ifficult to prove that the terrninal CNV and RP (both

derived frorn the motor region (C")) are essentiall-y the same phenomenon, there
is at the moment little argument r.'hy they should. not be produced by the sme
neurophysiological generator, Most arguments lrhich have been raised to prove

that they differ in their fi:¡ctional rol-e can be accou-rÌted. for by the contemi-
nation of the terminal CIrIV by the SNW (see also Chapter 5).

According to Deecke et al. ( 1976) t]ne CNV differs fïom the RP 1 ) in the

experinental situation prod.ucing it, 2) in the form of the potential, 3) in the

topography' l+) in its higher bilatera] sJn¡metry e.nd. 5) in its possibte inde-
pendence of motor acts. Re 1): in Experi.ments ! s¡d 6 it has been shom that
movement potentials can also be obtained in the CNV paradiglr, either time-
locked to the response to S2 or to a deJ-ayed response Ì¡ith vhich the subject
ind.icates his observation with a button press (see also Syndulko and Linds1ey,
1977), As is shovn in I'igs. 5 and 6 of Experiment 6, the movement potentials
obtained in this way have the same characteristics (forn md. topography) as

those accompanying vol-mtary movements. Moreover, in E4periment ! it was shovn

that the negativity preced.ing the motor response was generally larger in aver-
ages time-locked. to the response to S, than in averages tine-locked to Sr.
Thi.s effect was largest in those conditions where the latency between S, md
the response was very variable (synchronization-instruction) oï vJhen it was

rather l-ong (accuracy instructj.on). Thus, the l-ooser the correspondence betveen

stimulus and response, the larger the discrepaney, This result suggests that
the negativity tine-J-ockeõ to the response night be a better measure for the
level- of motor preparation than the teroinal CNV. Re 2): As vas al-so noted by

Deecke et al-,! the SPS preceding S, has the same form as the RP, with long
ISIs, vhere the SNI^I and. terninaf CNV are separated.. Re 3): The topography of
the CNV has a more snterior distribution than the teminal CNV a¡d the RP,

because the SNI{ is located nore frontally. Re )+): Although differences in
teruinal CNV betveen hemispheres were also found with short fSIs (Otto md
Leifer, 1973; Syndulxo and Lindsl-ey, 19i7), a la.Tge SNI{ may have disrupted.
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eventuaf fateraf asymmetries in some instances (Mccal-fum, l9T8). Re 5): In the
present view the terminaf cNV is response-related and the negativity observed
in sensory tasks is prod.uced by the SNW. Howevero it is not excluded that there
is some sort of sensory CNV with a parieto-occipital distribution, afthough its
amplitude woul-d be very small compared to the terminal CNV (see Chapter 5).

Thus, there is no reason for regard.ing the vertex teminal- CNV æd the
RP as reflections of different processes, vhereas the notion that they are
generated by the same neurophysiological nechanisn is in line with the view
that the terminal CNV reflects the fevef of motor preparation and is contin-
gent on a motor response. Moreover, the RP is affected by task variables, such

as muscle effort (e,g, Kutas and Donchin, 1977) ana motivation (e.g. McAdm and
Seales, 1969; Mccal-Ìum, 1978), which al,so inffuences the teminal CNV (Low and

Mcsherry, lp68; Rebert et a]., 1967a Iffiín et aI., 1)66; r,taszak and Obrist,
1969) .

Thus, the view expressed in this thesis is that both potentials ïefer to
the sme neurophysiological generator, but are obtained in different task situ-
ations and wi.th different averaging techniques. fn this view the terninal CNV

is that part of the RP which precedes Sr. Of course, this idea i.s only true for
single trials, because averaged potentials will diverge the larger the vari-
ability in RT, Since both the RP and the terminal CNV are slow phenomena, this
effect wilf be negligible as long as the stand.ard deviation of the BT is smaff
(for example, < !O msec). Thus, the mptitude of the teminal CNV can be pre-
dicted when the mplitudes and the waveform of the readiness potential and the BT

are known. when the RP remains r:nchanged, the mplitude of the terminaf cNV is d.e-

terrnined by the RT, l^Iith shorter RTs the teminaf amplitud.e increases, because

a larger part of the RP precedes Sr.
In this view the reduction in terminal- CNV under accuïacy inst¡uctions

is essociated with the prolongation of the RT: the gradual-ly increasing negative
shift only precedes 52 partially or not at all (for example, with detection-
instructions), In ttre Rohrbaugh et al, study the attenuated terninal CNV pre-
ceding slov RTs (229 msec) as compared to fast RTs (1\O nsec) could also be

interpreted. in this way. Moreover, the bilateraf asl¡mmetry in the tenninal CNV

was larger preceding fast RTs (t.l pV) than preceding slor./ RTs (d,t+ uV). Since

the asymetry preceding voluntary movements wa.s present only in the terminal
phase of the RP, it suggests that vith shorter RTs the FP intrudes more into
the Sl - S, interval and so prod.uces the as¡metry of the terminal CNV. Thi.s

resuft wss confimed. in a recent study by Perdok and Gaillard (in preparation)
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where a larger asymetry was found und-er speed (2 UV) than r.rnder accuracy in-
structr-ons (0,) UV),

As was also noted by Rohrbaugh and colleagues (lqT6), the above view en-

ables the investigation of movement-related potentials within a much wider

context, 0n the one hand, the study of the RP can be extended beyond the scope

of repetitive stereotyped movements and the influence of psychological vari-
abl-es can be investigated. 0n the other hand, a strict pairing of stimuli is
no l-onger necessary and new experimental paradigns cs,n be used (for exampte,

serial RT instead. of rn¡arned RT tasks).

8,7. CONCLUSTON

In the present chapter it has been shom that the terninal CNV is affected.

by muscle effort, time uncertainty, distraction, Sr-probability and speed-

accuracy instructions. However, the terminal CNV is found to be unrelated to
stimufus (and decision) anticipation. Several stud.ies which investigated the

SPSs before S, did not take into account possible contamj.nation by response-

related. potentials, Studies in vhich the response to 52 l"as delayed and in
vhich long ISIs were used, found. the terminaf CNV to be attenuated or practi-
call-y absent, vhì.ch suggests that the terminal CNV is contingent on a motor

Tesponse, This provid.es no comfort for theories such as attention and erpeetmey
which rel-ate the terminal CNV to stimulus variables, In contrast there is con-

siderabl-e evidence that the anllitud.e of this vave reflects the level of motor

preparation. In fact, almost al-t experimental data cen be explained in these
terms, The motor character of the tenninal CNV is further illustrated by its
sinilarity in form md topography to the RP. Both potentials gråd.ual-fy develop

in the one sec before the execution of a response, they are both most prominent

over the precentral notor regions (Cr) ana shov an as¡metry to the contra-
lateral side of the respond.ing l-inb.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUÐING REMARKS

It is argued. here that the cfassical CNV is not a writary phenomenon but
consists of at least two negative spss: the slow negative vave (sNw), wtrictr
reaehes its peak witÌ:-in one sec after s1 snd then decrj.nes gradua"ll-y, a¡d the
teminaJ- cNV, vhich graduaJry develops during the rsr md. ?eaches its maximr¡m

to'¡ard.s the end of this interva-I.
These sl-ov potentials òiffer in their topography (see l,ie. B); the mid_

l-ine distribution of the sNW is located more anteriorly than that of the ter-
ninar cNV. rn most studies (see chapter !) largest sN'trrr amplitudes are foüd at
the frontal- derivation, rn'hil-e the emplitudes of the ter:minal cNV are most pro-
minent at the vertex. since the anterior-posterior grad.ient is steeper between
the vertex md frontal derivation than betveen vertex md parietal- derivation,
the terninal- cNV seems to be rocated precentralÌy over the notor region. with
regard to the fateral- distribution of these spss the sNW appears to be syme-
trical-, vhereas the terninal CNV shorrs a small , but significant asJrmetry. En_
hanced anllitud.es vere found contraJ_ateraf to the responding J-imb.

rn addition to their topography, the sNW æd the terminar cNV aJ-so differ
in their fi:nctional meaning. The sNI,¡ is affected by the physica.l and psychoro-
gical properties of S.,, vhereas the terninal CNV is dependent on the task de_
nerÌds of Sr. Ânother difference is that the pairing of Sl and S, is not ne_
cesss.ry for the occurrence of the sNi{. This negative shift is even fomd after
non-signar stimu-li which are not fol-lowed. by æ imperative stinulus. Moreover,
in sel-ective listening tasks a fïonta-l "sl-ow rnaverris aJ-so found, md. this is
most prominent afteï ïare, but rerevant (i.e., to be comted,) stirnuli. sinee
the sfow positive wave (sew) is al-so rargest r¡¡der these conditions, both the
sNlJ md sPll seem to belong to a fmiry of sl-ow potentiar ehanges foIÌoving s.,.
It is in line with this viev that both vaves are enhmced. when s1 contains in-
foruation in adttition to its warning fr:nction. A-lthough the sNlt and the spÍ¡
are affected. in the sa¡ae lray by several task variables they differ i.n othe¡ in-
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stances, which suggests that these vaves reflect different but related pro-

cesses. The involvement of d.ifferent neurophysiological mechanisms is aJ-so

suggested by the èifferences in nid-Iine distri.bution (parietal versus fron-

taJ-), An explmation of the close inter-re1atíonship betveen the SNW md

the SpW night be for¡rd. in the fact that both l¡aves are nost prominent in

non-specific parts of the cortex: the SPlf in the association cortex (in-

put systen) and. the SNV in the frontal cortex (output system). These obser-

vations cæ be described ïather welf in terros of Luiars model of the func-

tional orglmization of the brain.

In Chapter B it vas argued that the teminal- CNV is contingent upon a

motoï reslonse because this negative shift is virtueJly absent in sensory

tasks in which no quick response to S, is required. This result d'oes not

leave much room for theoriesr Euch as attention æd e)q)ectancy, vhich re-

fate the temina.l CNV to perceptual or decisional processes. In eontrastt

there is considerable evidence that this negative shift reflects the level

of motor preparation, because it is affected. by such response variables as

time uncertainty (IST-duration' ISI-irregularity), the probability of 52 €nd

muscle effort. In fact, alnost all experimental results, either from the

present stuùies or from stuòies reported in l-iterature, can be explained in

this way. The effects of such task variâbles as òistraction and speed-âccur-

acy instructions caf,r also be d.escribed conveniently in the same manner' aJ--

though thei.r relationship to motor preparation is less clear.

The motor character of the temina,I CNV is further illustrated by its

similarity in form md topography to the readiness potential (np) ' Sottl

gradualty d.evelop during the one to tvo secs before the execution of a res-

ponse, they are both most prominent over the motor region (Cr) ana they both

shôw il asJ¡ometry contralateral to the responding ha.nd.

According to Syndulko end. Lindsley ( l97T) tne prominence of the CNV in

motor tasks is so convincing that the occurrence of this SPS in so called. sen-

sory tasks, whieh d.o not involve specific, overt motor responses suggests that

the latter tasks also invol-ve at least some ttmotort' elements. Some st4rport

for this notion is provided by the EMG d.ata of Experinent 6' Here the EMG

activity recorded just before S, was Iarger in the foreæn w.ith vhich a d'e-

layed response had to be given. Thus, it cannot be assumed. that motor sys-

tems are not involved at all in sensory tasks (see elso Discussion of Expe-

rinent 6). Moreover, sperry (1952) has suggested that regardless of the úa-

nifest behavioral- situation, the primary end.-product of the brain is motor
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output, Si.tuations not involving specific, overt motor reslonses may never-

thefess produce generalized effector readiness, receptor orientation (e.g.

fixation of the eyes), and non-automatic postural adjustments, in addition

to specific notor concomitents of mentsl processes.

With regard. to the fmction€.f role of the terninaf CNV, it shou-ld be

noted that it is quite possible that the above statements about the motor

character of this SPS are lirrited to the vertex derivation. As is outtined

in Chapter 5, there is evidence that in addition to a motor CNV at the ver-

tex there is a sensory cNV with a parieto-occipital di-stributi.on which is re-

leted. to the perception of Sr' In that case it is assr:rned. that the vertex

ternina.l CNV only differs from the RP in the way of averaging (stinutus vs.

response 1oeked); consequently, the veÏtex terminal CNV could be regaÏded as

that part of the RP which preced.es 52 in cued Hl-tasks. ln eontrast ' the

sensory CNV is assmed to be contingent to 52, arÌd may only occur vhen this

stinuJ-us is visual-.

severa.I authors heve noted the strong relationship between the classica.l

cNV and' motor pïocesses (e'g' McAd'aû' 1971+)' However, a d'efinite concfusion

that the CNV is contingent on a motor response was all¡ays held back by the

fact that the CNV was also present in sensory tasks. The present resuJ-ts

suggest that this negativity ca,rr be attributed. largel-y to the SlM, since vir-

tuatly no negativity precedes S, in sensory tasks vhen long ISIs are used

(see Chapter 8.1.). Studies using ISIs of 1 sec have shorryr that the execution

of a motor response to S, increases the a,rnplitude of the CNV æd' that the

nagnitud.e of this enhæcement is of the saÐ.e oïd.er as the a4>litude of the RP

preceding volmtary movements (lrwin et aL,' 1966; Low et a.1., 1Ç66; Peters

et al., 1970; Wa.fter, 196\a).

It was shown that the separation of the classical CNV into tr.¡o cornponents

caused a breakthrough in the investigation of the fi:¡ctional significance of

the SPSs in the Sr-S, paraòip. ft seems that a similar developnent al-so takes

place for other physiological changes during the fSI, such as heart rate (e'g.

Lacey md. Lacey, 1!J)+; Coles end Duncan-Johnson, 1977; Duncan-Johnson and Coles

l!JJ), background. EEG (Pfurtschel-ter and. Aranibar, 1977), HofflnaJl reflex and

Achittes tend.on reflex (Brunia, l97B),

It could be questionecl (see Posner in McOal-l:m and. Knott, 1976' p. 232)

'¡hat the val-ue is of longer interval-s, since short interval-s' of say 0'! sec'

are optlmal for a large class of behâvioral- tasks' Moreover' from a technicel

point of vj.ew recorcling vith shoït ISIs is less cr:mbersome (shorter time-con-
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stæts, easier control of eye movements and blinks, less fatigui.ng for the
subjects), which night be importmt in, for exmple, clinical_ studies, The

position teken here is that first the fi:¡ctional signifi.cance and other char-
acteristics (topograp\y, time course, ete.) should. be determined before
studyi.ng these SPSs wi.th shorter intervals.

Although with a 1 sec ISI the three SpSs çil_l contaninate each otheï,
the parietal positivity betr¡een 2oo-lroo msec, the frontal negativity between

500-700 msec and the vertex emplitude at the end of the ISI vill give good.

estimates of sPl'I, sNir¡ end terzrinar cNV, respectivefy. of course these spss
coul-d. also be separated by statistical nethods (Loveless, 19IB). ¡'or ex€nple,
Donchin et al-. (197?) usine principat components malysis, found. r^rith a l sec
rsr a frontâf vave peeking at ì+f5 nsec after s, a¡d. a vertex r,¡ave which r¡as

nost prominent Just before the response. Another possibility vould be to use
the knowledge ve now have with regard to the task variabl_es affecting the
SPSs, Thus, vhen the ain of the stu y ì.s to investigate the terrninaJ- CNV, a

veak yisual Sj coul-d. be used, since r¿e know that thì.s signal does not evoke
an SNW, and r¡hen S, is non-inforoative the SpW r,¡il_l_ also be attenueted..
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ryPERIMENT .]

EFTECTS OF I,{ARNING=SIGNAI ]4ODAL]TY ON TIIE CONTINGENT NEGATI\¡E VARIATTON (CNV)*

ABST¡ACT

Cl,fYs were record.ed d.uring the S.,-S, intervaf of s prolonged. simple
reection task. In this task, a warring stimul-us S., is followed. by en in-
perative stimulus Srr to vhich the subiect ma]res a motoï response. The

differential effects of a visual eJÌd. en auatitory S1 I'ere investigated.
under t$o interstimufus interval (ISI) aurations (l and 3 sec), Under the

3 sec fSI cond.ition, the forn of the sl-ow negative wave d.emonstrated clearly
a biphasic characterl an orientation r¡ave (O I'ave) foltoving S., with a peek

latency at about 650 nsec and an ex¡rectancy lrave (E r,'ave), which reaches

its }argest errplitud.e toward.s the end. of the ISI. Under the l sec ISI con-

dition the two conponents of the CNV are confounded.. The O vave had a fïonto-
central distribution, while the E vave a¡es focated. precentally. The O wave
'was enhanced. after en auditory S.,, as comlareô to a visuaJ- S.,.

tubl-ishetl in Biological Psycholorye \ (19t6);. 139-15\.
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1. Introduction

Several autho¡s (e.g. Tecce, 1972; Näätänen and Gaillard, 1974b) emphasized the
importance of investigating the shape of the contingent negative variation (cNV).
The morphology of the cNV might contain as much information as the magnitude
of the cNV amplitude. The form of the cNV is dependent on the type of subject
and on the experimental situation. Two forms of cNV can be distinguished: a quick
(A type) and a slow (B type) rise to peak (Cohen, 1969;Donchin, Gerbrandt and
Iæifer, 197 2; T ecce, 197 2).

Morphological effects can be investigated conveniently by measuring both the
early (at half the interval) and the late (at the end of the interval) cNV amplitude.

Tecce (1972, footnotes l0 arid 13) suggested that the early cNV is related to
'arousal processes', supporting this notion with the following evidence: a differen-
tial effect on the early cNV is observed after the intake of amphetamine and when
subjects have to clench their fist during the interstimulus interval (ISI). Additional-
ly, Gaillard and Näätänen (1976) found that the early cNV is enhanced after an
auditory 51, as compared to a visual s1. This enhancing effect was explained in
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terms of the 'arousing'properties of an auditory stimulus (see also Sanders, 1976;
Trumbo and Gaillard, 1975).

The early and late CNV also differ as to their topography. While the differences
in amplitude between the frontal and vertex derivation are small for the early CNV
they are rather large for the late CNV (Low, Borda, Frost and Kellaway, 1966;
Näätänen and Gaillard, 197 4b). Moreover, in the last study, larger interchannel corre-

lations were found for the early CNV than for the late CNV.
The above results strongly suggest that the CNV is not a unitary phenomenon

(see also Borda, 1970; Donchin, Otto, Gerbrandt and Pribram, l97l; Donchin et
al., 1972) and that the early and late CNV are produced by different underlying
mechanisms; the early CNV seems to be influenced to a greater extent than the late
CNV by non-specific activating systems.

Additional evidence for the notion that the CNV is not a unitary potential
comes from experiments with long ISIs (Loveless and Sanford,l974,l975;Weerts
and Lang, 1973). In this situation the CNV has a biphasic character and consists

of two distinct components: an orientation wave (O wave) which reaches its peak

value within I sec after 51, and an expectancy wave (E wave) which rises in anti-
cipation of 52. Both Loveless and Sanford (1974), and Weerts and Lang (1973)
regard the O wave as a iortical component of the orienting response to S1, and the
E wave as the traditional CNV, and they suggest that the CNV measured with short

ISIs (e.g. I sec) is a combination of the O and the E wave.

This study investigates the influence of the modality of S1 on the morphology
and on the anterior-posterior distribution of the CNV. Two ISIs (l and 3 sec) were
used to enable the comparison between measures used under short and long ISI
conditions. It was thought that the early and late CNV obtained with a I sec ISI,
would reflect the O and E wave component found when longer ISIs are used. As the
modality of S1 has a differential effect on the early CNV (Gaillard and Näätänen,
1916), it was expected that an auditory 51 enhances the O wave and that the E
wave remains unaffected by the modality of S1. Similarly, it was expected that the
O wave would be located more anteriorly than the E wave, because the early CNV
(as compared to the late CNV) is more prominent in the frontal regions (Näätänen

and Gaillard, 1914b).

2. Method

2.1. Subjects and apparatus

The subjects were eight male university students aged from 24 Lo 28 yr. They
were tested in a soundproof, air-conditioned and electrically shielded cubicle
(Amplifon); a nixie-tube display and a loudspeaker were placed in front of the sub-

ject at a distance of about 1.5 m and a response key was mounted on the sloped top

of a table; which provided an armrest for the subject. The auditory signals consisted

of a 1000 Hz tone at 70 dB (duration 40 msec). For the visual signals a standard red

nixie tube was used with all elements activated (duration 40 msec). The luminance
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of this stimulus was 200 cdf n't2,whilc the surrounding background had a luminance
of 1.75 cd/m2. Whereas S¡ was either visual or auditory, S, was always visual. The
intensity of both signuls was rouglrly chosen in the middle of the range of possible
intensities. Both signals have been used before in studies on the modality eflect
(Gaillard and Näätänen , l9l6:Trumbo and Gaillard, 1975).

The EEG was recorded with silver-silver chloride electrodes frorn the frontal
(Fz), the vertex (Cz), the parietal (Pz) and occipital (Oz) positions referred to the
right mastoid. Vertical eye nlovements were recorded fronl above and below the
right eye. An electrode on the left ear served as the ground. After a.c. arnplification
(time constant 6 sec) the EEG and EOG signals were stored on magnetic tape
(Philips, Analog-7).

The tinring of the signals, including the trigger and measurement of reaction time
(RT) (in msec) was done by the PSARP equipment (Van Doorne and Sanders,
1968). This equipment also produced a label, which accompanied the EEG signals
and indicated the experimental condition, the trial number ancl the corresponding
RT.

2.2. Procedure

All subjects participated in one practice session and in three experimental ses-

sions at the same time at weekly intervals. At the practice session, training con-
tinued until the subject reached an asymptote with respect to both nlean and vari-
ability of RT. The subject was also trained in suppressing eye movements during the
ISI. To reduce eye movements the subject was instructed to lixate a mark located
in the centre olthe nixie tube and to blink after the response was given.

Each test session consisted of six 25 min series, separated by 5 min of rest.
During the resting periods the door of the cubicle was opened, but communication
with the subject was reduced to a minimum. Within each series four experimental
conditions were given in the following order: a I sec ISI with an auditory 51, a I
sec ISI with visual S¡, a 3 sec ISI with an auditory S¡ and a 3 sec ISI with a visual
S¡. The order of presentation was balanced by cyclical permutation.

Each of these four conditions consisted of a block óf 33 stimulus pairs (S1-S2)
in which three or four catch trials were randomly intØrspersed;in catch trials S, was
omitted and the subject had to withhold his reaction. The intertrial inte¡val was
varied irregularly between 8 and l2 sec to avoid anticipation of the warning signal.

2.3. Data analysis

The fou¡ EEG and the EOG channels were analysed on line by a LABS com-
puter, using a program developed at the Institute. An epoch of4 sec before 52 was
santpled at a rate ol 40/sec. For each of the fìve channels the means of every fìve
consecutive samples were obtained providing 32 data points at intervals of 125
msec. Due to memory limitations only I I data points (DPs l-l l) per channel were
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Fig. l. The vertex EEG amplitude during the 4 sec epoch before 52, separately for each experi-
mental condition: auditorySl: l secISI(X-X);visualSl: I secISI(X------X),auditory
51: 3 sec ISI (o-¡; visual S¡: 3 sec ISI (r-----r). Each cu¡ve is based on the grand
means of the 1l DPs indicated inthefigure(1-11).ThewarningsingalisdenotedbySlunder
the 3 sec ISI condition and by Sl under the 1 sec ISI condition.

retained for further analysis. Every other mean was used except the 1Oth, 18th and
26th, while in the first second of the epoch only the lst and 8th were included
(see albo fig. 1).

Catch trials, missed signals (RT >1000 msec) and anticipatory reactions (before
S2), as well as the first three trials of a block were omitted f¡om the analysis. The
computer also skipped a trial when the EOG amplitude exceeded t200 ¡rV and
when the amplitude of the vertex EEG exceeded 1100 ¡rV (relative to the zero of
the a.c. amplifìer).

After this selection the I I DPs of each single trial were averaged over 20 trials.
Occasionally, averages were based on less than 20 trials. The I I DPs of the vertex
channel were also averaged over series for each ordinal position to enable the
examination of the short-term habituation of the CNV amplitude within a block
of trials.

On the basis of the 1l DPs three measures were obtained: the 'early CNV',
the average potential within the period 375-500 msec after 51 (DP 9 for the
1 sec ISI and DP 3 for the 3 sec ISI condition); the 'late CNV', the average potential
within the period 125-0 msec before 52 (DP l1) and the 'O wave', the average po-
tential within the period 625-750 msec after 51 (the last measure was taken for the
3 sec ISI condition only). All measures were referred to the baseline, the average

potential within the period 125-0 msecbefore 51 (DPs8 and2fot the l and3 sec

ISI condition, respectively). Although most EOG artifacts were removed after the
rejection on a single-trial basis, EOG activity remained in some averages. Therefore,
CNV amplitudes were eliminated when the corresponding EOG amplitude exceeded
150 sV.
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Analyses of variance were completed on the RT, and on the early CNV, the late

CNV and the O wave for each of the four EEG derivations and for the EOG chan-

nel. The data were analysed according to a factorial design containing the following
factors: subjects, S1 modality, ISI duration, series and sessions. Missing data due to
artifacts were estimated by using the least-squa¡es metl.rod (Winer, 1962).

3. Results

-t.1. ,Sr modality effects

The amplitudes of the vertex potential during the 4 sec epoch are presented in
fìg. l, separately for the four experimental conditions. Each curve is based on I 1

DPs averaged over subjects, weeks and series. Under both ISI conditions the CNV
grows faster and reaches a larger amplitude with an auditory 51 than with a visual

sl.
The waveform of the vertex potential under the 3 sec ISI conditon is rather

complicated; with a visual S1 an initial rise is followed by 3 more gradual increasing

terminal amplitude; with an auditory St the slow wave shows a clear early peak

(ca.650 msec after S1), followed by a rather steady amplitude decrease. The modal-
ity effect on the vertex slow wave lasts until ca. 1450 msec after 51 (DP 6;see also

fie. 1).

An analysis of variance demonstrated that the modality of S1 had only an effect
on the early CNV (F=9.81, df 1,7,p10.02) and the O wave (F=8.99, df 1,1,

p1O.O2), while the late CNV was affected by the duration of the ISI (F=17.8,
df 1,7, p<0.004). For the late CNV the interaction between 51 modality and

ISI duration,was also significant (F= 5.63, df 1,7, p(0.05). The late CNV was

smaller with an auditory S1 than with a visual 51 under the 3 sec ISI condition,
but larger under the I sec ISI condition (see fig. I ).

3.2. Topographical aspects

Figures 2a and 2b present the curve of the EEG amplitudes separately for the

four derivations (Fz, Cz,Pz, Oz). For both 51 modalities a clear O wave can be

observed at the f¡ontal and vertex derivation. With an auditory 51 the O wave is

largely reduced at the parietal derivation and not present in the occipital derivation.
With a visual 51, an early positive wave can be observed at the parietal and occipital
derivations. The modality effect on the early CNV was significant for the frontal
(F=7.7, df l,J, p(0.03) and for the parietal derivation (F= 10.4, df 1,7,p1
0.01), while this effect on the O wave was significant for the parietal derivation
(F= l8.l , df l,l , p(0.004), but only weakly so for the f¡ontal derivation (F=
3.97,df1,7,p(0.08).

The anterior-posterior distributions of the O wave and of the late CNV under
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Fig.2. (a) The amplitudes of the EEG derivations; frontal (.),
occipital (o); and of the EOG (+) with an auditory 51, under

The same asfig.2a, but with a visual S1.

3

central (X), parietal (") and
the 3 sec ISI condition. (b)

3 sec ISI condition, and of the late CNV under the 1 sec ISI condition are presented

in fig. 3 as a function of 51 modality. It is clearly seen that the O wave is fronto-
central dominant, while the E wave is located more posteriorly over precentral

regions. The posterior gradient of the distribution of the O wave was steeper and

that of the E wave less steep than their antelior gradients; F'ig. 3 also shows that the

modality of S1 had no effect on the midline distribution of either wave.

3.3. Effects of series and sessions

The main effects of series and sessions were not significant for the three CNV

measures at any derivation (see also fig. 4). For both the early CNV and the O

wave, series and sessions tended to interact at all four derivations. Duringthe first

session the CNV amplitude was increasing, while it was decreasing during the sec-

ond and even more during the third session (see also fig. 5). However, this inter-

action was only significant for the early CNV at the parietal derivation (F=2.51 ,
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Fig. 6' The vertex amplitudes of the O wave and the late CNV (E w¿ve) under the 3 æc ISI con-
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l;ig. 3. Thc arn¡rlitudcs of thc O wave and latc CNV undcr thc 3 sec ISI conditiorì and of the
late CNV undcr thc I sec ISI condition, as a function of dcrivations, sc¡rarately for the condi-
tion rvith an auditory S1 (solid linc) and with a visual Sl (l¡rokcn linc).

df 1,7, p < 0.01) and for the O wave at tlre occipital derivation (F = 1.99, df 1,7 ,

p < 0.0s).

3.4. Effects oJ'ordirwl position within o block

To investigate changes in the CNV amplitude within a block of trials, EEG sig-

nals corresponding to the sa¡ne ordinal position wcre averaged oveÌ series. The CNV

0 wove

sertes

Fig.4. The vertex O wave and the late CNV (E wave) under the 3 sec ISI condition as a func-
tion of series, separately for the condition with an auditory Sr (solid line) and with a visual S1
(broken line).
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measures were based on three consecutive trials to obtain averages with approxi-
mately the same number of trials (n = 18) as for the other measures (n = 20). Fig. 6
shows that under both conditions the amplitude of the O wave remained constant,
while the late CNV decreased within a block of trials.

3.5. RT data

ISI duration had a strong effect on RT (¡'= 26.6,df 1,7,p10.001),while the
modality of 51 did not have an effect (F = 2.94, df 1,7 ,p < 0.10). tilhile the main
effect of series was weakly sigrifìcant, the interaction between series and weeks was
very significant (F= 28.7,df lO,70,p <0.005). As shown in fig.5, RT decreased
only slightly during session 1 and remained on the same level during session 2. In
session 3 RT increased during the 3 h session, the difference between the fìrst and
the sixth series being 33 msec. As this inte¡action was also present in the early CNV
and the O wave, RT was negatively correlated with these measures (see also fig. 5).

Catch-trial er¡ors and anticipations were made more frequently during the
shorte¡ ISI conditions (1 sec) (t test,p < 0.01).

3.6. Eye movements and rejected data

From the single-trial data of eight subjects, 1.8% of the trials were rejected
because of eye movements, 19%because of excessive EEG activity (clipping of
the EEG signal) and 23%because of RT failure (1.4% missed signals and 0.9%
anticipations). This means that on the average two of the 33 trials were rejected.
The data rejected were equally distributed over the series. Thus, no evidence was
found for time-on-task effects.

under both ISI conditions many more eye-movement artifacts occurred with
an auditory than with a visual s1. Table I presents the three cNVmeasures,sepa-
rately for the four EEG derivations and the EoG amplitudes under the 3 sec ISI
condition before and after the rejection of eye-movement artifacts. Generally, the
reduction in CNV amplitude was larger with an auditory 51, as compared to a visual
S1, this reduction being more prominent for the more anterior derivations. After
the rejection of eye movements differences in EoG amplitude between the two
modality conditions were not signihcant. No differences between the two modality
conditions could be observed in the time course of the EoG signal (compare fìgs.
2a and 2b).

4. Discussion

This study conhrms the results of Loveless and Sanford (1974; l9?5;but see

also Weerts and [ang, 1974), in that the CNV is not a unitary phenomenon. In
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the slow potential changes prevailing during the foreperiod of a reaction task two
distinct components are discernible: an O wave following S¡ with a peak latency
at about 650 msec, and a terminal amplitude (E wave) reaclÌing its largest amplitude
towards the end ofthe ISI.

The present modality effect is consistent with an earlier finding (Gaillard and

Näàtänen, 1916) thaf an auditory S1 enhances the amplitude of the early CNV
under a I sec ISI condition. It is not excluded that the present fìnding merely re-

flects the arousing properties of the signal. Indeed, Loveless and Sanford (1975)
demonstrated that the O wave is dependent on the intensity of the signal. Detailed
comparisons between this study and that ol Loveless and Sanford (1975) are not
possible because, in the latter study, S¡ remained on during the ISI. This might be

one reason why no clear peak of the O wave can be observed in their data.
Further studies are needed to investigate whether the present results are modali-

ty specific or are due to intensity differences;for example, by varying the intensity
of S1 within both modalities. A crucial experiment differentiating between these

alternatives is diffìcult to design due to the fundamental problem inherent to cross-

modality comparisons. Anyway, the present results are contradictory to the estab-

lished view that, within wjde limits, the CNV is independent of the physical charac-

teristics of S1 (e.g. Cohen, 1969;Tecce, 1972).
The present results show clearly that the O wave and the late CNV differ in their

topography. The fronto-central distribution of the O wave corroborates earlier
studies (Low et al., 1966; Näätänen and Gaillard, 1974b) in that the early compo-
nent of the CNV is located more frontally than the terminal amplitude of the CNV.
Accordingly, Walter (1968) reported that the CNV'spreads'from the anterior fron-
tal cortex posteriorly to the premotor area. In view of the present data it is more
likely that the CNV consists of two waves, which are physiologically and function-
ally independent.

In animal experiments with surface electrodes Borda (1970) and Low (1969)
found an anterior-dominant negative shift, and a later potential change in the
sensorimotor and the parietal regions (Low, fig. 4-17). These two potentials show
a remarkable similarity in both shape and midline distribution to the O and the E
waves. Both investigators raise the question as to whether the CNV is a unitary
phenomenon. Borda suggests that the frontal and central potentials are unrelated
and originate from different subcortical systems. The frontal-ðominant potential
may arise from activation of a medial thalamus-frontal cortex system. The data of
Low are of particular importance because he used rhesus monkeys with enucleated
eyes. Low reported that the negative shift in the anterior lead was greater before
than after the removal of the eyes.

Also, in the present study, the O wave and the early CNV were reduced in ampli-
tude after the rejection of eye-movement artifacts. It was also shown that an audi-
tory S1 induces more eye movement than a visualSl.The latter findingunderlines
that it is dangerous to compare experimental conditions with different types of
warning stimuli. In general, the EOG amplitude, measured in the same way as the
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CNV, should be reported separately for each experimental session and if possible
before and after rejection.

The present amplitudes recorded were relatively small for both the O wave and
the E wave. This might be caused by the relatively long duration of the whole ex-
periment, i.e. th¡ee sessions of 3 h. It was expected that the CNV would habituate
strongly over such a long testing period. That the E wave did not change over series
or only weakly so, might be accounted for in te¡ms of the Hullian concept of
'conditioned inhibition' (Kimble, 1949). This concept implies that subjects know-
ing that they have to work for a long period, spread their 'energy' over the whole
period.

To summarize, so far it has been shown that the CNV is not a unitary phenome-
non but consists of two distinct waves, which differ in midline topography and
morphology. The O wave seems to be an alerting response dependent on the charac-
teristics of 51 (e.g. modality and intensity). The O wave could be regarded as an
orienting response, which is involuntary but does not habituate over trials. The
larger correlations between the vertex and frontal derivation for the early CNV (as

compared to the late CNV) found earlier (Näätänenand Gaillard, 1974b) can be
regarded as an illustration of this involuntary characler. Further research should
show whether other components of the orienting response to 51, i.e. heart rate
deceleration and EEG desynchronization, have similar characteristics under the
same experimental conditions, namely no habituation over trials and dependence
on the modality and intensity of 51. The frontal dominance of the O wave is con-
sistent with the view that the early phase of the CNV is enhanced to a greater ex-
tent than the terminal amplitude of the CNV by conditions known to activate non-
specific activating systems (see also section 1).

With regard to both morphology and topography the E wave shows a remarkable
similarity to the 'motor potential', which precedes voluntary movements (Vaughan,
Costa and Ritter, 1968). Therefore the E wave seems to be mainly related to motor
preparation. This view is supported by experimental evidence (reviewed by Loveless
and Sanford, 1974; 1975) that the E wave is affected by variables, such as fore-
period duration, time uncertainty, incentives and 'speed/accuracy' instructions,
which are known to influence motor preparation, as indicated by RT. For example,
Loveless and Sanford (1974) found that both the E wave and the RT were strongly
affected by ínstructions governing the speediaccuracy of response to 32, whereas
the O wave remained unaffected.

In the recordings of many studies, which used a loud auditory 51, a clear O wave
can be observed, especially in the frontal region (e.g. Borda, 1970,fig. 1;Järvilehto
and Fruhstorfer, 197O, fi5.2;Low,1969,ñ9.4-15; Syndulko and Lindsley, 1974,
fìgs. 8 and 9). Although the literature will not be reviewed here it is clear that in
many instances the relative contribution of the O wave to the late CNV is not taken
into account. For example, this is the case when experimental conditions are com-
pared where different types of warning signals are used. In view of the present data
the differences in CNV amplitude found, for example by Järvilehto and Fruhstorfer
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(1970) and by syndulko and Lindsley (1974), are explained more conveniently as

an S1 modality effect than as reflecting the functional differences claimed by them.

The same argument applies when experimental results based on different ISI

durations are compared. Even small changes in ISI duration may produce relatively

large differences in the degree to which the CNV amplitude, measured just before

52 is influenced by the O waves. As the O wave is maximal at about 650 msec after

51, the contamination of the E wave by the O wave will be relatively large with a
I sec ISI and will become progressively smaller when longer ISI durations are used,

especially with an arousing S1.

Furthermore, the individual differences in morphology may be explained by the

relative contribution of the O wave to the CNV. Thus, subjects with an A-type CNV

have a more prominent O wave relative to their E wave, while in a B-type CNV no

clear O wave can be observed. This notion can be illustrated by comparing our fig. I
with fig. 6 in Donchin et al. (1972). Note the remarkable similarity between the

types I and II CNV on the one hand, and the slow potential changes with an audito-

ry and visual 51 on the other.
Owing to the different topography of the O wave and the E wave (see fig. 3)

the anterior-posterior distribution of the late CNV will shift towards more frontal

regions the larger the cont¡ibution of the O wave; thus the posterior gradient will
become steeper and the anterior one less steep, when shorter ISIs or more arousing

S1s are used. Although in many instances detailed information regarding the exper-

imental situation is lacking, the contradicting results on the midline distribution
might be explained by differences in the relative contribution of the O wave to the

CNV amplitude. Topographical studies which found the CNV to be located more

frontally or found a steeper posterior than anterior gradient, have used a I sec ISI
and/or an auditory 51 (Cohen, 1969; Low et al.,1966; Syndulko and Lindsley,

1974; Walter, Cooper, Aldridge, McCallum and Winter, 1964).

Similarly Donald (1973) reported a shift in midline distribution, when com-

paring tasks with and without motor response. CNVs were largest in amplitude over

the central-parietal scalp, when subjects indicated the detections of 52 with a man-

ual response, but when they responded'mentally'with no overt response, the peak

of the CNV distribution shifted from central to frontal derivations. Due to the

attentuation of the E wave in sensory tasks the relative contribution of the O wave

to late CNV will become larger.
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1. INTTODUCTION

SIow potentiaf shifts (SPSS) develop in the hr.nnaJì brain between a warning-
signal (S.,) md a¡ inperative signa-L (Sr), which requires a response (overt or
covert). The most fmiliar SPS is the contingent negative variation (CNV), which
was first recorded by l,{alter, Cooper, Aldridge, McCaIlm and Winter (i96\). A1-

though the CNV has been refated to various mental fmctions, its psychological
meaning is stilf far from clear. Irom the revievs (Cohen, 1!f)+; Hillyard, 1973,

1!l)+; McAdm, 1971+t Tecce, 1972) which attempt to relate the CNV to hman beha-
vior it is evident thãt considerable disagreement prevails as to whetheï the
CNV is related. to,perceptual processes or not. Ior exmple, Cohen (19?l+) nain-
tains that the mplitude of the CNV is positively coïrelated vith perceptual ef-
ficiency, while Hillyar¿ (l9l¡) regards the evidence as too meagre for this con-
clusion. Indeed, severa.l studies revieved by Gaillard (j9TB) show negative re-
su-lts in either reaction time (nt)-tasts or signar-detection tasks, although some

investigators reported larger mplitudes on correct than incorrect trials in the
Iatter kinds of tasks.

One possibl-e reason for this is that the CNV is not a r:aitary phenomenon,

but consists of severaJ- sPSs, rn fact, recent studies which used interstimu-lus
intervafs (tSfs) ol longer duration (> 3 sec) fomd. at least t,yo SpSs which dif-
fer not onry in their fmctional significance, but arso in their topographical
distribution (Lovetess , 19Tj' Loveless and Sanford, 1!J)+; Rohrbaugh, Synd.uako

md Lindsley, 1)f6-, GaiLIarò., 1976,19TT). The first potential has the form of
æ inverted u-curye, which reaches its peah within r sec after s.,; the second.
potential gradually develops during the interstimu-lus interoal (ISI), and

reaches its maximum towæds the end of this interval-. Because of its occurrence
towards the end of the ISI and its contingency to S" (or to the response to Sr)
the second potential seems to resembl-e more closely the tclassicàr cNVr obtained
vith short rsr; therefore, it vilt be called ternina] cNV. The tem cNV will be
used in its original meaning, to denote the negative shift preeedin8 s, in studies
vith short rsrs, which generalry did not ðiscri,'inate betveen the tvo negative po-
tential-s described here. The first potentiar wí1r be carr-ed sl.ow- negati.ve vave
(SNçt¡) beeause of its similarity to the I'slow wave" observed. in selective listening
tasks (e.g., Squires et aI., 19?T). The SNW appears to be depend.ent on the cha"_
acterj.stics of S., in much the sane way as the p3OO. Therefore, both seem to be_
long to a fmitv of slov potentiar shifts forloving s1. sinirar to the sNi^I the
Ptoo wilL be calfed s-l-ov.po.sitire J¡avg (spw). rrris notation is preferred because
often a cfear peak cannot be d.etected. in these sror¡ waves forroving s1. Thus, in
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the present studies three slow potential shj-fts ere d.istinguished: SPW, SNII and

teminaJ- CNV.

The SNW is regard.ed. as a cortical component of the orientation reaction
(Sokolov, 1963), because it is affected by the characteristics of 51, such as

nodality (caitlard, 1pl6), probability (Kok, 1978), duration (Klornan and Bent-

sen, 19T5) and. intensity (Loveless and. Sanford, 19?5). The terninel CNV appears

to be deternined mainly by the level of notor preparation, since it is affected

by task variabl-es such as tj-me r:¡rcertainty, (i.e. the duration or irregularity
of the ISI), muscle effort md instructions governing the trade-off betveen speed

and aceuracy, which sre known to influence motor preparation (see also Gaillard,
l97B; Ofl¡an, 1pJ'f; Pachella, 1)'(\; Sanders, 1977). This notíon is supported. by

the remarkabfe si.n-ilarity with regard to both morpholory md. topography between

this terr-inaJ- CNV and the readiness potentiaÌ which precedes s¡y vol-untary move-

rnent (Rohrbaugh et al-., 1976).

With short ISIs (e.g. 1 sec), the SNI^I and the terrlinal- CNV r¡ill sunûate and

contaminate each other (cail-lard, 1976). These potentiels appear to d.iffer i.n

their fu¡lctional- role and topography, and therefore possible effects of percep-

tual processes may be obscured beceuse these SPSs nay be affected differently.
Since almost aJ-l studies investigating the refationship betveen perceptual pro-
cesses end the CNV have used. short ISIs, the present study exanined the SPSs

preced.ing di.scrinination perfommce in an RT-task, using an ISI of )+ see. The

difficulty of the perceptual jud.genent et S2 vas varied by using m easy and a

òifficu-ft visua.l òiscrinination task. These tr¡o conòitions vere compared vith a

simple reaction task, in r¡hich no discrimination had to be nêAe, snd with a

"mixed" cond.ition, vhere the subject d.id not know in advmce vhether an easy or
a ùifficuJ-t discrinination was required..

In add.ition, the phasic chÐges in heart rate vere exanined. because these

al-so have been related to perceptuaJ- processes (Duncan-Johnson ancl Coles, 197\)

Coles, lpJl+; Lacey afìd. Lacey, lpl)+).

2. MEq¡ro_p

2. 1 . Subjecþ_end_e¿pgrgtgs

The subjects r¡ere 10 mel.e stud.ents of the University of Utrecht, vho vere
paid for their participation. The data of two subjects vere discarded. because of
excessive eye movements. The e;çeriment vas run in a sorndproof antl eleetrically
shielded cubiele (¡¡npfifon).



The subject vas seated in a comfortabte chair vith a head rest; a respon-

se button vas momted. on the right atan of the chair. The warning signaf (Sl)

consisted of a 7O dB tone (duration BO msec), which r,¡as delivered by ear?hones.

The frequency of the tone was either 5OO, 1OOO' or 20OO c/sec. The imperative

stinu-lus (Sr) af*avs consisted of tvo verticsJ- bars (width 5.5 cn), which dif-

fered in length. This òifference was either targe (37.5 vs. 5.5 cn) or snall-

(22.5 vs.20 cn). The longer baï couJ-d. be either on the left or on the 
"ight

side of the shorte" bar, The stinufi \rere presented on slides for 1 sec; the

slides were projected through the vindov of the cubicle on a screen at a dis-

te¡rce of ca. 1 m from subjectrs eyes. The stinuti were reasonably intense (lu-

minence 35 cd/#), erÌd. the cubicle vas dinly ilhminated (background lum.ina¡ce
-, 2\3.> cd/n l.
Ae-AgCI d.isk electrod.es veïe attached to three scalp sites (Tz, Cz,

P") and to the earl-obes, which were linked for reference. To prevent the in-

trusion of artifaets the el-ectrodes were ch-l-orided prior to use md the recor-

d.ing sites were prepared., so that the interelectrode impedance was always less
than 5 kç¿. Seckma¡ ¡niniatr:re electrod.es were taped. to the infra- and supra-or-

bit¿.I rid.ge for the measurement of vertica,l eye üovements. A¡ electrode above

the nose bridge served. as a gror:nd. To record. the heart-rate, tvo ECG-electrod.es

vere attached. to the rib cage. After mplification (tir¡e-constent 6 sec) the

EEG and EOG signals were record.ed on magnetic tape, together with the ECG.

2.2. Procedure

A trial- started.vith the onset of the warning tone (Sr), r¡hich vas foltowed.

4 sec tater by the stide, vhich remained on for 1 sec. The intertrial interval
(S.-S.) varied. irregutarly betveen 1l+ md 18 second.s.))

The subject vas asked. to respond as quickly as possible vith his right hand,

In the sinple-R! eonditions the subject had to respond. to every S, and to disre-
gard differences in bar l-ength. In the other conditi.ons he had to respond only
vhen the right bar vas longer. This discrinination could be either easy or dil{i-

$| (i.e., a large or a smal-I difference in bar length).
.I4oreover, the easy end ðifficul-t d.isc¡imination ças varied either between or

vilhin a block of trial-s. In the latter case the pitch of S., indicated. vhether a

dj.fficult or æ easy SZ vou-ld be presented. ¡'or half of the subjects the high
pitch (2ooo c/sec) indicated the difficuJ-t, md the low pitch (5OO c/sec) the

easy òiscrimination end. for the other haJ-f this relationship vas reversed. Final-
ly, there was a "mixed" condition, vhere the subject had. no pri.or knowled.ge as tr
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vbich ùiscrinination he had to make; i.t coutd. be a difficuJ-t or an eesy èis-

crimination arid the longer bar cou-Id be on the right or the left side. In
this conòition a;nd in the sirnple RT conòition the pitch of S.l Ìras always

1OO0 c/sec. Hal-f of the subjects reeeived the ex¡rerimental cond'itions in the

foltowing ord.er: sinple RT, easy (betr,¡een), d.ifficult (betveen), easy/airti-
cul-t (r.¡ithin) (twice) and finally the rnixed condition. The other hal-f received

the reversed order. There vere )+O triats in each of the six e:q>erimenta.I con-

ùitions. A.Ll subjects were trained in a separate session, vhich included es-

sentially the sa¡ne progrm as the experimental session.

2.' 3. Data_aga,f¡rsi. s

The vay in which the data were analyzed, including artifact-rejection mcl

choice of measures was based on previous stud.ies (Gaillard, 19'(6' 19'17).

The three EEG châ¡nels, arid. the EOG chennel vere èigitized at a rate of
2! sarrples per sec. The analysis period started 1 sec before Sl eJÌd ended at
the onset of Sr. For each trial, the m:mber of data points was reduced to 25

by taking the aveïages of successive groups of ! points; this yielded one a-

veraged data point per 200 msec. Thirteen of these data points were retained.

for fu.vther analysis (see also Fis. 2).
The computer skipped a trial when a premature RT (before Sr) occured, vhen a

data point in the vertex chennel exceed.ed + 100 ìrV or vhen the EOG chmnel ex-
ceed.ed. + 200 pV (relative to the baseline data point before S.,).

After rejecting artifacts the d.ata points vere averaged. across )+O trj-eJ-s

and the following measures were teken: tr¡s snllitude of the teminat CNV

(the average during the peri.od 2OO msec before Sr), slov negative wave (SN!Í)

(average during the 600-800 msec period. after S.,), and the slov positive vave

(slw), (average during the 2OO-l+00 msec period after S.,), AJ-l- neasures çere re-
ferred. to a baseline (the average during the 2OO msec-periotl- before S.,).

The phasic chmges in heart rate (Un) vere malyzed separately. The beat-
to-beat interval- r¡as converted to DC level by a ce,rùiotachometer. This signeJ

vas s¡alyzed in the sa¡re way as the EEG except that the anelyses starbed. 200

msec before S, and ended 3200 msec after Sr. Afher conversion to bests per

rnin (rru), the data points were referred to the pre-S.,-baseline. 1¡s ¡nFlitude
of the maximum decel-eration vas teken as a measue, since the latency of the
peak decelerati.on va¡ied across subjects and conùitions.
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3. RESUITS

;;";-;"u anafysis of variance (.A}lovA) vas carïied. out on the nedien RT;

both main factors vere highly significant: easy/òifficu-l-t òiscrinination
(F( 1/r)+) = 121+; p < 0.001) md the between/vithin/rnixed-conditions (¡'(e/l)+ =

17.2, p < O.OOI), while the interaction betr¡een these factoïs vas not signi-
ficant (n(e/11+) . l). A post-hoc Ner¡nlan-Keurs analysis demonstrated. that the
difference between the mixed.- and the vithin-condition vas significant (p <

O.01), but that the vithin- and betr,¡een-condition did not differ significant-
1..

As cm be seen in Fig.1, RT vas increased by BO msec vhen the subject
had. not only to detect S2 (sinple RT), but afso had to make an easy discri-
n-ination. On the average, a difference of 89 msec vas fou¡d betr,¡een the easy

and difficu-lt discrinination. lühen the subject did not know in adva¡ce the

l-evel of difficulty of Sa the RT was increased. by a further 56 msec. htren S.,

indicated the t¡pe of discrinination to be nade (within-conùitions), the RT

vas increased. only slightty, as compared to the betrrreen-conùition.

The percentage of errors was larger (¡ = z.B2; p < O.O5) in the ¡rixed-

conòitions (l+.)+%) tnan in the within- or betveen-conditions (1,2f" í^]cor]n
conùitions ).

Fig. 1. The medim RT for the be-
tveen, vithin* a¡rd mixed-conòition
as a fmction of discrimination
òifficulty ( easy/¿ifticult ). For
reference the media¡ RT is inòi-
cated. by a dotted fine.
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3.2. SJ-ewjqtgntial shilte
Fig. 2 presents the resufts of the vertex mplitude for the simple RT,

ard for the easy and difficult òiscrirnination in the betr,¡een-condition. tr'or

clarity the d.ata of the nixed-conòition are not shovn because they J-argely

coincided. with those of the diffi.cult òiscrimination in the betveen-conòiti-
on. In Fig. 3 the EEG curves for the r,¡ithin a¡d between conèition of the ôif-
ficult discrinination are compared separately for the frontal, vertex, and

Parietat derivation.
The mplitud.es of the three measures used. are presented. in Table 1, se-

parately for each condition and derivation. As in other studies (e.g. Gair-
Iarô,, 197'(; Rohrbaugh et aI., 1976) tfre data shov that the slov positive wave

(SpW) is located. parieteJly and. the slov negative wave (Sww) frontally. Hov-

ever, the amplitude of the ter¡iinal CNV r"as largest parietally, r.¡hil-e it r¡as

focàt eo.:nore a::.teriorly in other stud.ies. .Al-though this shift in mterior-
posterior d.istribution cou-ld be task-d.epend.ent, no definite statement ca¡ be

rtad.e because no d.ireet comparison is possible.

Two types of ANOVA r,¡ere carried out on the three amplitud.es of slow po-
tential- shifts, for each derivation: the first, a one-way ANOVA, contained
the conðitions sinple RT, easy and òifficult ùiseri¡rination (varied between

blocks) and the n-ixed condition a¡d. was aimed at eval-uating the effect of
task difficufty. The other vas a tvo-vay AJüOVÀ, vhich included the factors of
easy/difticutt ùiscrinination and between/vithin btocks. For both ANOVAs no

significant effects vere for:¡d for ÐT of the thÌee amplitud.e measues o¡ d.e-

rivations (p > O.05).

As ca¡r be seen in Tí9. 2, È"he amplitude of the terminal- CNV r,¡as fårgest
in the sinple-RT md small-est in the difficult condition. This effect approach-
ecl significance, and 6 of the B subjects had. Iarger arnplitudes i,n the simple
RT task. Thus, the present data do not support the hypotheses that the CNV is
positi.vely related. to d.iscrinination or to task difficulty.

Although there vere no task effects on the SPll arìd the SNW, a prolonged
negativity was found. following sNll vhen s., indicated the tl4)e of discrinina-
tion. As is shown fo¡ the difficul-t condition in I'ig. 3 this protonged nega-
tive vave (pwW) 

'^'as larger in the within tha]l in the betveen condition. A-L-

though less proninent this effect vas €J-so present in the easy cond.ition. To

evaJ-uate this effect the second type ANOVA was carried out on the aveïage EEG

during the period 1\oo-1600 sfter s.l. The betl¡een/vithin effect vas signifi-
carrt for al-1 three derivation (f., : n(t/7) = 7.2; p < O.O3; C^: T(t/T) = 7.5;
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Table 1. The EEG and EOG anptitud.es (in uV) for the slov positive vave
(Stw) , stov negative wave (SI,tw), prolonged negative wave (lNvf), the ter-
ninal mplitude of the contingent negative variation (CuV) a¡¿ the peak
d.eceleration in the heart rate (in BPM), separately for the e:çerimental
conditions.

sinple
RT

SETi¡lIEN

easy I d.ifficurt nixed.

WITÏ N

di ffi cuJ-t
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z

c
z
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z
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+ 2,O
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+)t
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p < 0.03 md Pz : T(1/7) = 6.9; p. O.,OL). ¡or the parietal derivation the
difference between an easy and difficul-t discrirnination was afso significant
(F(i/I) = 6.0; p < 0.0)+).

3. 3. Heart-¡ate_responses

The cr:¡ves presented. in Fig. l¿ were shifted. backvards to correct for the
del-ay of the cardi.otachometer signal. since the basel-ine lever ùid not vary
systematicany across experimental conditions (range; o.T6 BpM) the mes.n ínter.
beat intervaJ- (i.e. 830 msec) could be taken as an estinate of this d.elay,

rn aÌl experimental cond.itions a d.eceleration in heart rate vas fou¡d
vhieh reached. its largest amplitude about the tine of the presentation of sr,
Ho'wever, the expected acceleration during the first part of the S1_S, inter_
vaf, vas negligible. This might be due to the slow development of HR_respon_
ses ' together r¿ith the rerativery short intervar- used.; that is, before the
acceleration cou-r-d. reach its peak the decereration preceding s, had already
d.eveloped strongly (see Lacey and facey, 1ÇJ)+).

rt cm be seen from lig. )+ that the deceteration vas ra"gest if the sub-
ject anticipated a difficuft discrimination. rn the ratter condition the re-
turn to basel-ine was arso slorn¡er. These effects Ì,rere most pronormced in the
betqeen-condition' The sinple RT condition deviated grossry fron the other
conditions in that the peak deceferation vas foll_owed. by a much quicker re_
turn to baser-ine rever. Averages across subjects of the peak deceferation are

Fíg. 4. Change in
HR as a fi.¡¡ction of
discrin-ination dif-
ficulty, for the
r¡i.thin- and between-
blocks conditions.
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sholl] in Tabfe 1.
The same twes of ANOVA as used for the EEG d.ata were carried out on the

peak deceleration. The second t11>e of ANOVA revealed a significant difference
betveen the easy and difficu-lt discrinination (¡(¡/f) = B.l+7; p < O.02).

)+. qrs_cgssrow

-A.Lthough large a¡d significant differences in RT were fomd, the mplitu-
àe of the temina.l CNV was not influenced by the kind of discrinination re-
quired at Sr; it dia not matter whether the subject anticipated a difficult or

an easy ôiscrinination. Since largest amplitudes were observed in the sinple-
RT conôition, where no discrimination was required at afl (see a.fso Tig, 2)

the present data do not support the hypothesis that the CNV is positively re-
Iated ro perceptuaf, efficiency.

.A.1thou€h not significant, the termina-l CNV tended to be even smaffer in
the more denanding conòitions, i.e., difficult ùiscrimination æd nixed con-

ditions as compaïed. to sinple-RT. Poon et af. (1976) also obtained attenuated
mplitudes in a complex RT task ("same-different" responses) as compared to a

simple RT-Èask æd similar reductions in CNV r¡ere obtained by Roth et al-.

119'15,1976) in a memory retrieval task where the size of the memory-set

was varied-.

These resul-ts vere explained by the authors as a "ceil-ingr'-effect (Poon

et a-1,) or as a distraction-effect (Both et a-1,). An alternative explanation
cm be given in tems of changes in the level of motor preparation. It may be

that under more rrdifficuftrr conditions subjects prepare less intensivefy for
the motor response, and therefore the CNV is decreased md the RT inc¡eased.
I{hen subjects prepare maximally in a choice RT task, almost my stinulus will
trigger a response, md consequently they ru the risk of making too many er-
rors.

In any event, in line with the find.ings described in the introd.uction
(see also Gaillard, 1978),the pïesent results do not support the hypothesis
that the CNV is associated with the ease of perceptual sensitivity.

Accordingly, these results suggest that the effects of instruction go-

verning the trade-off betveen speed a¡d accuïacy (Gaillard, 19TT; Loveless
md Sanford., 1971+) are ¡nediated by changes in motor preparation. This view
is consistent with the fact that practicaJly no CNV is observed in d.etection
tasks vhere the subject only processes S, without making a motor ïesponse
(Gaiuard, 19?T; Loveless, 1975) NäätËinen et êl-., lÇJl; Syndulko and Linds-
I or¡ 1O"" \
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In the present study the SNW was only narginaJly inffuenced by the dis-

cri¡rination cond.ition. ft had been expected that the a,nplitude of the SNW

voul-d be larger when S, contained inforrrati.on, but this effect vas fomd not

in SMI, but later, ca. 1.! sec after S' The prol-onged negativity in the vith-
in conditions vas especially pronoüced when S.l indicated a difficult òiscri-
mination. Tbis effect J.s very similar to that found by Simons and fane (1976),

not onl-y with regard. to the fom æd latency of thj.s negativity, but also the

conùition r:nder vhich j.t was fomd. Hovever, in their study the negativity vas

obtai-ned aftsr the delivery of the stimulus to be discrininated. They interpre-
ted the enha¡ced slow negativity as "eontinued attention to the difficul-t sti-
mulus" (op.cit. p. 63).

In the present study the prol-onged negatiuity is aJ-so thought of as re-
flecting centraJ- processing associated. vith the discrinination to be made at
S' It is assumed. that varyirg the type of discrimination (easy/òifficult)
fron trial to trial- forces the subject to build up a tenplate or neì.lronal mo-

del. This vould facilitate stimu.lus-processing at S2 and consequently acce-

lerate the reaction process. That some sorb of pre-processing takes place is
ilfustrated. by the significant increase in RT (ca. l+O msec), when the subject
does not knov in advance which ôiscrinination vil-I be presented.

In most neurophysioJ-ogicat theories (Pribram and McGuiness, 1!J); Soko-

fov, 1960) there is a close relationship between the orientation reaction a¡d
a neuronal motlel or template. Therefore the present idea of the significance
of the prol-onged negative wave is congruent with the viev that the SNW is a

component of the orientation reaction. Accorùing to Ger:na¡ra (lg68), the orien-
tation reaction is not only a t'what is itrr-response, but also attr.¡hat is to be

cì.one"-response. ft eoul-d be h¡'¡:othesi.zed. that the first aspect is rcflected in
the SMI entl the second aspect in the prolonged negative wave (pñ¡).

The way in vhich the orientation reaction is reflected. in the HR depend.s

largely on the stimuJ-us characteristics (Graharn and. Clifton, 1966).În generaJ_

it can be stated that m acceleration will be obseïved if the subject rejects
environmentaJ- infomation, vhile HR d.eceleration accornpanies and facilitates
the intake of stimul-us infor¡ration (Laeey and Lacey, l9?)+).

The effects in the present study of d.iscrirdnation difficul_ty on the d.e-

cel-erative HR-response are similar to those of Dr:¡ee¡r-Johnson æd. Coles (197)+),

Ì'ho used. a sinil-a¡ task. These finðings may be ïegaïded as support for Laceyts
inteke-rejection hypothesis, in the sense that e 1arger decel_eration accompa-

nied the rnore ðifficuft discrinination, vhere it ca¡r be assu-rned. that the intake
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of enviïonmental input is more critical. However, these results night be

contaninated by the motor response, since the peak deceleration occured

mostly after S2. Thus the effect on HR-deceferation night reflect a diffe-
rence in response fatency instead of discrinination diffi,culty per se.

However, a similar effect of easy md. d.ifficul-t discrin-ination was foud. in

a signaÌ-detection task (Coles, 197\), where the conta,mi.nation by motor ac-

tivity is assmed to be urinina.l.

To exa¡::-ine the psychologieal- significance of the physiologica] changes

during the Sr-S, intervaJ, the experimental paradigms used. should be clàs-
sified i.nto general categories (c.f. Hillyard, 1973). The introduction of
a rvarning signal (S., ) enables the subject to prepare for 1 ) the perception

of S, (stinru.lus anticipatio.), e) the decision which links S, to sorne kind
of oveït or covert reaction (decision anticipation), or 3) the execution of
a motor response (motor preparation). A physiological measure reflects one

of these preparatory mechmisms if it is specificalty affected by task va-

riables belonging to that category. For exmple, a measure reflects decision
Ioad if it is inffuenced by the complexity of the relationship between sti-
mulus and response, e.g., stinu-lus-response compatibility or the number of
stirnufus a.lternatives.

In the present study the phasic changes in HR seem to be connected vith
stimufus mticipation, in that they are affected by ùiscrimination difficulty.
The terninal CNV reflects the level of motor preparation, because it is in-
fluenced by such task variabl-es as tine uncerbainty (ISI d.r:¡ation or vari.a-

bifity) md the speed-aecuracy trade-off. Lli.th regard to the SPW, SNW and PNW

the evidence available at this moment suggests that these SPSs foltowing S.,

are r:nrelated to the three preparatory processes mentioned above, but are af-
fected by the physical characteristics ând the infomation content of S.,,
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,] . INTRODUCTION

From reviews of the fiterature (Tecce, 197?) HíIIyard, 1973) it is evident

that considerable disagreement exists vith regard to the underlying process

or mechanisn of the CNV, One of the earliest questions âsked vas whether the

occurrence of the CNV is determined by å motor act at Sr. Wafter ( 196)+) showed

that much smaller CNV mplitudes were obtained if no motor response was re-
quired at S^. Moreover, CNVs were fomd in signal detection tasks (Cohen, 1973;

¿

HiJ-lyard, 1969; Hillryard et al. , 1911) where no stress was laid on the speed of
the response, Although the CNVs obtained in these stud.ies were of a fairLy ì-ow

amplit,ude .hey rerå stì11 present.

The results of reeent investigations (Loveless and Smford, 1!Jl+; Gaillard,

1976) sugeest that more than one slow potential shift can be distinguished
during the S" - S^ interval, provided that the interstimulus interval (ISI)"12
lasts at least 3 sec, The first potential, the slow negative wave (SNW), is
frontally d.ominant and reaches its maximm mplitude at about 750 msec after

S, and it is affected by the stimulus characteristics (Gaiftard., 19'16; Klorman

and Bentsent 1!J!¡ Loveless md Sanford, ß'f5). The second potential reaches

its largest mplitude toward.s the end. of the interval and is called terminal-

CNV, This labef is chosen because this vave resembles closel-y to the classical-

CNV and reaches its largest mplitude toward.s the ternination of tlìe ISI, The

terminal CNV is most prominent at central regions, over the motor cortex.
Loveless (19?5) showed that with fSIs of l+ and 6 sec the terrninal CNV was

practically absent in a signal d.etection task, aÌthough the SNW ("O-wave" in

his teminology) was present in all experímental conditions. In addition,
he did not find. a relationship between the response categories, i.e. hits'
false al-arns, correct rejections and misses, on the one hmd, and the smpl-itude

of the terminaf CNV on the other. This suggests that the teurninal CNV is not

retated. to perceptuat sensitivity or to sensory mechanisms active in the early
stages of infomat,ion processing.

This finding is contrary to the results of studies by Hillyard and co-

workers (1969,1971), who for:¡d l-arger CNV mplitudes on correct trials in m
auditory sìgnal d.etection task (fSIs respectively 2 and 1 sec), It is very
possÍble that the observed retationship in these studies is in fact due to the

presence of the SNI'I at the end of the ISL Another explanation for the con-

trary results may be the fact that the signal detection task used. by Loveless

was re.l-at].ve-Ly easy ( see loveless , 19 (> ) ,

In the present study, therefore, the difficulty of target detection vas
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varied, To investigate the depend.ence of the CNV on a fast motor response sen-
sory md motor tasks were conpared., In the sensotX¡ tasks the subject l,ras re-
quired to delay his response by at J-east one secondr vhile the stress vas on

the accuracy of perceiving the stinufus. fn the motor tasks the subject was

instructed to give a notor response as quickly as possible. Another factor
vhich night be responsible for the small, or al¡ost absent, terminal CNVs in
signal detection tasks is the absence of time stress. On the other hand tine
stress is always present in RT-tasks. Therefore the exposure d.uration of the
stimulus was al-so varied. It is expected that vith short exposures the subject
wilf have to prepare nore intensively in order to be able to detect the signal

2. METHODS

2' I , 9:!i:g!:-3tg-g!p9:.'!s:
Eight nale subjects participated in the experimental sessions on payment

of a fixed. houly enomt. The subjects were tested dinly ilhuinated. (1.7 c¿/n2),
soundproof and el-ectricalty shield.ed. cubicle (enplifon). The subject vas seated
in a chair vith adjustable head rest. A response key was mou¡ted on the right
aïn of the chair.

The aud.itory varning signal vas a 1O0O Hz tone of l0O msec duration (in-
tensity 70 dB), embed.ded. in white noise (35 o¡). Sz was always a circle of light,
which vas projected on a screen at a distance of 1 n froEr the subjectts eyes.
The circl-e (thickness 3 ¡¡n and. 17 cn in d.ieneter) was either concentric or ec-
centric relative to a fixation point in the center of the screen. This fixation
light, whieh vas 6 nm in d.ia.ureter, r¿as continuously displayed. S, was either
lresented for 80 usec or lOO msec (rise end fal-l- times of the shutter were

10 nsec), After stimulus presentation the irnage of the circle was ireediately
masked. by a bl-ack and. white random noise pattern, The total presentetion tine
of S2 plus mask L'as al-r'ays I second, so that the mask vas on for either !20 or
500 msec.

The nEG was record.ed with Ag-AgCl- disk electrodes from the nid]-ine positions
Tr, Cr, Pz and.0", Electrod.es atteched. to the earlobes trere l-inked elrd. served
as the reference. The interelectrod.e resisteJìce was afÌüays kept beJ-ow ! kohn.

Beckne¡ miniature electrodes vere taped to the infra- md. supraorbitaJ- ridge
of the right eye for the meesurement of vertical- eye movements. A grorurd elee-
trode vas attached to the forehead., just above the nosebridge, The ECG was

record.ed from the rib cage l¡ith tço el-ectrodes, though those resul-ts viII not
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be reported in this paper.

After eq)l-ification (tine const€¡.t 20 sec; high frequency cut off 32 Hz)

the EEG and EOG signals vere record.ed on magnetic tape.

2'2'Ig:\:
In a1t experimental conditions the circle was projected in 5O/" of t'tle

trial-s ¡¡ith the fixation light as its nidpoint (concentric circle). In the

other half of the tria,ls the circle vas shifted upvard relative to that nid.-

point (eccentric circle). The eccentric circl-e vas always d.efined as the target
stimulus (signal). Stiroulus discrininabil-ity vas varied. by changing the mag-

nitud.e of the upward shift.
Both the reaction tirne (nf-) task a¡d the signal d.etection (sp-) tast

consisted of \ experinental conditions in r¡hich the level of sti¡rulus dis-
crininabitity and. the exposure duration l¡ere va¡ied. in a factorial vay:

d.ifficul-t discrinination - short exposure duration (difficul-t - short),
difficul-t discriroination - tong exposure duration (difficutt - ]-ong), easy

discrirrj.nation - short erq)osì.lJe duration (easy - short) æd easy discrimi-
nation - long exposure duration (easy - long).

The magnitudes of the upward shift for the easy and diffi.cult discrini-
nations in the SD-task çere deterl.ined in the training session erid were chosen

such that the subject perfor:ared. just better than by chance in the difficult -
short condition (shift about 3 nn) end nad.e onl-y a few errors in the easy -
long condition (shift about 9 ¡nn). Of course the other tÌ¡o conditions, dif-
ficul-t - Iong and. easy - short produced internediate error tates.

Since requiring fast RTs to the difficult d.i.scrinination fevel- as used

in the SD-task seemed unrealistic, the easy cliscrinination l-evel- of the SD-

task was used as the diffi.eult d.iscrinination level- in the RT-task. Tn the

easy d.iscrinination conditions of the RT-task, the circl-e r¿as shifted so that
it touched the fixation light. Apart from the delayed response instruction
this vas the only d.ifference for the SD-task. The se.me exposure durstions were

used. (80 and.500 nsec).

2'3.8::g:9gr:
A tri.a] started. with the onset of the auditory varning signal which was

follor¡ed four sec later by the presentation of Sr. The intertrial interval
varied irregr:1arly betveen 11 md lf sec, The subject was instructed to fixate
on the fixation tight md. to blink or move his eyes for a fell second.s after
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the response was given, To get a stable task perfommce the subject was trained.

on one day and then tested on two other days. The order of experimental- con-

ditions was belanced. vith the restriction that the RÎ-tasks were carried. out

one one of the two days and the SD-tasks on the other. Each experimental- con-

d.ition consisted of 150 trials, which were d.ivided into 3 blocks of 50.

In the SD-task the subject was instructed to press a button if he thought

the target stimufus had been presented, but he had to wait until the noise

pattern stopped (i,e. I sec after S.,). tte was tol-d. that the target stimu]-us

vould be presented. in 50 % of the trial-s, The subject received s bonus ac-

cording to a s1ryp¡netrical pay-off matrix. He received one cent for each hit
md correct rejection and lost one cent for eech false alam and miss. After

a block of 50 trials he received feedback about his performance.

The RT-task resembled the SÐ-task closel-y, except that the subject vas

instructed to ?eact as quickJ-y as possible to the target stinulus (i,e., a

selective RT-task), The same pay-off natrix was used, except that if the sub-

ject gave a correct reaction which vas shorter than 300 msec, he received 2

cents for it, During this task the subject also received. feedback after 50 trial-s.

trials,

2,)+, !g!_a_ÊLaugi:
The way in which the data vere enalyzed, inctuding artifact rejection end

choice of measures, was based on previous studies (Gaill-ard, 1976, 19'I), \he

four EEG channels, the EOG and the ECG (after converting the R-R interval-s to

DC l-evet by a cardiotachometer) were digitized 8,t a rate of 2! smples per sec.

The ana\rsis period started 1 sec before S., and end.ed at the onset of S2. tr'or

each triaÌ the nìmbeï of data-points r¡as reduced. l,o 2J by taking the averages

of successive groups of ! points; this yielded one averaged. data-point per

2OO msec, Thirteen of these data-points were retained for further ena\ysis.

The computer skipped a trial when any data-point in the vertex chmnel

exceed.ed + 100 pV oï r'rhen the EOG chÐnel exceeded + 2OO l.tv (relative to the

baseline data-point before S.,). after artifact rejection the data-points vere

averaged across trials for each condition, Moreover, fron the SD-ts.sk d-eta-

points were averaged separately for the response categories: hitsr false afams'

correct rejections and. misses.

The folloving measures vere teken: the teminal CNV (the average EEG

during the 200 msec before Sr), the slow negative wave (SuW) (average EEG

during the 600 - BOo msec pe"iod after St) and. the slow positive wave (SPw)
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(average EEG during the 2OO - )+OO rnsec period after Sl). All measures were re-

feïred to a baseline (the average during the 2OO msec period before S.,)'

3. RESULTS

r. L 191!919a199
It is evident from Table I that the subjects behaved very well according

to their instructions in the different tasks, The response latencies are longer

than ll sec in the SD-task, whereas in the RT conditions they were between 310

and )+!O nsec.

The results concerning response latencies for correct responses and errors
(trits and fal-se alarns) corroborate the findings in the titerature. The RT for
etrors in the RT-task is on the average shorter (60 msec) compared to the RT

for correct reactions (t(f) = 3.17; !< 0"01) (see Pew, 1969), The response

fatencies for fafse al-arms in the SD-task llere on the average 200 msec longer

compared to the response fatencies for hits (t(f) = 3,25t p < O.O1). Parasuræa

and Davies (1975,1976) found dífferences of the sme magnitude. However, in

their studies the overall ïesponse latency was shorter, because their subjects

were not instructed to delay their responses. It seems to be the case that the

subjects not only delayed their response but also their decision.

A two-way ANOVA (discrinination difficulty, exposure duration) revealed

that both factors had a significant effect on dr (discrimination difficulty;

T(1/7) = )+6,?, p< o,ol and exposure duration: T(1/7) = ?3'7) p < o.01)' Loe ß

was only inffuenced by exposure d.uration (F(1/7) = 5.5', p < 0,05), The sme

type of ANOVA was carried out on the RTs and error percentages in the RT-task.

RT (r¡eighted mean RT for hits and fafse alar':rs) was significantly influenced

only by the level of discrinination difficultv (F(1/í) = 5,35; p < O.05)' where-

as percentage of error was affected by both factors (discrimination difficulty:

T(1/7). = )+6,7) p < o,ol and exposure duration: F(1/7) = 23.7t p < 0.01).

3'2' 9lev-Pe!:!!isl-:Þil!:
A factorial ANOVA (SD/RT x discrinination difficulty x exposure duration)

vas carried out on the SPW, SNII and the teminal CNV.

The mptitude of the SPW was influenced by the type of task' i.e' there
is more positivity folloving S., in the RT-task than in the SD-task. This dif-

ference in positivity is only significant at f, (F(l/7) = 7,6; p < O.O3) and

o_ (F(l/7) = 7,5; p < O,03). This effect is stilt present 600 - 800 msec afterz'
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s1 at Pz G(1 /7) = 6,9; p < o.0l+) as welr as o" (r( t/l) = 8,6; p < 0.03). The

SNW, rthich vas hsrd.Iy present in this experiment, was not affected by any

factor. The absence of the SNW is probably due to the fact that the intensity
of S, was attenuated by the background noise (see also Loveless and. Sanford.,
1975) ,
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Fig. 2. The midl-ine distribution of the teminal- CNV for the RT- and SD-task,
for easy a¡rd d.ifficult discrinination, and for short and l-ong exposure dura-
tions. The mplitude is averaged across the non-involved. experinental con-
ditions, Significa,nt effects are indicated by P-values.
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Table l. The mearis of d.l a¡d log B in the SD-task, the percentege of errors
in the RT-task and the average response latencies for hits ild. false alarms
(¡l) in all experimental conditions.

DItr'FICULT EASY

SHORT LONG SHORT LONG

SD.

TASK

RT (ITTT)

Rr (F.a)

dr

1og B

1 3BB

1 517

1.\3
)t

1296

1 191

2.81
qo

1 508

2.09
?)

1375

1 597

?07

,\O

RT-

T.ASK

RT (HIT)

RT (FA)

% ertors

437

ì+)+6

32

l+86

369

1)+

390

311

1'

3't7

51¿

6

Tabte 2. The mee¡s (x) end. stand.ard deviations (SD) of the teminat CNV

emplitudes (UVs) in the four SD tasks, separately for the three d.erivations
and the. three response categories. The T-values for the d.ifferences betÌ¡een
hits and. er?ors, and. betveen correct rejections and errors are also given.
The d.ata ere based on ! subjects in the easy - J-ong cond.ition, md on J sub-
jects in the other conditions.

hits correct rejeetions eïïors
SDx t tSDx x

orl r l cuJ_t/

short

¡'

P
z

- 2.1 12,8 0.1+T

-2,o B.B 1.72

- 'l .z i l+.0 0,58

- 1.0 3.'l 0.06

- 1., )+.6 1.38

- 2,7 8.9 o.'(7

-o.T 11.4

-5.1 6.9

-\.9 8. o

,di.fficult/ F

-c
-Long

P

z - r.8 i2,3 o.8E

0.0 8,0 0.31

- \,T j.z 1.\9

+ l+.6 12.8 0.15

+ 1.0 5,9 0.53

-\.9 3.9 i.BB

-3.9 12.O

-1 .5 13.2

-)+ , 1 12,1+

,Feasyi/

short c

P
z

- 7,\ B.o 1.r7

- 7,7 )+.5 z.6o*

-r0.5 5.6' 0.33

- l+.8 12.1 0.35

-3.9 7.7 0.3\

- 3, )+ B.l+ 1 ,23

-3.0 8.3

-2,)1 ,. 1

-8.9 12.9

easy/
^rong
P

z

z

- r.9 5.7 1.03
_) D ? I 1)O

- 2,7 6.7 0.06

- 7.2 1r.)+ 2.19^

- 6.)1 6.6 2. iB*

- i.B io.o o.07

-3.3 13.9

+5,1 1)+.9

-2.2 15.9

^p<0.05
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tr'ig, I gives the averages ftom C, separately for the difficuft s¡.d' easy

d.iscri¡rination condition j.n the RT- arÌd. SD-task. Because the exposure durations

had no effect on aJty measure at Cz the curves were collapsed' across the long

and. short exposure cond.itions. The amplitude of the terninal- cNV vas signif-

ieentþ influenced. bv SD/RT (T(1/7) = 12.\; p < o'01) and the lever of dis-

crinination difficulty (T(1/7) = 6.5; p < o'o)+)' The teroinal cNV is smallest

in the condition in vhich the nost difficult d.iscrimination has to be rnad.e

a,nd lergest in the cond-ition.where the d.iscrinination r,¡as easy snd. fast res-

ponses had to be given. The observed effects were only statistically signif-

icant at C (see fie. 2).
z

In addition, there ltas a slight, signi.ficant effect of exposure duretion

at Oz @U/T) = l+.8; p < 0.06) (see Fig. e). rrre EOG was not influenced by anv

fåctor¡ vhich had. significant effects on the EEG üeasures.

In fig, 2 the topographical- distribution of the terminal CNV is shown.

The statistically significant differences are indicateci in the fi.gure. In the

SD/RT conparison the largest d.ifference is observed at C". The curves of the

easy entL difficult discrimination ru¡ al-most parallelo except for 0". The sme

is trrre for the short/l-ong comparison. In al-l cônditions (except for the SD-

task) the decl-ine in e.rrplitud.e is steeper from C, to P, than fTom Cz to Tz'

To investigate the relationship bethreen the cNV end perceptual sensitivity

the EEG data obtained in the SD-task were sorted. on a single trial basis into

the following response categories: hits, false alalns, corlect rejecti.ons and.

nisses. If there exists a positive relationship betveen the åccuracy of per-

ceptuat pïocesses a.nd the terninal- CNV' this should shol¡ up vhen errors are

compareô to correct ïesponses, Table 2 sr:r¡rnarizes the resul-ts. The differences

between the response categories are margi.nal and rrnreliable (there ÏeÏe l8rge

d.ifferences between subjects in thi.s respect). No statistieally significant di.f-

ferences were foufid. between either correct rejections and errOrs or betïeen

hits and errors (see Table 2).

\, prscpssroN

The resul_ts of the present experiment suggest that the ter¡rinal cNV is
nainþ dependent upon the requirenent of a speed.ed. response. Smal-I terminal

cNV mptitud.es weïe found when the subject vas instructed to del-a,y his res-

ponse (sD-task). This is in line vith the ïesults of Näätä.nen et al-. (197T),

and of syndulko e¡d Lindsfev (19'(7). llorrever, in their stuciies short lsTs

(l sec),vere used.r so that it coulcl not be observed vhich wave (the teminal
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CNV or the SNW) was infl-uenced. by d.elaying the response,

Besides the type-of-task effect the terninal CNV ltas affected by dis-
crinination difficulty. The terninal CNV vas found to be larger for easier
discri¡ninations, Again, this can be attributed. to a shortening of the RT in
the easy RT-tasks, Surprisingþ, the same effect on the arnplitude of the

terminal CNV was found in the SD-task. This effect can be explained. by as-

suming that it is' nore difficult to suppress preparatory motor activity when

a refatively qulck response can be given. In Experiment 6 it wil} be shown

that Ð.{G-activity in the forearm muscles is plesent before 52, even vhen a

delayed response is required. Probably the amou¡t of preparatory motor ac-

tivity and hence the amplitude of the teminaf CNV also differeô j.n the con-

ditions consid.ered here.
The analysis according to signal detection categories did not reveal

any systematic rel-ationship betl¡een the terninal CNV a¡d. perceptual sensi-
tivity, This is in contrast to Cohen (l9l\), who maintains that the mpli-
tud.e of the CNV is positively correlsted with perceptual sensitivity. In
addition, the negative results suggest that the relationship for:nd by Hifl-ys.rd
and co-r,¡orkers (1969,1971) can be attïibuted to the SNüI, which will con-

tribute to the CNV st the end of the S., - S, interval when short ISIS are used..

This is in agreenent with resul-ts of Loveless (19'(r), vho for:nd. that the in-
d.ex of perceptual- sensitivity (dt) vas correlatecl vith the time-course of the

SNll (rrO-waver'), In this fine of reasoning a positive relationship is not to
be expected if the SNW is al¡rost absent, as in the case in the present experi-
ment.

However, m exception has to be mad.e here for the occipital d.ata (0"):

larger terninal amplitud.es were fou¡rd vhen S, was presented for a short tine,
compared with a long one, ft is quite possible that this sensory CNV is l-inited
to the visual- nodality on1y. The recent resul-ts by Sinson et a1 (1)'l'l) are ín
agreement with this vieç: in a d.etection task (ISI 1 sec) a late negative shift
was foud, with a parieto-occipital donina¡ce, vhen S, was visual but not a¡hen

it vas auditory, Also Syndulko and Lindsley (19?7) md Gailfard and. Näätlinen

(1976) provi¿e evidence for en occipital CNV preceding the deteetion of visus,l
stinuli.

The resuÌts regarding the teminal- CNV can best be su.rnrnarized. by stating
that it is a cortical correlate of motor preparation, vhife its anplitude gives

an index of the subjectts planned. response speed.
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EXPERTMENT I+

THE LATE CNV WAYE: PREPA.RATION VERSUS EXPECTANCY'

ASSTRACT

slow EEG potentials vere recorded from tlifferent sites arong the nidl-ine
(F", Cr, Pr) in the Sr-S, intervel- of a reaction tine task. The effects of
expectancy on the contingent negative variation (CNV) ¡¡ere investigatetl by
varying the probability that S, voul-d. be presented. This probability vhich
vas ind.icated. bÏ Sr, vas either O.!, O.!, or 0.0. This ves clone und.er instruc-
tions governi.ng the trade-off betveen speed. ancÌ accuracy. The combined. effects
of 52 probability and instructions support the viev that the early component
of the cNV ls a cortical conponent of the orientation reaction, vhereas the
late component is nainþ d.eternineö by the Level of motor preparation. The

topographical clistriÞution of the earJ-y CNV \ùas Dore ante¡ior than that of
the late CNV, vhich corroborates eerlier results.

*potri"n"a in Psychophysiology. j\ (1977) | ,63->68,
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Originally the CNV was regarcled as a correlate
of expectancy and therefore called "Expectancy
Wave" (Walter, Cooper, Aldridge, McCallum, &
Winter, 1964). However, relatively little research
has been done on the relationship between CNV and

expectancy. Most studies used a reaction time (RT)
task in which the expectancy of the subject was
manipulated by varying the probability that 52

would occur (e.g. Järvilehto & Mäntysalo, 1976;

Karrer, Kohn, & Ivins, 1973). The results of these

studies are difficult to evaluate, since the effects of
expectancy and motor preparation are confounded:
both increase with the probability of S2.

In an ea¡lier study (Nâätänen, Gaillard, & Mänty-
salo, 1975), an attempt was made to separate ex-
pectancy and preparation, by investigating the ef-
fect of 52 probability on the CNV under two
physically identical conditions. In one condition the
subject had to react to 52 as quickly as possible and

in the other the subject had to delay his response by
approximately I sec. In both conditions 52 was an

auditory signal, which was embedded in noise and
was diffcult to detect. The probability of Sz had a

significant effect on the vertex late CNV, but only
when the subjects had to react quickly, suggesting
that the CNV is related to motor preparation rather
than to expectancy. However, the evaluation of the
effect of 52 probability was hampered by the small

The author wishes to thank J Th E€mst and A J Krul for
assistânce with thc analysis of the data-

Address requests for rcprints to: A W K Caillard, Kampweg

5, Sæsterber8, the Netherlands

CNV amplitudes obtained, especially when the

reaction to S2 was delayed It was suggested that
this was due to the lack of motor preparation in the
delayed response-condition and that the difl.iculty
of detecting S2 suppressed motor preparation when
a fast response was required.

In the present study the interaction between ex-
pectancy and motor preparation will be investigated
with easily detectable stimuli. To avoid possible
changes in general activation between the expec-
tancy conditions, the S¡probability indicated by S¡

was varied from tri:,1-to-trial. Motor preparation
was varied by instructions goveming speed-accuracy
trade-off (see Loveless & Sanford, 1974) and by
comparing these conditions with a condition in which
the subject had to delay his reaction. Although
there is still some uncertainty as to whether stimulus
processing is also involved, recent theories (Oll-
man, in press; Pachella, 1974) assume that speed-
accuracy mainly influences the level of motor prep-
aration or, at least, the willingness of the subject
to react.

Methods

Subjecrs and Appøralus

The subjects were 14 male university students, whc
were paid for their participation in the experiment The
datâ of 2 subjects were discarded for having too many eye
movement artifacts.

The subject was seated in a comfofable chair, which

also provided neck- and årm-rest Both St and S¡ were

auditory signals with a duration of 80 msec S, consisted
of a 1400. 1000, or 714 Hz tone (intensity 70 dB), while
S2 always was a 1000 Hz tone (intensity 40 dB). A dim



fixation light u.ts nlou¡rtcJ tl tìont ('l llre suh¡cr,t.rt.r Llrr
Iance of about I 5 nr Sil!c.r-rilvct Lli\k L'lcctr()dL'\ uerc
attached with collodion to thr!'d scrllì sitcs 1F,. (',. P."¡

and to both ears, which wcrc linhcd fol rcfcrence To pre-
vent the intrusi()n 0l rdif¡e¿s thc cle(tl0(lc\ sctd c.tìc-
fully chJoridcd prior to usc and thc rccot(lin-! sides wctc'
prepared well. so that the intcrelcct¡odc ln)pcdrnùc wils
always lcss thrn 5 Kl) Bccknrn nrinirrturc clcctroclcs
were taped to the forehcàd. 2 cnt ¡bore the nosc bridgc
(ground) and to the right supra-iLnd inlÌr-orbìtrl ridgr: to
record the vertical EOC

The timing of thc siln¿rls und ntc.rsurcnlcnt of R'f (rn
msec) was done by the PSARP equiprncnt (Van Doornc
& Sanders. 1968) This equìpnrcnt also produced a label
containing (he trial numbcr, the experirnental condition.
and the conesponding RT After AC anrpiification (time
constant 6 sec), lhe EEG and EOG signrls were stored on
magnetic tâpe together with their conesponding labels.

Task

Expectancy was manipulated b¡,changing thc rclative
frequency of the occunencc of S, The datî of a pilot
experiment using five probability levcls (l 0, 0 8, 0 5,
0.2, 0.0) and also the results of earlier studies (Jäwilehto
& Mäntysalo, 1976; Karrer et al , 1973. N¿iãtänen er aì ,

1975) suggested that expectlncy operationalized by Sr-
probability affects the CNV only ro â small exrcnt Thcre-
fore in the present study rhree extreme probabilities were
chosen: "High," "Medium," and "Zero" probability
(D:0 9, 0 5, or0 0) A prububiÌiryof 0 9 instead of I 0
was chosen because without catch-triâls subjects tend to
synchronize their reactions wìth Sr; in this situation fast
reactions can be produced cvcn without a high degree of
motor preparation (for a demonstration see Näätänen &
Gaillard, 1974).

To avoid changes in general motivation between con-
ditions the three probability conditions were val ied with-
in blocks; the tone-pitch of Sr indicared the probâbility
of occunence of S, To avoid stimulus-specific effects.
the three tone frequencies were balanced between sub-
jects; for half of the subjeos rhe high probability condi-
t¡on was connected to the 1400 Hz tone, and for the other
half to tbe 714 Hz tone. erc

The experimental conditions were run under three in-
structions: "speed." "accuracy," and "detection "
Under speed instruction the subject was required to react
as quickly as possible, even at the cost of some erors.
Under accurocy instruction the subject was also asked to
react as quickly as possible, but to avoid äny premature
reactions or catch-trial enors. lJnder detectiott instruction
the subject was asked to ?ostpone his reacïion by approx-
imately I sec The three instructions were -eiven in bal-
anced order; halfofthe subjects received accuracy, derec-
tion, speed ¡nstructions in this order and the other hâlf
in the reversed order ln the experimental session two
blocks of 45 triâls ( I 5 trials per condition) wÈrc run under
each instruclion Before the two blocks the instruction
was repeated and 10-20 warming-up trials were given,
during which the subject rcccived feedbrck from his per-
fom¡nce

A trial staned with rhe onset ol'a dim fixation ìight.
which remained on until the offset of S" The interval
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bct$re¡ ilrc (ì¡lscL (rl lh. lrr,tirrllriritLrlii, ,lS) .Lntl S,
¡nd bctuicn S, rnrl S. \!ct!,h.rtll ì rc. Io r\{)¡d c\c
nlo\crlìCrll\. thc :ublcct u¡\ []\ttuCtù¡ t0.tir¿rte F-S rs
long a5 Lt w¿ts on. and to blrnk thcrc.rftcl 'fhc in¡cnrjal
l¡ltcrv.rl s¡\ rlrreil rrreguìiLrlr [)ct!\cen l.] .rnrl j8 ret

ln ¡ scp,lr¡tc scssion suhject: prtetlccd c('nl¡ollrng
thcir elc nlovcnlcnt\ ancl RI pctfirltrancc Durjnr this
sc'ssion thc sublcct rcccivcd practic,rll¡ th( \¡ilt(- progrrnl
as in thc erpcrimcntal scssjon

Data Anøl¡sis

The th tcc E.l--G a nd the [iOC si-cnirlr u c rc un rlvzccl by r
LAB8 conpurer, in the same wa¡,as ìn rn cariìer study
(Gaillard. 1976) The anâl)'\j\ period s¡s 7 scc, strrrinc
I scc befo¡e thc onset ofFS lsirnrpling ratc 25 pointrtsec)'
For each trial. the number of datâ points werc reduced k¡
35 by taking the âverage of successive groups of five
points; this yiejded onc averagc data poÍnt pcr 200 msec
Becruse of ntcmory linritations onl) the most rele!ant
data points wcre retained fol furthcr anaìysis (scc alsct
Fig. 2)

The coìnputer sk¡pped a trial whcn a prcmature RT
(before S¡.¡ occurred, when any of thc datr points of thc
vertex channel exceeded +100 ¡¿V, o¡ when the EOG
channel exceeded a preset level To evaluate this proce-
durc two levels werc used. 100 and _500 ¡rV Due to the
more abrupt development of eye blinks, thc averaging of
5 successive samples will artenuate blinks more than eye
movements Consequently. the dctection of eye move-
ment a(ifacis is farorcrj is comprrcd fo cye blinks; rhis
is in line with rhe observation (e I Weerts & Lang.1913)
that the ratio between EOG ampl¡tude and EEC artifact is
larger for e)e movements than [or eye bìinks

Since blocks dìd not have an effect. trials were aver-
aged in sets of 25, reserving 5 trials for artifact-rejection
F¡om the averaged data points the following measures
were obtained for each derivârion (including tbe EOG):
the early CNV amplitude (average actlvity in the period
600-800 msec after S,), lare CNV amplitude (average
activity ìn the 200 msec preceding SJ Both measures
were relared to a baseline (average activity in the 200
msec befo¡e S,) In the same way these measures were
taken in the FS-S, interval, referred to a baseline before
FS Additionally, the average EEG activity in the period
400-600 msec after S, was tâken to invcstig¿te the posi-
tive wave following S, in the parietal derivation. Analy-
ses of variance (ANOVAs) were caried out on the above
measures and on the mean RT. using a two-factor design
(S2-probability x instructions) The effect of the two
criterion-levels was tested separately All effects men-
tioned below were significant at the .05 level or beyond

Results

Fig. I gives the vertex porential averaged across
subjects under speed, accuracy, and detection in-
struction in the high-probability condition. The
average EPs to FS are followed by a modest early
CNV of less than 2 ¡rY, whrle no slow potential
changes are observed ¿t the end of the FS-S¡ inter-
val Although both the EPs and rhe early CNV ro FS
were somewhat larger under speed and ¿ccuracy âs
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Fig. l. Venex potentiâls averâge(l ovcl ¡ll sub]ccts undcr'

speed. accuracy, and dc(ection jnstruction in the high-probability

condjtion FS indicatcs the onsct of thc fix¡tion lighL Thc dura-

tion of the in¡erv¿l betwcen FS and S' and 52 are both I sec

compared to the detection instruction, no systematic
effects of either instructions or S2-probability were
found Thus the task variables did not systemati-
cally affect the EEG potentials recor'ded before St
Also the EPs to S, were significantly influenced by
neitherinstructions norconditions. The slow poten-
tial changes in the St-Sz interval were clearly af-
fected by instructions; under speed and less so under
accuracy instruclion an early and late CNV com-
ponent can be observed, while under detection in-
struction only the early component is present.

In the analysis (see Methods) of the slow poten-
tial changes, l%a ofthe trials were skipped foreither
excessive EEG activity or premature RTs. Addi-
tionally, 3 5Va of the trials were rejected for eye

movements under the lax criterion and l07o under
the strict criterion. Table I gives the EEG and EOG
amplitudes for the early and late CNV measures for
the lax and strict criteria. The criterion level had
practically no influence on the early CNV and a

TABLU I

EEG and EOG amplitueles (in þV) Jor th¿ carb uild lale CNV

meuure lor the lu (50O pV) dnl sùict (100 ItV) tejection

críleria for the deleclion oÍ ele movemenls

Values are averoged across subjecls and erpcimentol condítions

140
94

modest efiect on the late CNV lt is remarkable that
this eflèct is the same for the three derivations
Because of its proximity to the eyes a larger effecl
was expected in the frontal derivation To investi-
gate the influencc of the rejcction procedure on the

early and late CNV, the two criterion levels were
entered into an ANOVA, together with Sr-prob-
ability and instructions Although a main efect of
criterion level was found on the late CNV for the

frontal and vertex derivation (F(llll):'7 52 and
7.42), no other main effects or interactions were
found for any derivation (ineluding the EOC) The

effect of the two criteria was smaÌler than was ex'
pected; this may be caused by rhe fact that the mosl

severe artifacts were already removed under the lax
criterion. Moreover, due to the in¡roduction of ¿

ûxation light interval before St, only few artifacts
may have been present to begin with

Since the differences between the criteria were

small, only the data on the lax criterion will be

presenled; this criterion is prefened because under

the strict criterion three times as many trials were

rejected

Fig 2 shows the composite mean. (across sub'
jects) of the slow potential changes in the Sr-S1

interval, separately for derivations, instructions.
and the three probabilities Large differences ir
waveform are found between the three EEG deriva-
tions. An early CNV component with a peak latency

of ca 700 msec is present under all experimentai
conditions in the frontal and less clearly in the

vertex derivation A late CNV component, which is
gradually increasing during the interval, is observed

mainly at the vertex and less clearly in the parietal
derivation, but only under conditions requiring z

fast reaction (high and medium probability undet

speed or accuracy instruction). Finally, a positive
wave is found in the parietal derivation under all

experimental conditions; this wave could be re-

garded as a P300 component evoked by St. Thus,
the slow potential changes occuning in the Sr-S¡
interval consist of three components, which difel
in waveform and midline distribution.

These observations were confirmed by ANOVA:
carried out on the amplitudes of the early and latt
CNV and of the positive wave The late CNV in tht
vertex and parietal derivation was affected by in
structions (F(2122)=10.4 and 6 8, respectively.
and by S2-probabllity (F(2122):8 2 and 4.6, re

spectively). The interaclion between instructionl
and Sx-probability was signiflcant for the vertex lat(
CNV only (F (21 22) = 3. 5). Post-hoc Newman-Keul I

tests demonstrated that these effects on the late

CNV were mainly caused by differences betweer
the experimental conditions requiring a fast reaclior
(high and medium probability under speed or ac

detectron

Early CNV
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Fig.2. Composite means across subjccts as ô function of conditions (high. nredium, and zero probability), sepârately for

derivations (frontal, vcftcx, and parictal) and for the three instructrons

curacy instruction) and the other conditions (detec-

tion or zero probability).
Instruclions had an effect on the vertex early

CNV (F(2122):3.4); lower amplitudes were fbund
under detection instruction. Although smaller early
CNV amplitudes were obtained under thc zero-
probability condition, the effect of S2-probability
overall did not reach significance The parietal posi-
tive wave was influenced by neither instructions nor
probability

One explanation for these inconsistent results
could be that the positive wave and the early nega-

tive wave are insîrumentally related. It can be seen

in Fig. 2 that, for example, under both speed and
accuracy instructions the parietal positive and the

frontal negative wave are more negative under the
medium as compared to the high-probability condi-
tion, which suggests that under the latter condition
the early CNV amplitude is attenuated by the larger
positive wave. This observation was supported by
the product-moment correlations computed within
subjects between the parietal positive wave and the
frontal negative wave. Nine out of twelve correla-
tions were positive, of which four were significant
Moreover, when the frontal negative wave was re-
fened to the parietal positive wave instead of the

baseline (see Methods), more reÌiable task-effects
were found for instructions (F(2122):J-g¡ on¿ 5r-
probability (F (21 22) = 3.62)

An ANOVA carried out on the mean RT showed
that shorter RTs were obtained under speed than
under the accurate instruction (F(l/l l):12.1), and

also under the high probability as compared to the

medium probability condition (r. (l/l l):76.6).
However, the interaction between instructions and
S, probability was not significant (F(l/l l)<l). The
mean R'f was 233 msec, 353 msec, and I I I I msec
for the speed, accuracy, and detection instructions
undcr the high probability condition and 288 msec.
396 msec, and I 13l msec under medium probability.
Catch¡rial errors were only made under speed in-
struction Underhigh probability subjects reacted to
39Vo and under medium probability to 25Ea of Íhe
catch- trials.

Early and late CNV-amplitude as well as RT were
not influenced by the order in which the three in-
structions were given, i.e., it did not matter whether
the speed instruction was given at the beginning or
at the end of the session. Also tbe tone-frequency of
S, had no systematic effect on the early or late

CNV.
lnspection of the individual mean RTs revealed

Iarge variance among subjects in theil speed-ac-

curacy trade-off. This was caused by the large
variability in mean RT under accuracy as compared
to speed instruction (SD : l13 msec and 39 msec,
respectively) Although they were never caught
some subjects reacted under accuracy nearly as fast
as under speed instruction, while other subjects
reacted ca 200 msec slower To investigate the in-
fluence of these differences in the "strategy"
adopted by the subjects, two groups were formed on

the basis of the differences between spced and ac-

curac¡, (in the high-probability condition) Under
speed instruction the small and Iargc trade-offgroup
hardly difered either in R'l (222 mscc and 244
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lnscc. rrspcctìv()l\') ()r irì latc ( NV (9 I ancl lJ -5

pV). s hllc untlcr ¿rccur ¡c_\ in:1¡uctio¡r lr larsc dì1-

tèlcncc wa: louoti in both Rl'(16lì nr:ce lrnci 438
nrscc) anti ìltc CNV (9 E anrj 0 2 aV)

Discussion

Thc prcscnt rcsull.s provitlc furthcr evidcret firr
the diferential nridLinc distnbution of the rwo conr-
ponents of the CNV rcportcd in rccent studics ( Kkrr-
man & Bentscn. 1975; Rohrnaugh. Syndulko. &
Lindsley, 19761 Caillard, 197ó) 1'he e¿rl\ co¡r-
ponent of the CNV w¿s not onl)' largcr- but also
peaked earlier in thc lrontal than in the veúcr deri-
vation The late CNV is locâted precentrallv and its
anterior-posterior distribution is simil¿rr to th¿t of
the readiness potentr¿1| (Deccke, Grozinger, & Korn-
hubcr. I976; Vaughtn. Costa. & Ritler. 1968)

The positive wave obserlcd at the parrctal sìre

could be regarded as a late positive wavc of the

evoked potentirl to Sr or altcr¡ativcll r\ ir tcnl-
porâry resolutìon of tonic ncgälivity prevailing be-
fore S, (see Näätänen. 1975. p )75) Several stud-
ies have shos,n that P300 is nraxinral over the
parietal area, when recorded afterS,oraftcr S, (e g
Hillyard, Courchesne. Krausz. & Picton, 1976;

Rohrbaugh et al , Ì976)
The early CNV component was present in the

frontal and ìess clearly in ¡hc central derivation
not only under the d.etection instrlction, but aÌso in
the zero plobabiht¡, condition, which requìred rro

further (overt or covert) response Thìs fìnding
supports the orienting char¿cter of the early CNV
and is consistent with lhe ¿ìppearance ol'a frontal-
dominant negativc wave iolJowing nort-sienal stinr-
uli. reportcd by Lovelcss (1976) and Rohrbaugh et
al. (1976) Thus. the early CNV is evoked by a

stimulus, cven when it is not followed bry an im-
perative signal As was suggested by Loveless
(1975) the early CNV component seems to be re-
lated to stimulus processing and enh¿rnces the sensi-
tivity of the organism for the discrimination of sub-
sequent stimuli

After FS only a modest early CNV wave was
found because of the low intensity of the' fìxation
light. It has been shown that the ¿mplitude of the
earlv CNV is attenuâted with visual stimulation
(Gail.lard, 1976) and with lower intcnsities (Love-
less & Sanford, 1975)

Although the early CNV and Lhc positive wave
differentiate with regard to their spatial centers
(frontal vs parietal) and t() their peak latency (700
an<J 300 msec after Sr) they will contilminate and

pañially cancel each othcr This notion is illustrated
by the positivc correlations whrclr wcrc gcnerally
found betwcqn thc positive wavc antl the lrontal
negative wave. Morcovel, when thc amplitudc of

thc fr()ntiìl carll CNV *rs eddcd to thc parictul
positìvc wrvc. siqnificant task effècts wcre found
A tuñhcr rnvesti,uation ol the relatitrnship betwccn
the parietll positive and ¡he frontaì ncgatìve wavc is
nccdctl. cspceialì¡ bceause both havc bccn con-
srdercd as cortical components of thc orienting re-

sponse (e g Loveless & S¡inford, 1975; Näütänen.
197_s )

Lar-eest differences in rhe late CNV arc found
when RT conditions (high-medium probability un-
der speetJ or accurac\ instruction) arc cOnlpared
with cithcr the zero-probabiJity condit;on or the
detecrion instÍuclion

These results replicate earlier studies in which S r

signaiÌed responding vs nr.rn-responding For ex-
ample. the data reþorted by Peters, Knott, and

HamiÌton (1976) show that the effect of non-
resporrding mainly reduced the late CNV, as was
also found in the present study

The small diffèrences between high and mediurn
pnrbabilit¡, sug-sest that the CNV is not much af-
t-ecred by occurrence uncertainty, which result was
also found by Järvilehto and Mántysalo (1976),
Kaner et al (19'73), and Näätänen et al (1975)

In the RT-situation motor preparation will increase
the larger the probability that Sz will foìlow S'
Consequently the amplirude of the late CNV will
become larger and the RT shorter However, under
conditic¡ns of complete certainty Ø:1.0) subjects
tend to synchronize thei¡ reactions with Sr, es-

pecially when the Sr-S2 interval is constant and
relarively short (see also Näätänen & Caillard,
1914) In such a situation shoñ RTs can be pro-
duced cven without a high degree of motor prepara-

ti<¡n This nright explain why Järvilehto and
Mäntysalo (1976; see also ìiarrcr et ai , 1973) ob-
tained lower CNV amplitudes, when no catch-lrials
were used, as compared t<.r conditions of uncertainty

Ø=0.1 to p:0.85) ln any evcnt it is possible to
explain efects of S¡probability in terms of motor
preparation Together with the lack of effect of 52-

plobability under detection instruction (see also
Fig 2), the present results do not support the hy-
pothesis that the CNV is related to expectancy, at

least when expectancy is defined as the probability
that Sz will follow S,

The contingency of the late CNV on a motor
response is supported by the absence of this com-
ponent, not only in the S,-S, interval under detec-
tion instruction but also in the FS-S' interval under
alÌ experimental conditions Although the detection
of the weak tone at S2 and the discrimination of the
three pitches at S, were relatively easy in the present
cxperiment. at least some late negativity should
have bcen observed if the latc CNV component is
relatcd to any form of sti¡rulus processing. More-
over, l¡¡veless (197-5) also found no late CNV in a



signal-detection task, which invoìved the percep-
tion of an audirory signal at thrcshold levcl

The influence of speed-accuracy trade-of on the
late CNV generally corroborates the study of Love-
less and Sanford (1974), except that in rhe latter
study under the âccurate instn:ction less late CNV
(3 8 pV) was found than in the present study (5 ¡¡V,
high expectancy condition) Since it is known (e.g.
Henderson, 1970) that under practice RTs become
faster under accuracy and remain constanl under
speed instructions, this discrepancy can be ex-
plained by the fact that the subjecrs in rhe Loveless
a¡d Sanford study did not receive practice under
the different instructions. In recent RT-models it is
assumed (Ollman, in press; Pachella, 1974; but see
also Loveless, 1975) that changes in strategy in-
duced by instructions governing the speed-accuracy
trade-off mainly----or even only-influence the
level of motor preparation rather than the criterion
of a cognitive decision.
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The results of the prcsenl study suggest strongl),

that the late CNV is contingent on a rnotor response
and is mainly detcrmined by the level of nìotor
preparatìon. This notion is suppofed by the simi-
lariry in fomr and midline distriburion of the lare
CNV to the readiness potential, which precedes
voluntary movements. Moreover, Rohrbaugh et al
(1976) found bilateral asymmetries in both the lare
CNV wave and the readiness potential; greater am-
plitudes were recorded over the hemisphere contra-
lateral to the responding hand.

It is tempting to assume that the late CNV com-
ponent and the readiness potential refer to the same
neurophysiological generator but are obtained in
different task situations and with different aver-
aging techniques. In this view the late CNV could
be regarded as that part of the readiness potential
which precedes Sz in cued RT-tasks
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E)GERIMENI 5

SOME EFFECTS OF SPEED-ACCT'RACY TNSTRUCTIONS ON SLO}I BRATN POTENTIAIS*

ASSTRACT

The present results corroborate those of Ex¡rerinent l+, in tha-t

a speed instruction enhances the terninal CNV, Moreover, it is shown

that reliaìl-e Eeasures are obtainecl rrhen the EEG is averagecl backward,s

fron the response rather than for the S.,-S, interval. This suggests

that the terninal- CNV is contingent on a motor response.

It vas afso found that the anplitudê of the SNül increases vhen S.l

provides information besitles its warning fr:¡¡ction. Thus' the SNI'I seems

to be affectetl by the psychological signifieance of Sr.

tsob-itt"d to Biological Psycholog¡¡,
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1. INTROÐUCTTON

In the discussion of Experiment l+ it was suggested that the terninal CNV

a¡d the RP preceding voluntary movements were largel-y the same neurophysiologi-
ca1 phenonenon, which, hovever, vere obtained in different experimental situ-
ations md by different averaging methods. In the present study this issue is
further investigated. by cornparing the usual- averages tine tocked. to Sr, with
movement potentials, i.e, with averages tine tocked to button presses given in
the context of the S, - S, paradi8n. This is done for several task requirements.

The sa¡ne instructions were given as in Experiment 4, except that a d.ead-

line procedure r,¡as used (see Ollman, 1977 a\d, Chs.pter 3, this thesis), The sub-

ject was instructed to respond to S2. before a deadline set by the experimenter.

ff the subject did not respond before the deadl-ine, a noise burst was given

through eerphones, In this way the subjeet received imed.iate feedback about

his reaction perfomæce, This procedure was used to ensure that subjects woulô

foflow the instructions throughout a block of triafs. EspecialJ-y md.er speed

instruction subjects tend to slow down their performance during the experinen-

tal sessions or even d.uring one block of trials.
Since the RP is usually obtained rhen the subjeet prod.uces vol-¡ntary move-

ments vithout external- stinulation, an experimental condition was add.ed. in
wirich the subject had. to synehronize his response with the arrival of Sr. This

time-estirnation task resembles the S., - 52 paraëi8rn and the voluntary-movenent

situation. It is generally assmed that the estimation of the arrival- of S, is

an important d.eteminant of the preparatory processes for the response to Sr.

The increase of RT vith fonge" fSI is generalJ-y ex¡:lained as resutting from in-

creased. difficulty to predict the moment S, will arrive (e.g, Näätänen et al.,
l!l)+; Näätänen and. Merisalo, 1977),

A second.'ai¡n of the present study was to investigate whether the SNtr^¡ was

affeeted. by the infomation reveal-ed by S1. It has been shown that the SNW is
influeneed. by the physica] characteristics of Sl, such as intensity, duration

and motlality of thj.s stimul-us (I,oveless anal Sanford., 1pl!; Kloman and. Bentsen,

1!J!; Experinent 1, this thesis), It is afso conceiveble that this wave may

be affected by the psychological significance of Sl ' Indeeti, in Experinent \

lower arnplitudes were found u¡der detection instruction a¡.d und.er the zero-

probabitity cond.i.tion, vhich d.id not require a further overt or covert

response.

In the present study the psychological significance of S, vas varied bJ.

naking the signal informative. A targer SìIlnl was expected. Llhen Sj was inforrn-
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ative as compared to the situation where S., only served as a warning that S,

would 6oon arrive, Sl provided infomation rith regard to the instructions

to be lollowed at Sri this was done in two ways: in one situation the speed

and accuracy and in the other situation the speed and detection instruction

were varied from trial--to-trial r¿ithin one block of trials'

2. MET]IODS

2'1. qÈJ99!r-3!g-9r!9r9!3:
The subjects were 1O male University students' vho vere paid for their

particj,pation, The data of one other subject were discarded for having too many

eye-movement artifacts, The subjects were seated in a comfortable chair' vhich

also provided a neck- and am-rest. S., rvas a TO dB tone (delivered via head-

phones) with a frequency of either 5OO or 2OOO Hz' S, consisted of slides which

were projected. (Kodak-carouset) through the window of the cubicle, on a screen

at a distance of ce. 1 meter of the subjectrs eyes. 52 was always composed of

two vertical bars (wid.th 5.5 cm), which differed in length (37.5 versus 5.5 cø),

Ag-AgCl disk electrodes lrere atteched to three scalp sites (F", C"r

P ) and to the eaïlobes, which were linked for reference. An electrode just
z

above the nosebridge served as a ground, To record the heart rater two ECG-

eLectrodes arere attached to the rib cage, After mplification (time-constant

6 sec) the EEG and EOG signals vere recoïded on a magnetic tape, together with

the ECG.

a a Þ-^^-¡,.-^

O-i.t"i-"-*ted çith the onset of S.,, which was followed )+ sec J-ater by

the sfide remaining on for'l sec, The intertrial (S, - Sr) vas varied irregular-

ly between ll=l)+ sec, Under all experimental conditions, except for the syn-

chronization task, the subject vas asked to discrininate vhich of the two bars

was longer. He had to ïespond with his right hand when the right bailwas longer

and. vith his left ha¡d r¡hen the left one ras Ìonger,
To induce changes in the speed-accuracy trade-off tr¡o deadlines were used

before vhich the subject had to respond; if he did not respond before the d.ead-

line 6o dB noise was given via earphones (duration 5OO nsec). Under accuracy

instruction the deadfine interval vas tçlce as long as mder speed. in-

struction. The subject r,¡as told that only the ðorrect reactions occurring be-

fore the d.eadline voufd count. Especially uder speed instruction, the imPor-
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tance of beating the d.ead.tine was stressed, since subjects were foud to tend
to prefer receiving noise to making errors. lIith the accuïâ,cy instruction
the avoidance of making errors was emphasized. The du¡ation of the deadline in-
terval vas determined in a separate training session, one week befôre the ex-
perimental session. The d.eadline under speed instruction vas chosen so that the
subject nade 20 - 30 % errors; in fact the variabi.Iity between subjects was

so low that a1Ì subjects could get the same interval of 250 msec r:nder speed,

md thus 500 msec r:¡der accuracy instruetion. In addition the subject received
a synchronization task j.n r,¡hich he had to respond as closely as possible to Sr;
either before or after this signal. The subject r,¡as instructed to react with
his right hand on helf of the trials and r^¡ith his left hand in the other half.
(Since no d.ifferences vere found. between these conditions, the data for right
and left hand responding were conbined.. )

The speed. and accuracy instructions were varied either between or vithin
a block of trials. fn the latter situation S., indicated the instruction the

subject had to foflow, Ior ha].f of the subjects the high tone (2000 Hz) in-
dicated a speed instruction and. the low tone (5OO ¡tz) the accuracy instruction;
this rn¡as reversed for the other hal-f.

Finallyo the speed instruction was al-so given within a block of triaÌs,
together vith a detection instruction; under this instruction the subject was

asked to ind.icate vhich bar was longer at the off-set of the sl-ide (1 sec afteï
S^), Again S. indicated which instruction had to be folloved; the tone which had7-l
indicated the accuraey instruction nor'¡ j.ndicated the d.etection instruction.

Half of the subjects received the J experinentat conditions in the fol--
lowing order: synchronization/speed./accuracy (between) , speed/accuracy (within),

speed (detection)/detection; and. the otheï half of the subjects received them

in the reversed order. There were 50 trial-s in each experimental condition.

2 .¡' !g!:-gl:lr:i:
The three EEG ch€nnels, and EOG chmnel were digiti.zed at a rate of 2l

sanples per sec, The analysis period started 1 sec before 51 and end.ed. at the

onset of S2. For each trial the nmber of data points was reduced to 25 by

tsking the averages of suecessive groups of 5 points; this yielded. one average

data point per 200 nsec, Thirteen of these data points r,¡ere retaj.ned for fur-
ther analysì.s (see also I'ig. 1). These data poJ.nts veïe aveïaged across )+O trials,
Ieaving l0 triafs for artifact rejection, end the following measures vere ob-

tained., separately for each derivation: SP!{, SNW and teminal- CNV, i.e. the
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aveïage EEG in the period 2OO - )+OO msec and 600 - 8OO msec after 51 snd 200

msec before Srr referred. to a baseline (average EEG in the period 2OO msec

before S- ),
I

On these measures and the nean RT, stendard. deviation and f of errors

two types of ANoyAs rÌe"e carried. out: A two-vay ANOVA, lrhich incfuded. instruc-
tions (speed vs. accuracy) and the between/within conditions. fn the second

ANOVA the three speed instr¿ctions vere compared: speed. (betveen), speed

(vitnin), speed. (detection),
In add.ition, the EEG was averaged twice (sa¡pte interval 1\ ¡nsec):

once time ]ocked to S, and once to the response.

3, FESULTS

3'r' ILlgrlgrryt::
Tabl-e 'l presents the RT-data separatety for the experimental conditions.

For both the betveen and withi.n cond.ition the nean RT r,¡as nuch shorter under

speed than unde¡ accuracy instrr:ctions (I'(1/9) = 1lOj p< 0.001). Of course,

there Ì¡ere much more erro¡s und.er speed than under accuracy instructions
(y(l/S) = ì+o'7; p < O.O1), vhile the stand.ard d.eviation was much smaller
(F(1/9) = l+e,\; p < O.o1). Although the difference in RT a¡d. stand.¡rd deviation
betr,¡een the speed and accuracy instructions îere smaller in the vithin- the¡ in
the betl,¡een-condition, this interaction was not significant (F(1/9) < 1). A]-so the

Tabl-e 1. flre me€¡. RT, stend.ard. tieviation (in nsec) and the % of errors,
separatel-y for the erçeri.mental conditions.

Synchronization

mee¡ RT stand.ard. deviation
)q,

% of errors

Betveen

Speed

Accuracy

224

375

l+B

8o

)o

2

llithin
Speed

Aceuraey

223

362

l+6

83

29

2

Within
Speed

Detection

231

1220

5'
77

27

2
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main effect of betÌ¡een veïsus within was not significant for either mean RT,

fi errors oï sta-nd.ard. d.eviation. Subjects vere quite abfe to synchronize their
responses with Sr; I of them reacted within 50 msec before or after Sr, white
afl- reected within + 260 msec. Nevertheless, the ste.ndard deviation was very
Iarge, I tirnes more than under speed. instruction.

3' 2. 9lgv-rs!s!!ie1-:!!I!:
Fig, l. shows the composite means of the vertex sJ-ow potential, under the

synchronization; speed and accuracy instructions (aII varied between blocks),
Under each instruction a SNI^I r,¡ith a J-atency of ca. 600 msec was foltowed by a

terrinal CNV.

In a two-way ANOVA on the terminal CNV the speed-accuracy effect was sig-
nificant (T(1/9) = I,Bl+; p< 0.02), vhile the variation of instructíons betveen

or r¡ithin a bfock of tri-als had no influence (¡(1/9)< 1). Although the effect
of instructions vas larger in the betveen condition (6.1+ uV) than in the '¡ithin
condition (2 uV), this interaction did not reach statistical significence
(F(1/9) = 3,5\; p< O,O9). No differences were found betr,¡een the speed. and the
synchronization instruction, except that in the latter condition the terminal-
CNV reaches its maximr¡m one data point earlier than uder speed instruction,
which corresponds with the earl-ier response,

ln contrast to the teminal CNV, the SNhl amplitude was not significently
affected by instructions. Hovever, the frontal SNId was influenced. by the

between/within effect (n(l/ç) = 11.9a p < O.O1). r¡re Smt ras enhanced vhen

S, indicated the instructions to be folloved at Sr. The pari.etal SPW was af-
fected by both factors. Larger mplitudes were found mder speed instruction
(F(1/9) = l+,8; p < O.O5) and u¡rder the vithin cond.ition (¡'(l/S) = ,.9; p < O.O)+)

the interaction between these factors was not si.gnificant (F(1/9) < 1).
Fig, 2 presents the composite vertex data u¡der the speed instruction, for

the thTee experimental conditions: this instruction I'as either held constant

over a block of trial-s (betveen) or varied from trial-to-trial (within) in
combination with accuracy or r,¡ith d.etectj-on, One-way ANOVAS revealed that the

terninal CNV and. the SPlf vere u¡affected. by these conditions, but the frontal-
SNW was inffuenced (¡'(2/18) = 5,71; p < 0.01), Tne anplitud.e of the SNW was

enhanced when S., ind.icated the speed instruction; this effect vås most prominent

when speed and d.etection instructions were varied within one bl-ock of trials
(see I'ig, 2 and Table 2).
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I'ig, 1. The composite means of the vertex slo.çr-

chronization, speed and accuracy instrrrcti.ons,
potential under the syn-
afl varied between blocks,

Fig. 2, The composite mea¡s of the vertex slow potential u¡der the speed.-
instruetion conditions; this instruction was either hel_d constant over a
block of trial-s (betveen) or it vas varied from triaf-to-trial_ in courbi-
nation r¡ith accuracy (vithin) or vith the detection instruction (aetection).
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Tab1e 2. The EEG and
SNW and the
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the corresponding EOG mplitudes (in uV) of the SPI{,
terminaf CNV, separately for the experirnental conditions,

Synchroni zation Between

Speed - Accuracy

Within
Speed - Accuracy

l\Iithin
Speed - Detectior

SPW

T
z

C
z

P
z

EOG

- 0,6
+ 0.3

+ 2,b
_t 

^

+ 0.6 - 0,6
+ 0.8 - 0.8
+ 3,2 + 1.0

0.0 0. o

o.o - 0.6

o,o - 0.6
+ )+.8 + 3.0

0.0 0.0

-nlL-1)

0.0 - 1.1+

+ )+,0 + )+,6

-'2,A O,O

SNW

I
z

C
z

P
z

- l+.8

- )ro

+ 1.3

2.)+ - 2.6

3,0 - 3.8
0.0 - 2.2

6.0 - \.0

-zL -(,lt

-^) 
_L )

+ 1.2 + O.B

- 2.A - 2.0

- 9.8 - )+,0

- B.o - 2.6

-)) +))

- 8.0 + z.a

CNV

F
z

C
z

P
z

EOG

-lO,l+

-Áq

- \,2 - 1.6

-12,)+ - 5,6

- 7,2 - )+,0

o.o + L.o

^1,

-oL -7)r
- 6,6 - )1,6

+12.A - 8.0

), n

-ru.u - 1.4

- 1.2 - 1,0

+ 8,0 + B,O
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Figs, 3 and l+ present the vertex potentials time-focked to either S, (S-toc-

ked) or to the response (R-focte¿), fn all S-locked averages (except under de-

tection) the terninaf negativity is foflowed by the EP complex consisting of an

N.' peak (latency 175 nsec) and a farge P3 (latency 325 - 375 msec), sometimes

foll-owed by a second large positive component PU (lacency ,25 - r15 msec). Ihe

P2 component is only observed in those conditions (accuracy and detection)
where P, is reduced- and delayed, The latency of the P, component was marginally
inffuenced by experimentaf conditions, The latency vas 32j msec üder syn-
chronization, 350 msec under both speed condi.tions and 375 nsec üder accuracy

and detection instructions. These differences in tatency are small compared to
the differencés in RT. Ior example, the difference in RT between speed and ac-

curacy instructions was 151 nsec, vhile the difference in P" latency was only

The EPs to S, were largest in the tvo speed conditions; the N., peak was
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smal-l-est under synchronization, which ill-ustrates the unimportance of S, in
this condition. The positivity after S, (P, and PU) is snallest u¡rder d.etection

i.nstruction. It is to be noted that in alf conditi-ons P¡ is less positive than

P3, except mder accuracy,

As can be seen in Figs. 3 and lr, the R-locked. e.verages show a remarkabl-e

sinilarity in form æd tirne course to potentials synchronized to vofuntary

novements, As with the potentials time locked. to voluntary novenents, the res-
ponse is preceded by a sl-on negative shift, which could be dencted as readiness

potential (np), fnis gradual negative shift turns into a sharp negative inflec-

tion, vhich i.s folfowed by a slow positive charìge. Under e.ccuracy instructi-ons

this positivity already starts 150 msec before the closure of the button switch'

This phenomenon, which was present in 9 out of 10 subjeets, looks very similar

to the pre-motion-positivity observed. by Deecke et al-. (1976) ín some subjects.
To compare the sfol,¡ negative shifts in the S- and R-focked averages, the

anptitude of the te¡minal CNV (average EEG 1OO nsec before Sr) was computed in

both averages. These measures vere compared to the amplitud.e of the RP (average

EEG in the period 2!O - 1!O msec before the response) (see Deecke et aL., 19T6).

Al-l- three measures were referred to the same baseline (average EEG 20OO - 1BO0

msec before the response), The topographicaf distributíon of these neasures is

given in lig, 5. Largest mplitudes r,¡ere obtained al Cz for all- measures md

ex¡:erimental cond.itions, There were practically no differences (Iess than 1 uV)

between the thïee vertex measures u¡der speed instruction. This is not so sur-

prising since both the mean ard the variabitity of the RT in this condition

vere small, md. consequentfy the discrepancy betveen the two vays of averaging

will afso be snall. ln contrast, under synchronization instruction there was a

dífference in vertex terminal CNV of 2.)+ pV between the two types of averages.

Since the variability in response time vas laïge, the enhanced. amplitud.e in the

R-focked average suggests that the terminaf CNV is contingent on the response

and. not on the stimul-ts (sr). However, under aecuracy instruction the emplitudes

obtained. in the R-l-ocked averages were not farger' This nay be caused by the

larger time J-ag between S, and the ïesponse in this conditi.on, (375 nsec). As

cm be seen in Fig, 3, the negativity time-Iocked to the response stitl in-

creases after S, until- 150 msec before Sr. Therefore, the RP measure tsken at

this moment is much larger than the terminal CNV in both the S-locked md in

R-l-ocked averages. Although small in mplitude, the RP preceding the deJ-ayed

response mder the detection instruction sho'!¡s the sa¡re rnidline d.istributions

as the te¡rninal CNV and the RP u¡der the other instructions (see Fig. 5).
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Fig, 3. Averages of the vertex EEG (soIid line) and. the EOG (broken line)r:nder synchronization' speed s,'d. accuracy instructions, either time-rockedto s2 (left sicie) oi^ to lhe button pr.ss-(rigtìt siae).'The ar"ow= in¿icate
average RT (Left sid.e) or S2 (right side).
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l+. DIÞOUSSION

The present effects of the speed_accuracy instructions were l_arger foï
both the tezui.naf cNV and RT than in Experinent l+, rrris night be due to the
deadl-ine procedure' which induced. stabr-e and fast RT performence throughout
a block of trials' Although not significat, the speed-accuracy effect vas
somewhat smalfer when s., indicated the instruction to be folroçed (within-
condition). sorne subjects may have for:¡d it difficult to change their stra-
teg/ fron trial to trial.

The enhanced terminaf CNV under speed instruction rray be explained by
assming that under this instruction the rever of notor preparation is in-
creased, as compared to the accuracy instruction, Also the absence of a
ter:ninal cNV under d.etection instruction found in this and in the previous
study' supports the idea that the terminar cNV is response-refated,

The potentials time-l_ocked. to the button press to S2 (FiCs. 3 a¡d. l+) are
sinilar in form to movement potentials preceding voluntary finger presses
(see Deecke et al-., 1976; Rohrbawh et aI.,1976). Simil_ar to the Rp preceding
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!
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ã
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voluntary movements, the negative shift preceding responses in the S', - S,

paradigrn is al-so most prorninent at the motor region (cr)' ffris was also the

case when responses vere synchronized' to 52 orwere delayed' by one sec

after S^ (detection instruction), Syndulko and Lindsley (19?6) rouna the sme

mid.line distribution under both tlie RT- and detecrion instruction; in addition,

theyShowedthatthisnegativeshifthadalateralasymnetrycontralatera]-to
the responding hand' The present results obtained u¡der the synchronization

instruction d.eviate from Ruchkin et aI. (l!Jf), who used a similar task but

vith an ISI of 9Oo msec, Their data (Op. cit., Fig' 1) show m inverted U-

curve with a Be8.k ca. TOO nsec after St. Therefore, their date suggest that

a gradual rise similar to the RP vas not fou¡d because the negative shift

preceding the response was disrupted by the SNW to S., (a click)' Hovever'

gradual negative shifts were obtained when the EEG vas time-Iocked' to the

finger presses (Op. cit', Fig. 2). Moreover, these negative shifts in the

synchronization task were quite similar to RPs preceding voluntary movements'

obtained from the same subjects.

The above find.ings suggest that the negativity preceding the responses

in the St - 52 paradign is the sane as the RP preceding voluntary movements'

In this viev the terminal cNV obtained from stimulus locked averages largely

consists of the increasing linb of the movement rel-ated negative shift. con-

sequently, the terninal CNV could be regarded as that part of the RP which

precedes Sr, It is conceivable that vith shorter RTs (for example, induced

by deadlines or speed instructions) the RP i.ntrud.es more i.nto the s1 - s, in-

tervalandinthiswayenhancesthempJ-itud.eoftheterr:inalCNV.Thisviev
is supported by the larger negativity in the averages time-locked to the re-

sponse as compared to the negative shifts in the stirnulus-locked averages.

There are, however, also some differences in the negative shifts observed

in the present experinental conditions md the RP: the onset of negative shi'ft

under speed., accuracy and synchronization instructions was about one sec

earlier and thj.s shift reached an mplitud.e which was about two times larger

tha¡ the RP reportecl by Ðeecke et aI' ('1976)' ff could be argued that in the

synchronization task' as well as in the RT-tasksr not only motor but also per-

ceptual anal decision rel-ated. processes are invofved.. HoveveÏ, the terninal cNV

seems to be related neither to perceptua] nor to decision processes (see

Chapter 8).
Therefore, a more likeIy explanation uoul-d be that the present experi-

mentaf conditions are nore l¡qlg¡gg!þg then nonotonously repeating a large
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nmber of vol-tütary movenents, ft has been shoI,¡n that the CNV (Irwin et al_.,
1)66; Waszak and Obrist, 1969) and aJ-so the Rp (McAda.ltr and. Seales, t)6)) are
infruenced by notivation' rn the ratter study Rp-ânlr-itudes preced.ing voh:n-
tary finger presses, increased from 5 UV to 12 pV, when subjects were tol-d
that they voul-d receive 10 cents for each response, i.f given ilat the right
timer', rn fact, rewards for these t'correcttrresponses were given in a random
fashion. Thus' it could. be that the increesed Rp-varues refr-ect a higher teveJ-
of motor preparation, eaused. by an enhanced. interest of the subject in the task.

Both above-nentioned explanations assì.r¡le that terminar- cNV and Rp are
largely produced by the sme neurophysiologicat generator, but eecording to
the first both can be infr-uenced. by notor md decision processes, whiJ-e in the
second view they are only determined by the l-eveJ_ of motor preparation,

Al-though the sroÌr potential ch'r¡ges (i.e. terminaf cNV md Rp) vere very
similar, especiaÌIy when the individual averages were compaïed., the faster
phenomena r/ere rather diffeïent, Not onry the Eps, but eJ-so the peaks in the
rnovement potentials had a fixed latency to 52 or to the button press, respec_
tively, which means that none of the peeks synchronized. vith each other, if
the Latency betveen s2 €¡d the response is taken into account. Thus, atthough
the slov charìges in the s-rocked snd R-locked averages are correrated, the
peaks do not contain the sme infornation.

The shorter latency of the p3 und.er speed as cornpared. to accuracy in_
st¡uction nay be shorter because the decision processes are acceferated. rn
this viev the speed-accuÌacy effect (t5t msec) is partly produced. by an ac_
cel-erated decision (25 msec) and for the rest by "fast guesses", i.e. reactions
¿hich are given before the decision process is terminated.

On the basis of a trial-to-trial analysis Kutas et a1. (1pll) compared
bhe RT l¡ith the latency of the p, on the same triar, They found the correr-ation
cetr¿¡een P, latency and RT was rarger u'der accuracy than under speed instruction.
vloreover, mder speed. instruction the incorrect BTs nostly preceded the pr.
According to the authors these data suggest that u¡d.er accuracy instruction
bhe motor processes of selection and execution of the response are tightÌy
:oupled. with the evaruation of the stinufus (i,e, encoding and decisì.on proc-
:sses). Horrever' 

'nder 
speed instruction stimulus evaluation, as indexed by

bhe P, component, is only loosely re.l_ated with the execution of the motor re_
jponse: response may be generated before the stinulus has been fuJ_1y evaluated.
\fso in the present study the mem RT (eeì+ rnsec) preceded the p3 (350 nsec),
,¡hile these l_atencies coincid.ed mder accuracy (lottr 375 nsec).
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In the present study the frontal- SN!ü r¡as strongly affected by the in-

formation content of S.l (see also tr'ig. 2). The anplitud.e of this wave was

enhanced. llhen Sl indicated. either that a speed or an accuracy instruction

had to be foltor¿ed at Sr, This effect vas even larger'!¡hen speed erÌd. detec-

tion instruction vere varied r/ithin one block of trials. The SPI'I vas al-so

influenced by the present conditions, but in a tlifferent lray' a resu-It al-so

found by Squires et aI, (197?). Thus, it was not only enhenced when S., con-

tained inforuation, but this wave was elso larger u4der speed. than md.er

accuracy instructions, Moreoverr in the cond.ition where speed 8.nd. detection

were veried within one btock, the e.nplitude of the parietal- SPW did not dif-

fer betveen speed (l+ uV) e¡d. detection instruction (l+.6 uv)r'while for the

fronta.l- SNW a difference of 5.8 pV was fomd (see al-so Table 2). Thus' the

SPIù €¡d SNW seem to be affected by some conditions in the same way and dif-

ferently in other instmces, which suggests that these vaves reflect differ-

ent! but rel-ated mechanisms. Ihat d.i.fferent processes are involved ie also

suggested by the differences in l-atency (¡OO - \oo msec vs. 600 - 7Oo nsec

after S. )- md nridline clistribution (parietal-frontal).
I
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1. INTRODUCTION

In both Experinents I+ md 5 it vas suggested. that the terminal- CNV, æd

the readiness potential (np) preceding votuntary movements, refer to the s€.ure

neurophysiologica,l processes, although they are obtained in d.ifferent experi-

mental- situations by different averagíng methods. In the present study this

issue is fr:rther pursued by investigating the negative shifts preceding the

motor response in movement potentieJs (in averages time locked to finger pres-

ses). This is d.one for four task conditions: volur:.tary novements, a simple RT-

task, a tine-estination task ínvolving a defayed. motor response (deteition-

instruction) a:nd a synchronization task, similar to the one used. in Ex¡:erinent

5. It is expected that the characteristics of the negative shifts preceding

the motor response in the four experinentel sítuations vill be about the

sæe.

The specificity of these negative shifts is d.eterrn-ined by neasuring the

lateraJ- scalp distribution, in ad.ðition to the nidl-ine òistribution. Thus,

the SPSs preceding left arrd. right he.nd responses are obtained from the left

and. right hemisphere (C, ana CU) over the motor area. The feft and right hand

responses vere varied. from trial-to-trial-. This vas to prevent the possible a-

cloption of unimanual response-sets vhich night have caused differential- tonic

shifts in the resting EEG 1>otential level between the tvo henispheres. To ob-

tain d.ifferential- preparation of only one hand the subjects were instructed to

rel-ax the non-invol-ved hand., This lras control-Ied by recording the EMG-activity

from the fl-exor muscles in both arrns (see also Syndulko and Lindsl-ey' 1977,

p, 125),

2. METHODS

2.1 . Subjects

The subjects vere B male stutlents of the University of Utreeht, who vere

paid for their participati-on. The data of l+ other subjects vere ùiscarded for

having too many eye movements e,nd/or DO-d.rifts.

Before the ex¡rerinent the subjects completed a questionnaire about their

hmd. preference. Onl-y the subjects vho preferred to use their right hmd for

several activities (writing, tooth brushing' etc.) were ta,lcen. For some acti-

vities (e.g. throwing a ball) bimmuality (i.e' no preference for either hand)

vas alloved.
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2.2. Apparatus

In general the apparatus used. vras the sme as in the previous e>çeriment,
except that both S., and 52 Lrere auditory stimul-i of J0 db with a duration of
100 nsec, and were presented either to the left or right eal:. A fixation point
was nomted on the wa.Ll 1.5 n in front of the subject. The EEG derived from

5 scafp sites (F_, C , P_, C? and C¡,), and ¡he EOG signals were mplified'z' z' z' J 4''
with a time constant of lO sec. In addition the EMG vas recorded from the
ffexor muscles (in both the left and right foream). Befo¡e averaging the EMG

vas inte¿;rated using a 10 msec-vindo¡,¡.

2.3. Procedure

Left and right hæd presses were comlaïed in four experimental conditions.
In one condition the subject was asked to give vo]tütary movements; the subject
was trained to do this at intervals not shorter than 6 sec and not longer than

J sec. The subject gave l+8 finger presses for one ha,nd, foÌlor,red. by \B for the
other. The order was balanced betr¿een subjects. In the RT-task the subject
was required to react as quickly as possible to an inperative signal (Sr)
vhich arrived l+ sec after a warning signal (S.,), In the synchronization task
the subject had. to respond as near to l+ sec after S.., as possible. In this task
S, was only present during the initial phase of the training sessions; thus,
S, vas onitted. in the experimentaf session. In the time-estination task (TE-

task) the presentation of S, was delayed on haJ-f of the triafs. This d.elay

was either 5OO oï 600 msec, depending on the subjectsrs perfomance during
training. The delay was chosen such that ,/" - 10% errors were made. The subject
was instructed. to estimate the time interval- betveen S., and S' and to inòi-
cate vith a delayed Tesponse (l sec) on one of two buttons whether the inter-
val had. been of "normal" d.uration (\ sec) or had been l_onger, In the last three
tasks S., inòicated whether the subjeet had. to react vith his l-eft or with his
right hand. If 51 vas presented to the left ear, a left he:rd response was ïe-
quired, md a right ear stimul-us indicated. a right hand response. S, was aJ_-

ways presented to the sme ear as S.l .

The order of rotation of these four tasks vas vol¡ntary movements, RT-task,
TE-task and synchronization task. The task l,¡hich was given first was varied be-
tween subjects (two subjeets each started with the sarne task).
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I'ig. 1. The slor¿ potential shifts in the RT-task, separately foi
the left æd the right central area (C, and. C¡) and for left ffrd
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Fig, 2. TLre slov potential- shifts in the TE-task, separately for
the ]eft and the ríght central area (C, and C¡) and for left a¡d
right hand. responses.
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3. RESULTS

Two factor ANOVA. (RT/TE-task; reft/right hê"'d) were carried out on the
sPW' SN'I,'I and on the terninaf cNV âñllitud.es for the five EEG-chmnels and on
measures obtained in the same period.s for the two EMG-chmnels md the EOG.

Only the signifieant results vift be mentionerf.
The terninaJ- cNV a'as affected by the type of task both at cz G(1/7) =

6.8; p . O.O3) and at pr; F( t/77) = T.)+; p< O.O3); Iarger a.rnptitudes were
obtained in the RT-task than in the TE-task. At c, this anplitude ras about
tvo times larger in the RT-task (1e.6 uV) than in the TE-task (6.6 uV). tne
effect of the sid.e of the response did. not reach statísticar significmce for
either C- or C\, noï for the midfine positions (Tz, Cz, pr). Hovever, a sig_
nificant effect vas fornd when the same ANOVA was carried out on the ôifference
between C, md C4 G(/T) = T,6l p < O.O3). As is shom in Figs. 1 ¿nd 2lar_
ger mpritudes vere obtained in the hemisphere contrafaterar to the responùing
hand. This effect is about the sa¡ne in both tasks (ca. 3,5 pv, across left md
right hand responses).

Figs. 3 and J+ present the integrated EMG for the Rr æd. TE tasks, sepaïa-
tely for left md right hand responding and. for the activity obtained from
the left md right arn ffexor muscres (r,-ruc, R-EMG). on the one hand, the EMG

data nm pararrer to the EEG data; larger mplitudes are found in the RT-task
and in the involved. arm, even vith a derayed response in the TE-task. on the
other hand, the tinecourse of the EMG is quite different from the EEG. rn-
stead of a gradualry increasing curve, the EMG reaches a peak vithin one sec
after 51 and remains on a constant level_ thereafter.

The EMc activity in the 2oo msec period. before s, is larger in the RT-
task than in the gE-task, for both the teft a* (¡(t/7) = t6,6; p< O.Ot) md
right am EMc (F(l/l) = B.Z; P< O.O1); the effects of ïesponse side were also
significant for both the teft arm (n(1/.() = Zt.t; p< O.O1) and. the right am
(T(1/T) = 18.5; P< 0.or). rn ad.ùition, for the EMG activity in the period
2oo-Loo msec after sl the safie resur-ts weïe obtained both for type of task,
(Left arm EMG: I'( t/7) = 6.o; p< O.O!. Right azn EMG: r'( j/T) = 7,0; p< O.O3)
md response sid.e (Left arn EMG: î(1/7) = 1Z.Z: p< O.O.t . Right an: EMG:

r(1/I) = 6.1+; p< o.04).
rn the abôve mentioned Al\trovAs the synchronization task vas not included,

because i.n this task rather J-ov mplitudes for the teminar cNV vere obtained..
This r¡as caused by the large variability in response latencies.

Fig. ! gives the vertex movement potentiaJs, i.e, the aveïage potentiars
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tj.me-focked to finger presses, in the four experimental situations. In genereJ

these potentials have the same forrn, although there æe some differences. The

negative shift is larger in the RT-task a,trd smalleï in the synchronization
task, md in the TE-task this neþati,ve shift starts somevhat earfier thm i.n
the other erçerimental conditions,

Fig. 6 gives the lateral distribution of the amplitude of this negative
shift (average EEG activity in the period e8l+-lL)+ msec before the response)
in the four experimental conditions. In general, the laterality effect
(C. - C' ) is.about the same for these conditi-ons md for left and right hand3 4'
responses.

Fig. 7 presents the EMG activity time focked to the closure of the button
er¡itch, The EMG curves obtained from the non-invol_ved arm are not presented,
because here virtualry no activity was present. As vith the movement potentials
the EMG shovs the sme picture in the for:¡ experilentàI conùitions. A large
peaJs in the EMG precedes the response by 18 nsec for vo}mtary novements a¡d
for the Rl-task and by 32 msec for the other two tasks. AJ_though this peak

was much larger in the Rl-task, the latency of the start of this peak vas
about the sme for aII conditions..Al_though modest in amplitude there is
a gradual- inc¡ease in EMG activity for one to tvo second.s before the response.
This gradua.l increase n:ns parallel to the slow negative shift preceding the
response, as shoürr in Fig, 5. This gradual increase in B4G, J_argest in the
RT md TE tasks, is also present in the averages tine locked to S, for both
the RT-task (¡ig. :) a¡d the TE-task (¡'ie. l+).

Tr¿o factor ANOVAs (four experimental conditions; Ieft/right hand.) were
carried out on the negative shift preceding the motor ïesponse for the five
EEc-channels, the EoG-channef md the two EMc-châ¡nels, and on the diffeÌence
betveen C, and C4 a¡d the diflerence between left and right am EMG. Experi-
mentar conditions d.id. not reach statistical- significance in any of the Al\ovAs.

Response side had m effect at Ca (F(t/1) = 5.9; p < O,O)+), but not at CU

(v(t/l) < 1) and on the difference between C3 and ct+ (T(t/T) = 3\.2; p < O.0t).
This factor vas afso significant for the left arn EMG (I'(t/f) = B.l; p < 0,03),
the right arn n4c (F(1/7) = 9.6; p < O.O3) a.rìd the difference between these
measures (r(1¡7¡ = 1O,2) p < O.O3).
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Iig. 5. Vertex movement potentials
tirne locked to right hand. finger
presses (n) for RT-task' TE-task,
synchronizatíon task and volurtary
movements .

-3:2lR
time {secl

Fig. 6. Íhe lateral d.istribution of
the RP obtained from movement poten-
tials, time locked. to finger presses (R)

in Rl-task, TE-task or synchronizati.on
task or to voluntary movements ' sepa-
rately for left erÌd right hencl responses
The RÞ-neasure is the avera€e EEG acti-
vity in the period 28\-1)+l+ msec before
the resPonse, referred to a baseline
3000-2860 msec before the response.
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[. DrscussroN

The main find.ing of the present experinent r.ras the laterality effect in

the ternina^L cNV: the anplitude of this sPS vas J-arger contralateral- to the

responding hand, This find.ing corroborates the results of Rohrbaugh "¡ "1. 
(1916)

vho fomd. the same effect, although it vas much smalfer (l.l uv)' This dif-

ference is not easily explained in tems of task èifference, since in their

stu{,r virtua}ly the sâ.ae RT-task ilas used, except that S, vas visual-'

One importmt ùifference from the Rohrbaugh et aJ-. study is that in the

present study the activity in the non-involved response side was controlled.

by measuring the EMG. Moreover, during the training EMG was monitored and

the subjects were informed when there vas activity in the non-involved am.

Thus, in the present stud.¡r care was taken to tinit motor preparation to the

muscle groups involved in the response (see also Ioveless, 1978; Syndulko and

Lindsley, 1977). Iî any event these resufts show that' with regard to both the

lateral end the rnidline distribution at least, there is nO difference betveen

the RP æd the teminaa cNV. Thus, the negative shi.fts derived flom efectrodes

oveï the motor area (C3, Cz, CU) in tne Sl-S2 paraöigm md. those preced.ing vo-

luntaly movements seem to be the salne neurophysiological phenomenon, but are

obtained r¿ith different averaging methods, This notion is supported by the ana-

Iysis of the movement potentials time l-ocked to finger presses in the four

experimental situations. For exmple, the movement potentials obtained ¡'-n the

RT-task md. those accompanying vol:ntary movements both consist of a gradually

increasi-ng negative shift, whích starts one sec before the response (see Fig'

5). ¿tso the laterality effect r,¡as of the sane size. The only èifference betveen

the two condj.tions is that the rnagnitude of the negative shift in the RT-task

is somewhat l-aïger, expecially with left hand responses' As vas argued in the

Discussion of Experiment ! this may be explained as a l-arger involvement of

motor systems in preparing the response in the RT-task, thæ in monotonously

executing a series of finger presses. This larger invofvement is also sug-

gested by the EMG d.ata time focked to the response. The amplitude of the peak

preceding the response and the gradual increase before this peak i-s larger in

the RT-task than preceding voluntary movements.

The EMG data clearly show that the behavioral data, i.e. finger presses

cJ-osing a button switch, can certainly be used for obtaining movement poten-

tial-s. The peak of the EMG preceded the response by betveen only 18 msec to

32 msec, Thus, for slow phenomena no ôifference in resu-l-ts is erçected when

the movement potenti,els are time focked to the EMG'
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Although the teminaJ- CNV was Largely attenuated in the TE-task, some ne-

gativity still preceded 52. It was assr:med. that the involvement of notor sys-

tems would be mininal in this task, at least before Sr. Therefore, the temi-

na1 CNV should be virtually absent if this SPS reflects motor preparation'

However, it is not certain that even in the case of a delayed response there

is no motor activity at eI1 before Sr.

Sperry (1952) inas suggested that, regardless of the manifest behavioraJ-

situation, the primary end-product of the brain is notor output. Situations
not involving specific, overt motor response nay nevertheless prod.uce gene-

ral-ized effector readiness, receptor orientation (fixation of eyes), and non-

automatic postural- adjustments, in addition to specific motor conconitants

of menta.L processes.

According to Syndulko and Líndsley (1917) tir. prominence of the vertex
terninal CNV in motor tasks is so convincing that the occurrence of this SPS

in so-cal-led sensory tasks, whì.ch do not invofve specific, overt motor res-

ponses suggest that the latter tasks also involve at feast some t'motortt ele-
ments. Some sulport lór linis notion is provided by the EMG data. The EMG ac-/
tivity in the\t!-!/sk, record.ed just before S' was larger in that forearn
which had to give the d.elayed response,

There is sti1l another point vhich may obscure the conparison of notor
tasks (RT-instruction) and sensory tasks (detection instruction). Although

statistically not signif,icent there was a tendency in the present study

towards more EMG activity in the basel-ine before S., in the RT-task thm in

the Tl-task. This resul-t may indicate that the level- of generalized notor
readiness was aJreaQr larger before S., in the former task, If we had control-
l-ed this (for exmple, by giving feedback) the preparation áfter S.,, end con-

sequently the teminal- CNY, should have been larger in the RT-task,
In general, possible differences betveen preparatory states aJ-ready pre-

sent before S., have been neglected. ín CNï-Researeh. Hovever, it has been foud
that when 51 reguires a motor response the CNV is attenuated (Mccaltun a.r¡d.

Papakostopoulos, lg'(2; Otto s.nd. Leifer, 19T3). This in turn points to the fact
that at the monent there is no generally agreed method of d.eternini,ng the

DC-level of the brain; caifl-ard a¡rd NäätÊinen (unpublished manuscript) attenpted

to resolve the problen by correlating the CNv-amptítude to the negativity pre-
vailing before S.,; this negativity was referred to the zero of the anpfifi.er

irnd. indicated the DO-shifts in the EEG in the periodbefore S.,. Na,turalfy the
length of this period. is dependent on the time constant of the a.nplifier,
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which in that study was 6 sec. ft r¡as fou¡rd that the more positive the DC-

level befere S., the J-arger the CNV' and. vice versa, This result suggests

that the CNV is affected by the SPSs occurring before S.,. I¡ì:rther research

is need.ed. to investigate whether tbere are öifferences in preparatory states

between òifferent task situations. These òifferences coul-d. be intlicated not

only by EXG a,nd. EMG, but al-so by monosl'::aptic reflexes (see also Bnrnia, 1978) '
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SIJMMARY

Slov potential shifts (SPSs) oceur in the hurn¿n brain vhich are related.

to the processing of stinul-i or to the execution of responses. These SPSs cm

be systematically investigated. by derivíng the EEG from the scalp using elec-

trodes, while a subject is perfonning a task. The present thesis investigates

the SPSs which precede the executíon of a task, These SPSs are investigated

by using the so-call-ed. waitíng paradígm (S', - S, lara¿ign). In this paradigrn

S, serves as a warrring, !¡hereas S, reeuires some overt or covert reslonse.

The best known SPS in this sítuation is the Contingent Negative Variation (CNV),

Originally it was thought that this negative shift was dependent (contingent)

upon the association betveen S., and Sr. The airn of the present thesis was to

investigate the psychological meening of the CNV.

Experiment 1 shovs that the CNV consists of at least two negative SPSs.

When the interuaJ- betÍeen Sl - Se is prolonged (3 sec instead of the usual

1 sec) the slov potential cha,nge in the ISI becomes biphasic (see Fig. l+,

Chapter 2): The first SPS, the "Slov Negative Wave" (SNW) consists of æ in-

verted U-curve, whieh peaks ca. 750 nsec after S.,, The second SPS, the rrter-

ninel CNV'|, is a gradually increasing potentiel shift, vhich reaches íts max-

imum tovards the end of the intervaJ-.

Firstly, it r,¡as shovn in the present series of experíments that the CNV

is not refated to the perception of Sr. This v'as done by varying the discriní-
nability of S2: easy vs. cliffíeult èiscrirrinations (Ex¡:erirnents 2 a¡d 3) md.

short vs. l-ong-erq)osure duration of S, (Ex¡:erinent 3); mother method. used to

stu{y this issue vas to compare reaction-tasks with detection-tasks (Ex¡reri-

ments 3, l+,5,6). In the fol1¡rcr the subject is required to react as quiekly

as possible to Sr, vhereas in the latter tasks he has to discriminate S, and

to del-ay his response by one sec.

The effects of speed-accuacy instructions vere investigated in Experi-
nent I+ and 5. Under speed instructions a subject ís required to react as

quickly as possible, even at the cost of sone errors. Under accr:racy instruc-
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tions the subject also gives a speeqy response, but it is emphasized that he

should not make errors. These instructions appear to affect both the RT and

the terninal- Cï{V.

In E:çeriment 1 it vas fomd that SNll is enhmced vhen S., is aud.itory as

compared to a visual- S.,. In further ex¡:eriments it r¿as shom that the SNW is
also affected by the psychologicel properties of Sl. Lerger alrplitud.es are

fou¡rô when S., provides information about the task-requirements at Sr; S, in-
ôicated. in Experirnent 2 whether S, consisted of an easy o" a òifficutt dis-
crinination, in Ex¡:erinent 4 the probability that S2 wouJ-d arrive, in Erçeri-
nent 5 whether a speed. or an accuracy instructi-on had. to be follo¡'¡ed.

fn ord.er to facilitate the reading of thi.s thesís the descriptions of the

experinents æe given in a separate section (Appendix: Ex¡:eriment f - 6).
After a short introduction (Chapter 1), a general outfine of the methods

used. is given (Chapter 2) and in Chapter 3 the behavioral evidence on

prepaxatory processes is sr::¡marized. Chapter I+ presents the ideas vhich guided

these ex¡reriments, end the hypotheses tested in one or nore ex¡:eriments are

fornul-ate d.,

The topographical distribution of the SPSs preceding S, was deternined

in all ex¡reriments. The results of this analysis are su¡marized. in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 6 the fr:nctional signíficance of the SNV ís diseusseal on the

basi-s of the present experinents md also of other stud.ies. ft is concl-uded.

that the SNW is depend.ent on both the psychol-ogicaJ- and physicaÌ character-
istics of S1. The "SPW", a slov positive wave reaehing its peak ca. 3OO nsec

afber S.,, appears to be affected by the salre factors as the SNW, although there
are some differences. The results on the SPW are discussed in Chapter l.

Finally, in Chapter B it is conclud.ed that the terninal CNV refl-ects the

Ievel of motor preparation. Moreover, both its forn md topographical- ôistri-
bution suggests that this SPS is produced. by the s€¡e neurophysiotogical gen-

erator as the reatliness potentiel (BP) , vtrictr precedes volmtar¡r movenents.
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SAMENVATTING

In d.e menselijke hersenen vind.en Imgzme potentiaalverschuivingen pl-aats,

die in verba¡d. sta€n met de verwerking vu sti¡rul-i of net het geven van bepaal--

de responsies. Deze langzalre potentialen, d.ie afgeleid. kmnen vord.en var¡ el-ec-

troden gepfaatst op de schedel, zijn systematisch te onderzoeken door aan proef-
personen een taek te geven. fn het huidige onderzoek ligt d.e nad.ruk op d.e l-€J¡g-

zs¡le potentiealverschuivingen, d.ie ggþaan aan de uitvoering ven een bepaal-
de taak (b.v. zo snel nogelijk reageren op het amfl-itsen va¡ een lsmpje).
Deze potentialen vorden bestuèeerd in het zogenaamde vachtparaaigna (S., - S,
paradigna); in dit larad.igna vordt een waarschuwingssignaal (S.,), Bevotgd door

een tveed.e signaal (Sr), vaarop een bepaalde responsie gegeven moet qord.en.

De meest bekende en onderzochte l-sngzame potentiaalverschuivi.ng is d.e

Contingente Negatieve Variatie (CNV). Dit is een negatieve potentiaalverschui-
ving, vaarvsJì men oorspronkelijk dacht d.at hij af?rankelijk vas van (contingent

was op) d.e associatie tussen 51 en Sr. Doel van het huidige onalerzoek is de

psychologische betekenis van d.e CNV te achterhalen.
In Experinent I vordt aengetoond dat de CIW uit ter¡ninste tvee negatieve

componenten bestaat: als het interval tussen S1 en S2 vord.t verlengd (¡.v. tot
3 sec) bl-i.jkt dat d.e langzame potentiaalverschuiving þifasisch is (zi.e Fig. 6,
Hoofd.stuk 2): de eerste eomponent, d.errsfor,¡ Negative lÍave" (SNW), bestaat uit
een omgekeerde U-curve, die zijn piek bereikt ongeveer 750 nsec na S.,. De tweede

component, I'terminal- CNVrr, is een langzam stijgentle negatieve potentiaalver-
schuiving, d.ie zijn meximm bereikt vlak woor Sr.

Allereerst is aengetoond, d.at de teminal-e CNV niet in verba¡d. staat met

de vaarnening van Sr. Dit verd. onderzocht door de vaarîeembaarheitl van S, te
variëren: makhelijke vs, noeilijke itiscri¡ninatie (Experinent 2 en 3) of korte
vs, lenge expositi.eduur (Experinent 3), al-sook door reactietijd.-tsken met d.e-

tectie-teken te vergelijken (Experinent 3,4,5 en 6). In reactietijd-taken
moet de proefpersoon zo snel nogelijk reageren op S^, terwijl hij bij d.etectie-
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tsken pas één second.e na 52, door het indru-l<ken van een knop de bij S, Bemaek-

te discrininatie moet aangeven,

In E:q:erinent \ en 5 rn¡erd de invloed veJi instructies, m.b,t. het sne1,

dm wel eccuraat, reageren ond.erzocht. Bij eenttsnel-instructietrmoet d.e proef-
persoon zo snel nogelijk reageren en het geeft niet a1s hij daarbij fouten maakt;

bi.j een |taccuraat-instructierr moet hij ook snel reageren, maar er wordt d.e

nad.ruk opgelegd dat hi.j vrijweJ- geen fouten mag maken. Deze instructies blijken,
zowel op de reacti.etijd, els op de teroinale CNV, van invloed te zijn.

In Experìment 1 verd. gevonden d.at de SNW vrijvel alleen optreedt na een

auditief signaal. Bovendien blijkt dat de SNII groter is als S., niet alleen d.ient

als ìùaarschu¡À'ing, maar ook inforroatie geeft ôver d.e taa,]< uit te voeren bi.j S2.

In Experiment 2 eaf S., aa:r of S, bestond. uit een moeilijke dan wel uit een nak-

kelijke discriminatie, in Experinent )+ de ka¡s, dat 52 zou komen en in Experi-
nent !, vel-ke instructie (snel-accuraat) de proef¡:ersoon bij S, moest volgen.

Teneind.e de leesbaarheid. te vergroten is de beschrijving van de experi-
menten in een apart deel- ond.ergebracht (Appendix: Experi.rnent 1 - 6).

Na een korte inleid.ing (Hoofdstuk 1 ), vord.en de in het ond.erzoek meestal-

gebruikte methoden uiteengezet (Hoofdstuk 2), waarna een sanenvatting wordt

gegeven over d.e gedragsresul-taten m.b.t. preparatieprocessen (Hoofd.stuk 3).
In Hoofd.stuk l+ word.en d.e uitgs¡gspmten van het ond.erzoek uiteengezet, en de

hypothesen, tlie in d.e experimenten getoetst worden, $orden gefomuleerd,

De topografische verdeling op de sched.el vsn d.e l-€Jìgzme potentiaalver-

schuivingen verd in aIle experimenten vastgesteld. In Hoofdstulç ! vortlen d.e

resultaten vm de topografische æalyse ssnengevat.

Q> grond veJì deze experinenten en van ander onderzoek, wordt in Hoofdstuk 6

geconcludeerd dat de SNI{ bepaal-d ïordt d.oor zowel d.e fysische afs de psycholo-

gische betekeni.s van S.,. In Hoofdstul< ? wordt derrSlow Positive l,lave" (SPlf)

besÞrôken, d.ie optreed.t ca. 3OO msec na S., en in verschilfend.e opzichten de-

zelfde kemerken heeft al-s de SMI.

Tensl-otte l¡ordt in Hoofdstuk B geconclud.eerd., dat de tertina-1e CNV het

niveau ven motorische preparatie reflecteert. Bovendien, bli.jkt d.eze negatieve

verschuiving vrijwel dezelfd.e vorm te hebben als de rr3ereidheid.spotentiaal-",

d.ie voorafgaat aan wi.l-l-ekeurige belregingen. Daaron lijken de ten¡inale CNV en

de berei.dheidspotentiaal hetzelfde neurof¡rsioJ-ogisehe proces te reflecteren.


